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ABSTRACT 

This report presents eight pap~rs on victim-related research that 
were commissioned as part of a project to develop a research agenda in 
victimology for the Office Of Research Programs of the National Institute 
of Justice. The report is introduced by a summary and analysis of these 
papers and the proceedings of a victimology workshop held on March 10-11, 
1980 • 
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PART I 

THE VICTIMOLOGY RESEARCH AGENDA DEVELOPMENT PROJECT: 

A SUMMARY AND ANALYSIS OF PAPERS AND PROCEEDINGS 

Joseph H. Sasfy and Judith S D hm A l' . a ann 
pp 1ed Social Research Group 

The MITRE Corporation 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

A. Background 

~Since the pioneering work of Von Hentig and Mendelsohn in the 
forties, there has been a growing scientific and political con
cern for the victims of crime. Although 17elatively immature in 
the development of an integrated theory or systematic set of 
hypotheses, the multi-disciplinary field of victimology has emerged 
as a diverse set of related research topics, most involving the 
scientific study of victims and the victimization process. One 
of the most important features of the development of victimology 
as a discipline has been the adoption, in much of this research, 
of the victim's perspective and of a manifest concern and empathy 
for the victim's plight. In this sense, victimology has become 
a science of social concern as much as an empirical science of 
victims and the process of victimization. 

In the general areas of criminology and criminal justice, victim
ology has resulted in a number of important new directions and 
foci. First, it complements criminology's basic focus on character
istics of the criminal by studying victim characteristics. Equally 
important, victimology has resulted in the more realistic char
acterization of the criminal act (or conversely the victimization 
incident) as a complex and dynamic social process involving the 
interactions of offender, victim, and setting. Victimology has 
helped draw attention to the plight of crime victims and, as 
such, has resulted in increased resources being devoted to victim 
services and to crime prevention efforts. Victimology has also 
emphasized the value of victims as an important source of infor
mation on crime and offenders. Finally, with its emphasis on 
causes and consequences, victimology has made temporal considera
tions more salient in the study of criminal e\Tents 

The growing significance and codification of victimology as a 
basic and applied discipline has been reflected in a number of 
major developments in the last few years including the creation 
of a professional society devoted to these issues. Related has 
been the establishment of a scientific journal for victimological 
research (International Journal of Victimology) and the conduct 
of several international symposia devoted to the subject. Numerous 
states have passed victim compensation and restitution legislation 
and, as part of a widespread victim rights/services mov~ent, a 
variety of programs and projects are operated in localities 
across the nation designed to serve the needs of victims. Finally, 
the conduct of large-scale victimization surveys has resulted in 
new knowledge about the extent of unreported crime and other 
aspects of c~ime, victims, and offenders. 
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The last decade, hQwever, has seen a shift from the basic concerns 
of the early victiluologists with victim-offender relationships and 
processes (that is, with the criminal act itself), to more applied 
concerns such as addressing vic'tims' needs and problems and 
facilitating their participation in the criminal justice system. 
This has been a national development based on the growing aware
ness of the crime victim's plight and the notion of a secondary 
victimization based on responses of apathy, indifference, and 
even hostility by society in general and the criminal justice 
system in particular. Contributing to this new sensitivity to 
crime victims has been important research drawing attention to 
crimes such as rape, wife-beating, and child abuse/and the often 
devastating impact of these offenses. 

During the las,t five years, as the victim has become a more 
salient public issue, the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration 
(LEAA) and the National Institute of Justice (NIJ) have devoted 
increasing resources to the victim area. By and large, the 
research and programmatic efforts undertaken have been applied 
in nature--directed toward improving services to victims, enhancing 
the witness function, and addressing the specific problems of 
unique victim constituencies like rape or child abuse victims. 
Although relatively high priority has been afforded to victim 
service or assistance efforts, there has been relatively little 
support for basic victlinological research oriented towards expli
cating the causes and nature of the victimization process or event. 

With this background in mind, in .1979 the Office of Research 
Programs of the National Institute of Justice explored the 
possibilities of supporting a basic research program in victimology. 
A program of this type could provide a valuable complement to 
criminological research by expanding criminology's traditional 
focus on the offender, his charac'teristics and motives, to include 
the victim, his characteristics and motives, and the environment 
of victimization. Additionally, basic victimological research--
by focusing on the anteceden'ts and etiology of victimization, and 
the dynamics of the victimization process and its consequences-
promises to provide the empirical findings necessary for the 
development of improved crime prevention and victim assistance 
efforts. Thus a program of basic victimological research would 
appear especially promising in terms of its potential contribution 
to the NIJ's goals of (1) improving knowledge of the correlates 
of crime and the determinants of criminal behavior; (2) developing 
better methods for the prediction of crime, and (3) increasing 
the capability to prevent and control crime. 

As the first step in the development of this research program, 
a project was undertaken to develop a research agenda for the 
NIJ and its C,enter for the Study of Crime Correlates and 
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Criminal Behavior which would recommend research topics and 
areas of victimology that promise significant increments to 
our knowledge and understanding of crime and to our abilities to 
predict and prevent it. This project involved the conduct of 
three major tasks: 

• the commissioning of state-of-the-art papers in selected 
areas of victimology; 

• the conduct of a workshop directed toward the discussion 
of the papers and potential research topics; and 

• the analysis of the papers and workshop proceedings 
in order to derive research issues and recommendations. 

B. Invited Papers and Workshop Proceedings 

The selection of papers for the workshop followed a review of the 
victimological literature designed to: 1) identify basic victim
ological areas which had been addressed through empirical analysis, 
and 2) identify individuals engaged in ongoing research in empiri
cal victimology. Topics wereso,ught which went beyond the study 
of a single offense or victim type and 'which encompassed issues 
applicable to the general study of the victimization process. 
Likewise researchers were only considered as potential paper 
presenters if their research was not solely crime-specific and 
their perspective extended to. considerations of theory and model 
building. 

The final selection of topics and commissioned papers can be 
discussed in terms of a simplified model of elements of victim
ological research (see below). The three elements depicted 

ANTECEDENTS VICTIMIZATION PROCESS CONSEQUENCES 
OR INCIDENT 

+ I 

in this model correspond roughly to the before, duringl and after 
phases of victimization. Because a major purpose of the agenda 
development was to identify research areas which could contrib
ute to our understanding of crime and criminal behavior, greater 
emphasis was placed on topics related to the antecedents or causes 
of victimization and the victimization process itself, rather 
than to their consequences. Likewise, topics related to the 
description and prediction of the victimization process were given 
greater emphasis than those related to crime prevention and con
trol programs or victim assistance services. 

Antecedents of victimization are those factors which precede 
victimization and are related to it or cause it (for example, 
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The meeting was shaped in termS of the presentation of 
the eight invited papers, and the use of specific discussants 

, for each paper (see APpendix for the agenda and listing of all 
WorkshOP participants). AdditionallY, two luncheon speakers were 
featured. Morton Bard's talk, "The psycM10gical Impact of crime 
on the Victim," discussed the psycholOgical and emotional eXPerience 
of crime victims. Marvin Wolfgang's presentation, "Basic concepts 
in VictimolOgical Theory," introduced the concept of victim 
individualization and discussed its relevance to the law', penolOgy, 

and research. 
Despite the fact that the selection of paper topicS was oriented 
toward basiC research concerns in victimOl09

y
, the discussions 

during the two-day workshop also extended to a host of more applied 
concerns. There waS considerable interest in individual and social 
consequences of victimization (particularlY the nature of harms 
incurred), and alsO in the implications of victimol09,cal research 
for crime prevention and control and victim assistance. In many 
respects, the distinction between "basiC" and "applied" research 
concerns did not prove viable, as, for instance, the discussion 
of the causes of victimization would often lead to questions 
regarding the crime prevention or poliCY imPlications of thiS 
basic knowledge. similarly, issues related to the harms or con
sequences ansociated with victimization inevitably raised questions 

1 

regarding the appropriate societal or system responses to 

victimization. 
During the two days of discussion, there was hardly a basiC or 
applied research issue dealing with the antecedents or conse
quences of victimization, or its dynamicS, that was not seen 
as worthy of investigation. In fact, the overall impression 
cast by the workshOP was that victimology, as an empirical and 
theoretical field, is in a fairly early and primitive stage of 
development. What theory and/or models have been developed 
represent more tentative or provocative attempts to initiate 
or provide a basiS for research, rather than sophisticated 
integrations of existing research findings. In fact, time and 
time again during the workshOP, the participants pointed to 
metMdolOgical problems that raise serioUS doubts abOut the 
quality of empirical findings in victimology and the interpre
tations lent to these findings. Thus, there was considerably 
more acknowledgement of relative scientifiC ignorance regarding 
victimolOgical topics as opposed to any sense of significant 

progress in the state-of-the-art. 

Dabma

nn

, Judith and Joseph sasfy (editors). VictimOlogy Research A2end~ 
Development' Volume II _ workshOP proceedin~, The MITRE Corporation, 

MTR-BOW00221 . 
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Finally, despite the fact that the two-day Workshop generated 
numerous research suggestions in all of the selected topic 
areas and many outside these areas, there was little priori
tization accorded these topics during the Workshop. For the most 
part, the participants offered few suggestions regarding which 
substantive topic was most deserving of attention because of a 
previous lack of empirical research or because of the potentially 
significant theoretical or policy implications of work in a 
particular area. Similarly, although numerous substantive research 
topics were generated and alternative methods or data sources men
tioned, most topics or potential studies were dealt with in a 
cursory fashion;, that is, the parameters of the research were left 
unspecified and the relevance of particular methods or sources 
to specific topics was undeveloped. If there was any consensus 
reached during the workshop, it was the informal conclusion that 
there remain serious problems with existing victimization surveys 
(and, in specific, the National Crime Survey(NCS» that are fundamental 
to much of the existing victimological research, although major 
efforts are now underway by the BJS toward systematically improving 
the NCS in most of the areas discussed. 

There were a number o~ important themes that emerged during the 
two-day Workshop not specifically associated with any single 
research topic. As already mentioned, the limits of the National 
Crime Surveys, in terms of the selectivity of their data 
domain and the inadequacies of the data collected, were persis
tently mentioned, in part because these surveys have provided 
much of the existing data for victimological inquiry. A related 
theme was the need for alternative methods and data sources in 
victimology, simply because no one source or method is likely 
to yield the diverse kinds of data demanded by victimological 
research. 

Another important theme revolved around definitional problems 
inherent in victimology that evolve from the complex nature 
of much victimization. Problems with defining and measuring 
assaults or multiple victimization or corporate victimization 
were raised. The concept of relatively enduring states of 
victimization (for example, terrorism, extortion, persecution, 
etc.) was seen as particularly troublesome in terms of definition 
and measurement. 

A number of other themes that were developed during the Workshop 
dealt with the nature of theory and research in victimology. 
Questions regarding the need for and value of d~ductive versus 
inductive theories and typological versus common explanatory 
mechanisms were raised. The level of generalizability needed 
in the measuremen't process (particularly with respect to 
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behavioral measurement) was also singled out as an important 
issue bearing on the theoretical and policy utility of 
victimological research. Finally, for a number of victimo
logical topics, the problem of inferring causality from 
existing data and the co~comitant need for longitudinal 
research were raised. 

The next chapter of this paper provides a discussion of those 
research topics and issues that received the most attention in 
the invited papers and in the Workshop proceedings. 
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II. RESEARCH TOPICS AND ISSUES 

2 

A. Antecedents and the Etiology of Victimization 

1. The Lifestyle/Exposure Model 

A number of the eight papers and a significant portion of the • 
Workshop discussion concerned themselves with the etiology (or causes) 
of victimization and the critical dimensions that a theory or 
model of victimization would possess. Gottfredson's lifestyle/ 
exposure model represented one attempt to. explicate the etiology 
of criminal victimology in some tentative theoretical fashion. 
As Schneider noted, Gottfredson's model is essentially inductive. 
Based on evidence from the NCS (and other research) indicating 
consistent relationships between certain demographic character
istics (e.g., age, race, marital status) and the probability of 
victimization, it is posited that probabliistic exposure and its 
antecedents -- more importantly, lifestyle -- determine the likeli
hood of victimization. 

Thus, in terms of Gottfredson's model, the reason that single 
individuals would be more likely to be victimized than married 
individuals would be that the lifestyle of singles is more 
likely to place them with high-risk times, places, and people. 
With respect to this model, empirical progress depends on 
identifying systematic relationships between various time-space
person coordinates and the probability of victimization, and 
identifying those properties or characteristics of persons or 
objects that are predictive of these coordinates. 

Some evidence
2 

for a lifestyle/exposure model has been provided 
which indicates systematic relationships between changes over 
time in patterns of routine activities (or lifestyle) and specific 
crime rates, and between personal characteristics, victim-offender 
relationships, and certain places and times and victimization rates. 
Hindeland et ale offered a series of propositions relating dimen
sions of lifestyle to the probability of exposure (and, thus, 
victimization). In essence, Gottfredson recommended that further 
research be conducted which more directly tests the hypothesized 
relationships between various characteristics and operationalized 
measures of lifestyle and exposure. 

In order to advance work regarding the etiology of victimization, 
Gottfredson believes researchers will have to address a number of 
problems, including: 

See Cohen, L. and M. Felson, "Social Change and Crime Rate Trends: A 
Routine Activity Approach." American Sociological Review, 44:388 (1979); 
and Hindelang, M., M. Gottfredson, and J. Garofalo. Victims of Personal 
Crime: An Empirical Foundation for a Theory of Personal Victimization, 
Cambridge, MA: Ballinger (1978). 
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• the need for better, more refined indicators of lifestyle 
and exposure; 

• the need for better incident indicators, including infor
mation descriptive of situational aspects of victimization 
and victim-offender dynamics; and 

• the current dependence on cross-sectional data. 

To address these problems, it would probably be necessary to 
employ smaller-scale victimization surveys designed to provide 
far more detail on the characteristics, behaviors, and relation
ships of vic~ims, as well as the situational aspects of the 
victimization incident. The greater detail and complexity of 
a survey of this type would probably make its administration 
infeasible as part of the more traditional, large-scale surveys 
that are designed to, primarily, measure the extent of victimization 
in a population~3 In fact, on a number of occasions, the Workshop 
participants mentioned the inefficiency of the NCS with respect 
to its ability to produce in-depth information on victims and 
victimization, since so much time and resources are devoted to 
the screening function (that is, merely identifying vic·tims) . 
One informal conclusion that can be derived from the Workshop 
is that empirical and theoretical advances in basic victimology 
will probably depend on the development of specific methods and 
data sources (including victimization surveys) that complement and 
enrich the large pool of data generated by the NCS. 

Because further research progress on the etiology of victimization 
would depend on developing data of far greater detail regarding . 
the routine activities of individuals and on the situational a.nte
cedents of victimization, Gottfredson suggested that other methods 
may be needed to augment data produced by the present types of 
victimiza tion surveys. With respect to. lifestyle and acti vi ty 
patterns, the use of time-budgeting studies to track 'how people 
spend their time (and with whom) was mentioned as a potential 
method. In terms of the personal and social context of victimiza
tion and the incident itself, Got·tfredson proposed the possibility 
of employing a "daily diary" approach and of soliciting the 
"stories" of both victim and offender. Finally, because of the 

It should be noted that the Bureau of Justice Statistics is currently 
supporting an NCS redesign effort with a number of purposes. One of 
these is to enhance the utility and explanatory power of the survey 
by including new crimes and a wider range of crime-related variables. 
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serious problems of inferring causality from cross-sectional data, 
the need for longitudinal panel data in this area was indicated. 
There were numerous research topics discussed at the Workshop that 
focused on the relationships betw~en victim-related experience and 
prior and subsequent victim behavior and, in (,vi tably, the problems 
of isolating cause and effect were: mentioned. For example, does 
a relationship between self-prote(~tive behavior and injury mean 
that the attempt at self-protection precipitated the injury or 
that the experience of injury precipitated an attempt at self
protection? 

Much of the criticism of Gottfredson's lifestyle/exposure model 
revolved around the limits of the concept of "exposure" as a 
viable explanatory mechanism for all types of criminal victimiza
tion. As Gottfredson argued, any "causative factor is plausible 
precisely because its presence enhances and its absence decreases 
exposure to crime. They relate to the probability that the person 
will come into contact with a motivated offender and will be 
seen to be a suitable target for the offense." Sparks argued, 
however, that the exposure model does not adequately account for 
non-personal victimization (e.g., households, commercial establish
ments, organizations, etc.). Further, he feels that the model is 
not even appropriate for many types of personal victim.zation, 
particularly non-stranger crimes involving, for instance, rela
tionships between husband and wife, employer and employee, and 
so on. Sparks concludes, " .•. it is not merely a matter of 
exposure to risk in the sense that two people are physically 
contiguous for some period of time, but rather that they get 
angry with one another and hit each other over the head or 
whatever ..• " 

Both Sparks and Reiss noted that the exposure model seems more 
appropriate to situations where potential offenders and potential 
victims are circulating and intersect each other. Reiss pointed 
out that a general theory of victimization needs to account for 
at least three types of victim-offender interactions. First 
there is the situation in which offenders and victims are moving 
in space and intersect. Second is the case in which either 
victim or offender is stationary and the other comes to him. 
Finally, there are situations in which both victim an.d offender 
are stationary and the harm moves. In lTIany types of social 
relationships, victim and offender are relatively stationary in 
terms of social space (e.g., child and parent). The victim, 
then, reduces his probability of victimization by increasing his 
movement or activities (at least insofar as they remove him from 
the presence of the offender). In Reiss' view a theory of 
victimization must account for these different types of inter
actions and whether intersection or movement increases or decreases 
the probability of victimization. 
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2. Multiple Victimization 

The study of multiple victimization is important to the etiology 
of ~ictimization because it focuses on the question of why some 
individuals tend to become victims and others don't: and because, 
as Sparks noted, the quest:ion may be easier to ans~,~e7 "~f. we ~ook •.. 
in the vicinity of multiple, repeated or recurrent v~ct~m~zat~on 
than if we look where it is occasional, sporadic, or an egregious 
event." As Sparks' paper noted, the evidence on t.he phenomena of 
multiple victimization consistently supports the notion that the 
distribution of reported victimizations (from surveys) cannot be 
accounted for in terms of a Poisson process characterized by a 
constant transition rate. This suggests that the victimization 
process cannot be explained as being basically a random process 
governed by a constant probability of victimization among indi
viduals. In other words, the lnultiple victim is not simply an 
individual with unusually bad luck . 

Sparks offered a more r€!alis:t;i.c set of assumptions about the 
victimization process (that is, assumptions that, in model 
form would allow a bet'ter fit with observed distributions of ' . victimization) that characterizes individuals as having differ~ng 
probabilities of victimization, or victimization proneness. 
Additionally, it is assumed that an individual's proneness may 
vary over time with changes in lifestyle or characteristics and 
that there is always some chance variation in victimization for 
any level of proneness. 4 Given these assumptions, the central 
question for the etiology of victimization i~ w?at.f~ctors cause 
differing levels of vic'timization proneness ~n ~nd~v~duals. As 
already discussed, Gottfredson's lifestyle approach and Cohen's 
routine activities approach both depend, for the most part, on 
the single, explanatory concept of exposure. Alternatively, Sparks 
offered six explanatory or causal factors which he believes could 
usefully account for variations in proneness. 

Before turning to Sparks' etiological concepts, it is important 
to examine some of the methodological problems hampering progress 
in this area. These problems, raised by Sparks in his paper and 
reiterated by the Workshop participants, are important becaus7 they plague many areas of basic victimological research, not Just 
multiple victimization. 

4sparks suggests that the addition of two other assumptions--first, 
that some individuals are totally immune from victimization and 
second, that some individuals' proneness decreases with each victim
ization--may allow even better modeling of the victimization data. 
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The first problem is that of measurement of the extent to which 
the variance in the phenomena being measured is cha.racterized by 
error. As Schneider characterized it, "Of all the methodological 
problems confronted by the field of victimology, none is more 
critical than a proper determination of who has been (and who has 
not been) a victim of crime." Of course, the study of multiple 
victimization demands not only the accurate determination of who 
has been victimized, but also how many times. Given there are 
more non-victims and multiple victims than would be predicted by 
a simple Poisson process, the question with respect ·,to multiple 
victimization, then, is to what extent is this a function of 
response bias. 

For example, is the distribution of victimizations biased by the 
responses of "lazy" or "productive" respondents. As Sparks 
commentE:d, no one knows how many respondents may "mention one or 
two events and think, 'The hell with it; I'll be here all day 
if I say anything more.'" More broadly stated, the structure 
of the interview situation and schedule can have significant 
effects on how much victimization people can or care to recall. 
Albert Reiss mentioned that many of the methodological and sub
stantive problems of victimology are secondary to what he called 
"the cqunt problem," and, thus, progress in basic victimology 
is integrally tied to fundamental improvements in the measurement 
(or counting) of victimization incidents. 

A second major problem characterizing research on multiple 
victims revolves on definitional issues, including the treatmerit 
of "series" victimizations.. Series victimization refers to 
situations in which respondents report that many victimization 
incidents occurred, but they can neither recall how many 
discrete victimizations took place nor details of the incidents. 
Closely related is the whole issue of what constitutes a multiple 
victim; that is, how many times does an individual have to be 
victimized, and at what intervals or within what time frame, in 
order to be designated a multiple victim. For example, ~parks 
asked, "Are you a multiple victim if your house is broken into 
in 1956 and again in 1980?" Skogan pointed out that, depending 
on our definition of multiple victimization and targeted crime, 
you can identify as many multiple victims as you want (e •. g., by 
including victims of obscene phone calls or disorderly conduct) • 

The third problem that has hampered research in this area has 
been the dependence on cross-sectional survey data. Because of 
the time period involved in victimization surveys (typically, 
the previous six months in the NCS and the previous twelve 
months in other surveys) it is difficult to accurately order 
victimization incidents in terms of specific time periods. More 
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importantly, the lack of longitudinal data means that multiple 
victimization cannot be studied over a long time period~ as a 
possibly enduring phenomena or as one susceptible to changes in 
individual lifestyles and characteristics. Thus, again, cross
sectional data severely limits the possibilities for identifying 
casual relationships between victimization experiences and 
individual behaviors, attitudes, etc. 

Despite these methodolrgical problems, assuming that multiple 
victimization is a real phenomena dictated, in part, by the varying 
levels of victimization proneness in a population, the etiological 
question of what causes various degrees of proneness remains. 
Sparks suggests that there are six different concepts--embracing 
the behaviors, .attributes, and social situations of victims--
that can help account for differences in victimization rates. 
These are: 

• precipitation, or cases in which the victim's behavior 
precipitates or induces, in some way, the offender'S 
behavior; 

• facilitation, or cases in which the offender's negligence 
or lack of reasonable precaution creates a special crime 
risk (e.g., leaving your wallet in an open place); 

• vulnerability, or cases in which an individual's 
characteristics makes him or her particularly susceptible to 
certain offenses (e.g., children or mentally retarded 
or crippled); 

• opportunity, which is closely related to Gottfredson's 
notion of exposure; opportUnity is the logically 
dictated condition for crime (e.g., the individual who 
spends more time out of his house at night provides a 
greater opportunity for a robbery to occur); 

• attractiveness, or the qualities of targets that enhance 
their selection by offenders (e.g., an obviously wealthy 
individual may be more likely to be robbed); and 

• impunity, or characteristics of individuals that make it 
easy for offenders to get away with crime because the 
victim may be reluctant to use normal social control 
mechanisms (e.g., the blackmailing of homosexuals or 
victimization of criminals). 
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Sparks admitted that these concepts may not be exhaustive of all 
of the ways that people develop victimization proneness and th~t, 
although they are analytically distinct, they are npt necessar~ly 
mutually exclusive or unrelated. Further, they need not be 
applied only to persons, but could be ~pplied to property, 
situations, places, etc. A major victimization research task 
would involve operationalizing these concepts so they c~uld be 
applied in etiological research and/or research on mult~ple 
victims. 

Research, then on multiple victimization will have to address a 
number of problems inherent in past studies. Because victimization 
is a rare event, and multiple victimization even rarer, the use of 
general population surv~y samples is likely to be co~:tly a~d , 
inefficient in terms of yielding information,on mu~t~~le v~ct~s. 
Sparks advocated identifying victims or mult~ple v~ct~m, samples 
from official data (e.g., police records). This, of course, 
avoids the inefficiencies of the survey screening process, but, 
as Schneider noted, "Research results based on the,sesamples may 
not be generalized to the full population of victims." 

Research on multiple victimization and its etiology will also 
depend on developing much more extensive information ?n th~ 
antecedents of victimization (social, personal, and s~tuat~onal 
variables) than has been available in the NCS. Sparks,suggested 
that it may be necessary to employ less formal and less stru~tured 
interviewing techniques if information is to be ~evelo~ed wh~ch 
would allow the exploration of etiological quest~ons l~ke: Was 
the offense precipitated? Was it u result of a special vulner
ability? etc. There was a consensus at the worksho~ ~hat a~tempts 
should be made to learn more from offenders, to sol~c~t the~r 
views regarding target selection and causes for the crime. Re~e~rch 

regarding models of offender target se,~ec't~on and ~f7ender dec~s~~n
making with reference to forsaking or h~lt~ng a cr~~n~l op~rtun~ty 
was seen as a potentially significant comp~ement to et~olog~c~l , 
research using victim data. Additionally, it was felt that v~ct~ 
surveys can obtain more information on the Yict~m's view of why 
he thinks the offender chose him and why the Gr~me occurred. 

An important etiological question fo~ resear~hon multiple,v~ctim
ization is whether there are particular attr~butes or cond~t~ons 
that distinguish multiple victims from E1ingle-evenb,vi~tims. 
Ziegenhagen mentioned a study of emergency room adm~ss~ons that 
was able to make distinctions between these two classes of . 
victims on 'the basis of prior criminal :record; his own research 
has indicated attitudinal differences between these two groups. 
Skogan noted that, if you assume that people will try to ~da~t 
their behavior to avoid further vic,timization, mul tiple v~ct~ms 
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are likely to be those who are trapped by role constraints 
(e.g., battered wives) or environmental structuring (e.g., the 
elderly in high-crime neighborhoods) in a way that prevents 
successful risk reduction. Thus, Skogan stated, "We might find 
q~it~ ~ di7ferent kind of causal structure behind severe multiple 
v~ct~m~zat~on as contrasted to one time victimization." Reiss 
pointed out that varying causal accounts of multiple victimization 
have dramatically differing implications for policy interventions. 
In addition to the question of whether the multiple victimization 
is a result of an ongoing role relationship, there is the question 
of whether it is repeated by the same or different offenders. In 
some cases the incarceration of one offender can end a multiple 
victim's problem. 

Another important focus of multiple victim research is the conse
quences of multiple victimization. Not only is it important 
to understand the crime - prevention and riSk-reduction efforts 
(or lack of efforts) of multiple Victims, little is known about 
the full range of behavioral and psychological consequences of 
multiple victimization. As Sparks pointed out, even if multiple 
v~ct~ization were ~e result of a random process, multiple 
v~ct~ms would be an ~mportant research and treatment concern . " . , , 
s~nce ~t ~s l~kely that the social meaning of crime and victimi-
zation would be different for multiple victims. Additionally, 
there is the question of whether multiple victimization is of 
sufficient severity and/or uniqueness to demand special treatment 
and assistance programs. 

Even given more detailed information on the antecedents and 
consequences of multiple victimization, there are important research 
i~su~s,cen~ering on th~ definition and measurement of multiple 
v~ct~~zat~on. Accord~ng to Sparks, some questions in need of 
study include: 

• To what extent are multiple victims the victims of 
different crimes? 

• What are the typical time intervals between victimizations 
for multiple victims? 

• To what extent are "series" victimizations (as defined 
in NCS) incidents involving the same offender or offenders? 

• To what extent are some cases of multiple victimization 
best understood as continuing states of victimization 
rather than discrete incidents? 

The concept of continuing or enduring states of victimization 
received considerable attention during the Workshop as a viable 
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topic for research. Biderman noted that victimization surveys, 
with their incident focus, are not well designed for identifying 
and elucidating enduring states of victimization like persecution, 
extortion, or terrorization. Biderman argued that these types 
of victimization often have much more serious consequences than 
Part I crimes, because they place individuals in continuing 
states of victimization. In this sense, he recommended that a 
better measure of these victimizations is prevalance over time 
rather than discrete incidents. Skogan attributed special signi
ficance to this class of crimes, because "where there is repeated 
contact between a victim and some class of offenders, and repeated 
instances 6f harm, (there may be) opportunities for intervention 
on the part of social agencies which are greater than for the 
vast bulk of crimes." Thus, the distinction between point-in-
time victimization incidents (e.g., robbery) and series victimi
zations and conditions of victimization was seen as an important 
one by the Workshop participants in terms of etiology, consequences, 
and policy implications. 

3. The Homogeneity of Victim-Offender Populations 

The question of the homogeneity, or overlap, between victim and 
offender populations is important to the study of etiology, since 
a victim's exposure to offenders may reflect "a lifestyle that 
leads victims to alternate as. offenders in the same social 
environment." As Singer points out in his paper, a shared social 
context amongst victims and offenders (which supports or facili
tates violent interchange) suggests that these groups are not 
distinct, but rather exist in a subcultural context in which 
victim and offender roles may be interchapgeable. These sub
cultural actors, of course, have little to do with the conventional 
public conception of innocent victims and predatory offenders. 

Using data from a study of self-reported victimization (employing 
Wolfgang's birth cohort), Singer provided evidence that victims 
of violent assaults were more often involved in official and 
self-reported crime, and more often had committed a serious 
ass~ult than non-victims. Significantly, 68 percent of the 
victims of a stabbing or shooting had committed a serious assault, 
in comparison to 27 percent of the non-victims. In this research 
the best predictor of having committed a serious assault was 
victim experience. 

Although Singer's study provides no direct support £or subcultural 
hypotheses, it does suggest that for certain crimes (in this 
study, ser.~ous assault), there is a need to go beyond concepts 
like exposure and opportunity to the study of the web of relation
ships that creates interchangeability among victim and offender 
experiences. This parallels Sparks' notion that exposure cannot 
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sufficiently account for the nature of the specific relationships 
which are often the real causal context for victimization. 

The first step in examining the homogeneity of victim and offender 
populations for specific crime types would be to employ the NCS 
data over time to examine similarities between the demographics 
of victims and perceived characteristics of offenders. There 
~as ~ome concensus at the Workshop, that, in many cases, victim-
1zat10n surveys or self-report studies of criminality could be 
expanded to include offense and victim data, respectively. At 
the present time, there is not much data available that includes 
offense and victimization data on the same groups and individuals. 

A major research topic in this area involves questions of the 
temporal relationships between victim and offender experiences 
and the possible causal influences of one on another. As Schramm 
stated, we need to know "whether serious victimization increases 
the odds of finding a history of serious offenses, or whether a 
history of serious offenses increases the odds of serious vic
timization." Singer's finding that juvenile victim status is 
highly predictive of adult offender status supports (but does 
not prove) the hypothesis that criminality can be learned through 
a negative association. 

There is a need to know whether victimization experiences affect 
an individual's attitudes toward law and society in ways that 
could facilitate future cr.i.minality. Although we may discuss 
the characteristics of victims and offenders as though they 
belonged to distinctly different individuals, the roles of 
victim and offender may also coexist within the same individuals 
or groups and systematically reinforce each othe~Some offenders 
may see themselves as having been victimized by some specific 
personal injustice or by generally discriminatory social and 
economic conditions. Their ~elf-perceptions as victims can serve 
as strong motivations to commit retaliatory or compensatory crimes 
directed against the specific individuals or groups they feel 
have wronged them, or against other available targets in the 
general society. Moreover, such self-justifications by offender
victims can be very effective in sustaining deviant behaviors 
within a peer group, in justifying their offensive behaviors 
to the general society, and as court defenses when the offender's 
guilt and punishment are being judged. 

A related research issue raised at the Worskhop dealt with the 
question of simultaneity between v~ctimization and the commission 
of an offense. In how many cases and for what crimes is victim
ization the result of offense behavior (e.g., a robber gets 
assaulted or, more commonly, an assaulter gets assaulted). This 
issue points to the more general problem of determining victim 
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and offender in many assaults and of measuring this particular 
offense. 

B. Victim-Offender Dynamics 

Victim-offender dynamics concern the immediate situational 
aspects of the crime event and the interaction between victim(s} 
and offender(s}. As Richard Block pointed out in his paper, 
the study of victim-offender dynamics is central to attempts to 
understand the nature of violent crime and its outcomes (which 
affect the nature of the notification process and criminal 
justice system intervention) . 

One of the major findings of Block's studies of victim-offender 
dynamics in specific violent crimes is tha.t, depending on whether 
one employs victimization survey data or police data (reported 
crimes), some dramatically different results are obtained. This 
is mostly a function of the different samples of victimization 
incidents represented in these two sources. For example, using 
data on reported robberies, Block found that victim resistance 
had little impact on completion of the robbery, while significantly 
increasing the likelihood of victim injury. Thus, resistance did 
not seem to be a rational strategy in robbery situations. However, 
using survey data, Block found that resis"t:ance significantly 
lowered the probability of completion of the robbery. This 
dispari ty in findings resul"cs in large part from the fact that 
crimes not completed are much less likely to be reported to the 
police. 

Block's research on a number of violent crime types indicated 
important interrelationships between the use of threat (including 
weapons), resistance, injury, and completion of the crime. Again, 
current data sources do not allow clear causal attribution between 
the::::e elements (e.g., does resistance cause injury or does injury 
lead to resistance?). The significance of victim-offender 
dynamics for understanding crime is suggested by Block's study 
of ho:.nicide which indicated that most homicides can be seen as 
the final step in the escalation of violence from either aggra
vated assault or robbery. Block labels homicides emanating from 
assault (usually involving non-strangers) as impulsive and those 
emanating from robbery (usually involving strangers) as instru
mental. Finally, Block's research and other studies have indicated 
that the nature of victim-offender relationships and dynamics 
affects both the decision to notify the police and subsequent 
police and prosecutorial responses. 

Research on victim-offender dynamics has been hampered by the 
limitations of both police and NCS data. As already mentioned, 
a critiGal problem with police data is that reported crimes 
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represent a very selective sample of crime incidents. While NCS 
data is more representative for most crime types, like police 
data, the NCS does not provide sufficiently detailed information 
on situational factors or victim-offender interactions for any 
sophisticated study of dynamics. Block also noted, as other 
researchers have, that the NCS is an inefficient mode of 
data collection for specific research of this type, because of 
the large amount of resources devoted to the screening function. 

Instead, Block recommended that, following NCS screening, samples 
of victims of different crime types be developed for more inten
sive interviewing. These crime-specific surveys should be 
directed toward developing extensive information on situational 
aspects of the crime event, including data regarding the 
presence or use of weapons and drugs, the presence and role of 
bystanders, and the psychological/emotional states of victim and 
offender. Information should be developed on the moves and 
counter moves of victim and offender, and on the role of various 
forms of resistance in the escalation or de escalation of violence. 
The Workshop par.ticipants strongly advised attempts to develop 
comparable information from offenders, where possible. The 
availability of victim a.nd offender versions of the same incident 
could provide some important insights into the dynamics of crime. 

Additionally, these same surveys could be used to collect 
information on the notification process and on the nature of the 
victim's treatment by the criminal justice system and the progress 
of his case through it. In this way it would be possible to more 
closely tie features of the victimization incident to the many 
and varied processing decisions of the criminal justice system. 

C. Victimization-Related Behavior 

There is a wide range of individual and collective behaviors 
related to the victimization process that are important to the 
study of the etiology and consequences of victim-related exper
iences. Skogan's paper discussed three types of behaviors that 
shape and are shaped by victim-related experience. These are: 

• precautionary or risk-reducing behaviors that are part 
of people's lifestyles and daily routines (e.g., not 
walking at night alone, staying out of certain parts 
of a city, etc.); 

• dynamic behaviors that. are part of a victimization and 
can-shape the nature of the event and/or outcome (e:g., 
the victim's behavior during a rape or robbery); and 
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• crime-prevention behaviors (e. g., property marking or 
installing a burglar alarm) . 

Skogan argued that research on the origins and consequences of 
these behaviors would advance not only our understanding of crime 
and victimization, but related evaluation and policy concerns as 
well. Again, it was n9ted that,with respect to research in this 
area, the NCS has not been useful because it collects very little 
data on individual behaviors and activities. Evaluation research, 
especially of various target-hardening and crime-prevention 
activities and programs, has more actively developed behavioral 
indices and measures in order to study the adoption or implemen
tation of various activities, and in some cases, their impact on 
crime. However, Skogan noted, "most studies of behavior are 
underconceptualized, employ inadequate measures, specify overly 
simplistic analytic models, and are of uncertain aggregate (if 

·not individual) significance." 

There are four research areas identified by Skogan that need to 
be addressed more effectively than in the past, if research 
regarding victimization-related behavior is to advance. These 
are the need for more general, behavioral dimensions; the need 
for more valid and reliable indicators of these dimensions; the 
need for more realistic analytic models; and the need for more 
sophisticated study of the consequences of behavior. One of the 
central problems of this research has been the oversimplification 
of behavior and the related l~ck of conceptual elaboration. What 
is needed, according to Skogan, are more general dimensions of 
victimization-related behavior that can embrace a range of 
distinct, but conceptually similar activities. For example, 
purchasing a watchdog or a burglar alarm are different activities 
with the same purpose and, thus, could be usefully categorized 
within one concept. Skogan offered a simple four-cell typology 
o.f behavior with two dimensions--type of behavior ("risk avoidance" 
activities or "risk management" activities) and context (personal 
victimization or residential victimization)--as one example of 
an attempt to conceptualize victimization-related activities. 

Skogan outlined three benefits ,that can be realized by better 
conceptualization of behavior (that is, through more abstr'action 
and less specificity). First, the generality of the findings 
would be increased since broad behavioral domains would be 
involved rather than specific activities. Second, by using more 
abstract behavioral domains with multiple indicators, measurement 
error will be reduced. Finally, a more conceptual approach (i.e., 
one dealing with general categories) will allow the development 
and testing of theories such that knowledge regarding the origin 
and consequences of these behaviors could advance. 
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Following the development of useful behavioral categories a 
~e~~~d,p~~blem arises--the problem of developing reliable' and 

a l. l.n l.cators or measures of these categories Sko 
some ~f th~ majo: obstacles to the accurate meas~remen~a~fnoted 
behavl.or, l.ncludl.ng memory failures· the low I' f 

t
' , , I sa l.ence 0 some 

ac l.vl.tl.es; the respondent's lack of kId ' t' ( , , now e ge of certal.n activi-
l.es especl.ally l.n a household)· and the dl.'ff' It' , 

t
' , I l.CU Y l.n estl.-

ma l.ng hl.gh-frequency behavior. 

The,use of multiple ,indicators within a measure provides on 
bas~s, for calcu,lating the internal consistency of the meas;e 
~ddl.tl.OnallY, Skogan suggested the use of observations, call-· 

acks, ~n~ record checks as ways 9f examining the reliabilit 
and vall.dl.ty of self-report behavioral data The part" y 
strongly recommended ethnographic approach""~ and in ~~~~~t~ 
systematic social observation as potential;','t l.CU ar, 
of colI t' d ,. y l.IDpor ant methods 

e7 l.ng ~t~ ~n vl.ctimization-related behaviors, lifest Ie 
and routl.ne actl.Vl.tl.es. Reiss noted that th y • ob t' ere was no reason 

, serva l.on could not be combined with int ' , , 
provide direct information on behavior ase~~~wl.ngtl.n order to 
motives, attitudes, and so on. In any' case . th as 0 probe 
sus at the W k h ' .ere was a cons en-

, , or s op that systematic observatio~'was a currentl 
u~de:utl.ll.zed method that could be particularly useful in y 
vl.ctl.mology research because of the need for much riche d t 
on the microactivities of individuals. r a a 

~iv~n the conceptual,elaboration of various kinds of victimi
~~tl.On~related behavl.ors, and given measures of those behaviors 

ere l.S a need for realistic models to guide analysis Sk ' 
recommended ~hat whatever models are developed, they m~st r~g::
sent the recl.procal relationships between behavior and exper~ 
over t' I th" ,lence , l.IDe. n l.S sense varl.OUS behaviors (e.g., tar et hard-
enl.ng) can be antecedents 9fv.ictimization (perhaps re~uc' 
e~posure and ~he probability of .victimization) or consequ~~~es 
o s~me experle~ce ~perhaps victimization or, less directly, 
~earl.ng of a crl.me l.n the neighborhood). Again, the NCS is 
~n~dequa~e as a me~ho~ ~or gathering data on these relation
S~l.PS, s:nce the Yl.ctl.ml..zation data it collects are retro's ec-
tl.ve, whl.le data on behavior and attitudes tend to be p current. 

This vi~w of e~perience and behavior as dynamically related can 
be appll.ed to l.ndi viduals or collectives like a neighbo l' d 
commun ' tId' , d r .00 or .l. y. n l.Vl. uals constantly modify and refine th ' 
b~haVl.Or and activities in terms of relevant experiencee~~ that 
t ey reach some tolerable level of risk In term f f syst th ..,' • s 0 .a eedback 

. em, en, stabl.ll.ty l.n an lndividual or neighborhood ' 
represented by negative feedback between crime and exposu~: ( 
controlled by adaptive activities). As Skogan put it, "When as 
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incidents occur which are 'out of range,' individual (and 
collective) action to reduce victimization affect the crime rate, 
and residents read the results of their caution in renewed 
community security." 

A major research interest that emerged from the Workshop dealt 
with the nature of the precautionary behaviors that individuals 
and communities engage in. Many people are non-victims, and, 
just as the multiple victim becomes an important subject for 
etiological research, the non-victim could provide important data 
on successful approaches to reducing exposure and risk. 
Schneider suggested the examination of "the extent of distribu
tion of protection, protective devices, and behaviors amongst 
the population, and the assessment of those in terms of 
benefits and costs they impose on people." Skogan noted 
that analyses of these behaviors and the use of various crime 
prevention devices has been hampered by view.ing their adoption 
as the result of independent invention, rather than diffusion. 
Given the visibility of many protective devices and strategies 
and entrepreneurial activity related to them, diffusion 
processes within communities are likely to occur. Studies 
of these processes are important because they can help account 
for the prevalence of certain protective strategies or devices 
where crime or fear of crime do not seem to be relevant predic
tors. 

In order to examine reciprocal relationships between experience 
and behavior, it is important to collect over-time panel data so 
that the causality can be directly examined rather than tenta
tively inferred (as with current cross-sectional data). Thus, 
Skogan recommended panel studies as the preferred method for 
studies of behavior and its consequences, since data on 
relevant measures can be collected at various points in time 
from the same individuals. Additionally, Skogan emphasized that 
the study of the consequences of various programs or activities 
should distinguish "crime reduction" consequences from "victimi
zation prevention" consequences. The latter. refers to outcomes 
whereby individuals., by adopting some strategy or technique, may 
reduce their individual probability of victimization. This is 
not synonymous with crime reduction, however, since crime may be 
displaced from a target population to other individuals, areas, 
or households. 

D. Consequences of Victimization 

Although not heavily emphasiz~d in the development of the 
Workshop and selection of papers, the consequences of victim
ization received extensive attention in·a number of the papers 
and during the Workshop. On numerous occasions, it was singled 
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out by the Workshop participants as a high priority research 
topic. The treatment of the consequences ranged over the eco
nomic, physica~ and social consequences of victimization. the 
psychological/attitudinal impacts; and the variety of behavioral 
adap~ations individuals take. Some of these consequences-
part~7ularly those related to crime prevention and risk-reducing 
behav~or--have already been discussed in the preceding section. 

1. Fear of Crime 

Jarnes Garofalo's paper presented a model of the fear of crime 
which depicts fear as a consequence not only of direct victimiza
tion, but also of a range of vicarious experiences that yield 
information on crime and victimization. Before developing his 
model, Garofalo outlined two distinctions he believes are useful 
and necessary. First, he defined fear (for the purposes of his 
model) "as the sense of danger and anxiety produced by the threat 
of physical harm," thus excluding reactions to possible property 
loss. Second, in the model itself Garofalo recognized a distinc
tion between actual and anticipated fear, a distinction which 
Garofalo placed particular emphasis on because of possible 
differences in the consequences of these two types of fear. 

In Garofalo's model fear of crime is viewed as a product of 
a complex risk assessment by individuals that includes their 
estimation of the prevalence, likelihood, and consequences of 
crime and of their individual vulnerability. This assessment 
represents the personalization of a more general image of crime 
largely shaped by information about crime from three sources: 
direct experience, interpersonal communication, and the mass 
media. Sparks added to this list the concept of "misinformation" 
and noted that, "Direct experience as a victim is of relatively 
little importance, but I think it's of some importance for us 
to try to find out what impact the other two informational 
components ... have if a guy on the next block gets burgled, or 
somebody at work gets beaten up, and you hear about it." 

Wolfgang also emphasized the potential for research on the 
effects of various kinds of information on the fear of crime, 
asking: "Does the existence or passage of the death penalty 
or increasing the number of crimes for the death penalty inVOke 
a reduction of fear in the population?" He noted that,' 
although we study the impact of various legislative and judicial 
anti-crime initiatives and policies on crime levels

o 
we also 

need to examine their impact on the fear of crime. He also drew 
attention to the role of information networks in shaping fear 
of crime, especially the way these networks expand from childhood 
on" such that, "Not only are there different media ••. involved 
in increasing our information loading about crime, but our personal 
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acquaintanceships too, such as knowing someone down the,block, 
or having a relative that was victimized. They all beg1n to 
have additive effects over time, and increase the fear." 

Given the generation of some actual or anticipated level of fear 
via risk assessment, Garofalo then viewed individual responses 
to fear as mediated by a consideration of costs and options. 
That is, the specific adaptations of individuals to a fear of 
crime are shaped by their real-world possibilities and the costs 
associated with exercising any of these possibilities. As 
Garofalo stated, "The lack of necessary income may make it 
impossible to buy a car or use a taxi even though riding a subway 
produces fear .•• " Garofalo outlines six c::ategories of indi
vidual responses to fear, five fram Dubow, ~t al.i5_-avoidance, 
protective behavior, insurance behavior, communicative behavior, 
and participation--and one of his own--information seeking. 

Garofalo drew particular attention to the feedback properties 
of individual resp'onses to fear; that is, the way in which 
particular adaptations can affect an individual's position in 
social space, the crime-related information he's exposed to, his 
risk assessment and, thereby, dampen or exacerbate fears. 
Finally, Garofalo tied individual responses, especially avoidance 
and protective behavior, to broader social outcomes, especially 
emphasizing the ways in which these individual acts can contrib
ute to negative or positive social cycles .. 

Garofalo indicated two methodological concerns inherent in 
improving the quality of the research in this area--the need 
for better, more refined indicators of the concepts in his model 
and the need for longitudinal research. A~ditionally, he recom
mended a number of research topics, including the study of: 

• the effects of fear and responses to fear on 
broader social outcomes (e.g., quality of life, 
community stability, etc.); 

• the fear of crime in relation to fears generated 
by non-criminal events (accidents, natural disasters, 
etc.); 

5DuboW , Fred, Edward McCabe, and Gail Kaplan. Reactions to Crime: 

;r I 

A Critical Review of the Literature. National Institute of Law 
Enforcement and Criminal Justice, November 1979. 
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• differences in the nature (or components) of actual 
and anticipated fear and their antecedents and 
consequences; 

• the feedback effects of individual behavior on risk 
assessment and fear; and 

• the functionality and dysfunctionality of fear. 

There was some criticism during the Workshop of Garofalo's model 
and its application. Although Schneider reinforced Garofalo's 
view of the individual as a rational information processor 
(and, in turn, recommended more research on individual choice 
behavior and risk assessment) f Biderman argued against the 
viability of models of rational behavior and choice. He pointed 
out that much behavior is neither rational nor irrational, but 
is nonrational, often reflecting the force of habit rather than 
the rational assessment of the cost and benefits associated with 
particular behavior. Additionally, he stated, "Any model that 
is individualistic in its orientation is bound to tell us only 
a little bit about phenomena that by definition are social and 
not individual in orientation. Instead Biderman recommended 
that the focus be on the sources of origins of the preferences 
exercised in terms of various risks and hazards. He noted that 
the responses to the many, relatively trivial/criminal incidents 
that characterize society are really social responses to these 
incidents as manifestations of more general social conditions. 

Reiss objected to the model because it dealt exclusively with 
individuals as victims and not with organizations. Reiss argued 
that organizations (like individuals) assess risks, make deci
sions, experience victimization, and play an extremely important 
role in providing information and cues to individuals about 
crime and in shaping individual responses. As examples, Reiss 
drew attention to the powerful role of environmental cues like 
gates and locks, barred windows, and other security devices 
in transmitting messages about the potential for crime and 
victimization. 

2. Harmful Consequences 

As already mentioned/the nature and extent of harms incurred 
via victimization and the consequences of these harms were singled 
out by Workshop participants as a high-priority research topic. 
Albert Biderman's paper dealt with a number of dimensions of 
research in this area and noted that, just as etiological concerns 
direct attention back in time from the crime event, "The concerns 
of victimology with the harms caused victims direct attention 
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of criminal victimization on Ame~ican life and provided some 
explanations for findings of limited impact. He suggested the 
surveys "are not posing the right questions in the right way." 
It may be that it is the secondary effects of victimization-_ 
that is, what happens to other people and images of crime shaped 
by social interaction and media sources--that create the real 
consequences for people. Further, current surveys tend to isolate 
victimization and its consequences from the varied settings in 
which they are experienced, thus resulting in undercounting. 
As Biderman stated, "the consequences of much of·crime victimiza
tion have meaning for the victims only within and as part of 
the particular domains they affect." 

Additionally, Biderman pointed out that victimization surveys 
have an inherent bias insofar as they focus on the direct con
sequences of crime for the Victim, rather than the moral serious
ness or outrageousness of offenses; that is, the broader social 
consequences of offenses against the rule of law. He stated, 
"The harm that occurs from violations of rules are not only 
those to the immediate victims of the violation, but the threat 
that such violations in aggregate would pose to the viability 
0:1; the rule ..• "· 

Biderman emphasized that the most important consequences of crime 
are not individual, but have to do with the social meaning of a 
crime for the victim and the rest of society. Current method
ologies like the victim survey provide little information on the 
"secondary victimization" represented by these social consequences. 
In this respect, Reiss recommended that research be conducted 
on the way in which social ,definitions of harm and their con
sequences come about. As Biderman stated, in support of the 
concept of the crime-distinctive significance of losses and harms, 
"it is my hypothesis that it is indeed very different to lose 
$10 by having your pocket picked than to spend $10 more because 
you misread an ad for an item and consequently lost it that way." 
Similarly, Wolfgang's presentation, based on the concept of victim 
individualization, presented extensive evidence indicating that 
social interpretations of the seriousness of various crimes 
and the harms inflicted (especially as represented in law) are 
based in part on the characteristics of the victims themselves. 

As Ziegenhagen pointed out, the social meanings of victimization 
and secondary victimization have very much to do with the various 
formal and informal mechanisms of social control that operate 
in a community or culture. Victim retaliation is one example of 
an informal control or coping mechanism engendered by victimiza
'tion. Bidermcm also provided an interesting example: "In 
military groups with which I served, not only was the principle 
upheld by the informal normative structure that losses to theft 
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legitimatized theft to replace the loss, it approached a moral 
imperative that one do so, so long as the secondary vict~mization 
was not within the primary group." Reiss pointed out that, 
again, the issues of victim coping and secondary victimization 
should also be examined in terms of organizational behavior 
(e.g., cases in which petty theft losses in retail establish
ments or fraud losses in insurance companies are passed on to 
consumers in the form of higher costs). 

An important consequence of victimization is that social agencies 
or organizations are called to inte~vene and it is in the records 
of these agencies that much of the data on victimization and harms 
resides. The police have' traditionally been the most frequently 
mobilized agency and the largest repository of data. However, 
numerous agencies and organizations have victim-relevant data 
including fire departments, schools, insurance companies, military 
services and regulatory agencies. Biderman stated that the prob-, " lems with data from any of these sources are fundamentally 
problems of social organization. The remedies for th~ problems. 
of data availability, if they exist at all, are remed~es of soc~al 
organization." He outlined three basic types of solutions: 

• reorganizing the character of an agency of action 
system (e.g., victim compensation, systems); 

• grafting data systems onto existing action systems 
(e.g., the UCR); and 

• organizing new, independent systems specifically 
for data collection (e.g., the NCS). 

In general, the Workshop participants felt wider use could be 
made of data from action agencies~ particularly for the study of 
harms and consequences. Skogan suggested the possibility of a 
more comprehensive approach: "There has been no serious discus
sion that I know of a data-gathering organization which could 
effectively gather police, social ,agency, and survey data in 
some coherent fashion so that the resulting data could be used 
to make estimates of the incidents and the consequences of crimes 
on a national level." Reiss noted that police departments have 
victim information but no victim files where the information is 
systematically ,compiled and used (for example, in the manner in 
which a fire department might follow repeated victimizations). 
Again, Skogan suggested it might be possible to devel~p a sam~le 
of police departments which would receive funding ass~stance ~n 
order to systematically record and compile victim data. 
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III. RESEARCH AGENDA RECOMMENDATIONS 

As discussed at the outset of this paper, the primary purpose of 
this project was to utilize the papers and t~e Workshop proceedings 
to develop resea~ch agenda recommendations for the NIJ and its 
Center for the Study of Crime Correlates. Specifically, the 
project sought to identify topic areas in basic victimology which 
offer high potential for increasing knowledge and understanding 
of criminal behavior and for improving capabilities for the 
prediction and prevention of crime. 

In the papers and in the course of the Workshop, a large number 
of possible research topics were raised. Most were seen as 
having merit--in fact, only very rarely were research ideas 
rejected by members of the group. To be sure, Workshop discus
sions were replete with criticisms; however, more often than not, 
these generated calls for more research rather than ~ejection 
of possible research topics. Many topics were simply suggested 
with little elaboration and with limited discussion of particulars. 
Underlying the lack of detail of many of the suggested research 
topics, particularly some of the most conceptually provocative, 
was the implicit recognition that research on these topics would 
be problematic, costly, time consuming, and/or simply infeasible. 
Thus a primary criterion guiding the selection of topics for this 
agenda is their feasibility. 

Additionally, as noted earlier (see Section I.B.), there were 
certain themes that were sounded again and again in the invited 
papers and Workshop proceedings. Because these themes are so 
fundamental to the c~rent state of basic victimological research, 
they are reiterated here. The purpose is not merely redundancy, 
but rather to ensure that the fundamental themes are recognized 
and integrated into research programs in this area. 

First, considerable emphasis was given in both the papers and 
the Workshop to the issue of data. The National Crime Sur-
veys have served a valuable role in the development of empirical 
victimology. Many of the e,xtant findings and much of the tentative 
theory in victimology are based on analyses of NCS data. The 
majority of the participating researchers utilized these data in 
the conduct of their research. Despite, or perhaps because of 
the central role that th:i.s one data source has played in recent 
victimological research, discussion of almost every topic area 
raised issues of data generally and of the NCS in particular. 
There was a general consensus that victimization surveys and the 
research they have permitted have generated many new and important 
ideas. However, methodological problems inherent in the surveys 
were continually recognized/and some noted that significant 
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improvements in survey design and methods are likely to lead to 
revisions in substantive thinking about certain victimological 
issues (multiple victimization, for example). 

Further, it was expressed that the emphasis of the survey on 
counting crimes, rather than ona detailed description of variables 
and circumstances related to and predictive of their occurrence, 
has resulted in the predominance of a macro-level research orien
tation. Consequently, many of the research recommendations dis
cussed below suggest micro-analyses of victimization processes, 
in part to complement the currently prevailing macro-approach. 

Most research topic discussions emphasized the need to develop 
alternative data sources more sensitive to specific research 
issues (crime event dynamics, for instance) than is possible 
with the NCS. victim surveys which include more detailed infor
mation about victims themselves and their circumstances were also 
called for. Surveys of known victims were repeatedly suggested 
as a way to overcome the inefficient screening process inherent 
in the NCS design, an approach which was seen as sufficiently 
advantageous in certain circumstances to offset problems of 
generalizability whioh often accompany such .a design. 

The need for non-survey approaches to data collection, such as 
ethnographic approaches, observational studies, personal daily 
diaries, administrative records, was also a recurrent theme. 
Finally, in the data methods area, concern over ,the inability 
to assess causal linkages with cross-sectional data was often 
expressed. Consequently, recommendations for more longitudinal 
research were made in a number of areas. As will be seen below, 
this expansion of data sources and methods for basic victimology 
is reflected in the suggested research studies. 

Finally, a general view pervading the Workshop discussion was 
that the current understanding of victimology is indeed primitive 
and that much work and more integration are needed on a full 
range of related issues. Current approaches were felt to be 
under-conceptualized and, for the most part, theories of victim
ology per se have yet to be developed or tested. 

Fundamental definitional issues are unresolved. Measures of 
victimization, in the larger sense, are very crude,as are mea-
sures of many of the correlates of victimization, and the need 
for better indicators of variables of interest was a high prior
ity. Much of the discussion suggested that not only are many of 
the current understandings of victimology limited, but that cer
tain common conceptions and models may act to constrain our thinking 
about the phenomena rather than assist it. More conceptualization 
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is needed about the varied phenomena of victimization and, while 
empirical work is required, it must be accompanied by theoretical 
development. 

Thus, whatever specific research topics or studies may be selected, 
it is important that a research program in basic victimology address 
the need for: 

• alternative methods and data sources; 

• better indicators of the phenomena being studied; 

• longitudinal research which can explore reciprocal 
relationships between behavior and experience; and 

• expanded theoretical conceptions regarding causes 
of victimization, its nature, and conse~lences. 
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THE VICTIMOLOGY RESEARCH AGENDA DEVELOPMENT 
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ON THE ETIOLOGY OF CRIMINAL VICTIMIZATION* 

Michael R. Gottfredson 
School of Criminal Justice 

State University of New York 

The assertions that the amounts and kinds of victimization 
experienced by a group of people or by a class of objects depend on 
their exposure to crime and that some people or some kinds of object 
are more exposed than are others have never been particularly contro 
versial among criminologists. They appear, at least' implicitly., wh

l
-

ever a rate is altered so as to reflect more adequately a IIpopulatir 
at risk. II For years some criminologists have argued vigorously for. 
the tabulation of data about crime in ways that would be indicativ~ 
of risk. Rather than norming each crime type to the number of per~lons 
in the population, it has been argued that, for example, the base 6f 
the household burglary rate should be the number of households, tbf 
base of the rape rate should be the number of females, and the baie 
of the automobile theft rate should be the number of automobiles. 

\ 

Of course criminologists are not the only ones who see the re~e
vance of the idea of exposure to risk. People who lock their cars 
downtown but not in the suburbs attend to thi,s idea. So too does t;he 
father who drives his daughter to the evening movies but allows her' 
to walk to the matinee. And, of course, the police have always 
attended to it, by -inc'reasing their activity at night: for example. 
All assume that there exist high risk people, objects, places, and 
times. 

This conventional wisdom has long been taken for granted by 
criminologists. But apart from the few measurement oriented crimin
ologists who worked with the "rate problem," most saw the issue either 
as trivial or as simply another in the litany of problems with crime 
statistics marring their utility for scientific purposes. Either 
way etiological criminology need not be overly attentive. 

But the advent of victimization surveys allowed researchers to 
vary their rates according to relatively specific populations in ways 

*The contributions of Michael J. Hindelang and James Garofalo to the 
ideas expressed in this paper are gratefully acknowledged, as are the 
comments of Michael Hindelang and Travis Hirschi on a draft of this 
paper. 
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that official data had only grudgingly permitted. 1 Although far from 
being rid of measurement problems, these data demonstrated marked 
differences in victimization probabilities as s.ubgroups varied. And 
these differences were not entirely specific with respect to the type· 
of common victimization studied. Thus, it became increasingly diffi
cult to dismiss these findsings, in conjunction with some strikingly 
similar findings that had long been available from official data, as 
purely artifacts of measurement. 2 

But as far as scientific criminology goes, the triviality problem 
remained. To say that differences in the probability of victimization 
depend on differences in the amount of exposure to crime that differ~· 
ent populations have may be true, but is it an adequate way to go 
about explaining crime? How does it advance our ability to predict 
·and explain victimization? 

In order to answer these questions it is useful to distinguish 
the concepts of absolute and probabilistic exposure. Absolute expo
sure con.sists of those characteristics of persons, objects, time, or 
space that are logical requisites for the occurrance of a specific 
form of criminal victimization. Without absolute exposure a crime 
cannot occur. Thus, the auto theft rate in the 18th Century was zero, 
and the child abuse rate for childless couples is negligible. To 
specify these rates, which are conditioned by. absolute exposure, is 
to state the obvious. Predictions based on the concept of absolute 
exposure are often considered to be trivial because they are logical 
predicates of victimization. But of course if predictions based on 
the concept of absolute exposure are indeed trivia1--in the sense of 
"~ommon," "obviously correct," or "true"--they would be important 
fQundations for a theory of criminal victimization. For in the early 
s~ages of the development of theory it is critically important that 
everything be trivial, in these senses of ~hat term. Som~ reflection 
will demonstrate th~t statements about.~~solute exposure have as yet 

1Some researchers had, of course, varied at-risk populations using 
official data prior to the widespread use of victimization surveys 
(e.g., Reiss, 1967; Boggs, 1965; Reppetto, 1974). Of course, the 
large sample sizes available from some victimization surveys, coupled 
with the collection of more data about victims, has allowed consider
ably greater specificity in these rates. 

2Certain1y this is not to say that there are no differences between 
victimization data and official data in the rate differences each 
portrays, but rather that some large rate differences are robust with 
respect to the method of measurement. For the most thorough and care
ful review of the methodological issues in victimization surveys yet 
published, see Hinde1ang (1976). 
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to reach the heights of trivia; most continue to be specified a 
posteriori rather than created ~ priori. Recently, however, s~me 
important advances have been made in the theoretical specification of 
ahso1ute exposure (see especially Cohen and Fe1son, 1979:589). 

Probabilistic exposure requires absolute exposure. It refers to 
differences among people, objects, places and times in their oppor
tunity for victimization, given that victimization is logically pos
sib1e. 3 Probabilistic exposure is an important concept in the ex
planation of criminal victimization only insofar as there are 
objective differences in the rates of victimization as the denomi
nators of the rates (and the corresponding numerators) vary. Proba
bilistic exposure is a useful explanation, in the scientific sense 
only insofar as we have mechanisms that allow us to predict how ' 
changes in the constellation of our ratios change victimization rates. 

The questions then become first, whether probabilistic exposure 
is random or not given the absolute exposure of peop1e,objects, times 
and p1aces,4 and second if such exposure is not random whether it is 
possible to identify constructs with sufficient abstraction that per
mit the accurate prediction of probabilistic exposure. Considerable 
recent research and theory have been devoted to these questions. 
This work cannot be summa~ized easily, although a brief review of 
some of it that bears directly on these two questions may facilitate 
discussion concerning future research agendas. 

Probabilistic Exposure as Non-Random 

Neither the existing data nor common sense would lead us to con
clude that probabilistic exposure for the crimes of common theft and 
assault is random. Wilkins (1965:75) makes the point clearly: 

3The distinction between absolute and probabilistic exposure is some
what tenuous. In most discussions of exposure (or opportunity), 
exposure is the intervening variable between the antecedents (e.g., 
lifestyle) of victimization and crime; the task is to predict exposure 
under the assumption that to do so is also to predict victimi~ation. 
Where absolute exposure is absent it cannot specify the relationship 
between the antecedents and crime. It is therefore a necessary con
dition for any victimization. But clearly it is not a sufficient 
condition. Therefore, a major task for theory is to describe absolute 
exposure. One way of doing this is to specify the offender popula
tions and their time-space behaviors (see Hinde1ang et a1., 1978: 
Chapter 11). - -

4See Sparks et a1., (1977:106). 
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Let any (non-criminal) reader try to imagine 
himself in the position of being required to 
commit a crime - say one of the most common 
crimes like larceny or breaking and entering -
within the next twelve hours. Few readers 
would select the victim completely at random, 
unskilled at victim-selection though they 
might be. There will be something appro~ching 
rationality in the selection of the vict1m. 

Thus, given a motivated offender (with respect to the successful 
accomplishment of crime) ,5 it seems most unlikely that all persons, 
objects, times or places are equally probable target~ for the offense. 
Not everything with absolute exposure is equally des1rab1e, conve-
nient or vincib1e. 6 

The available data on victimization consistently show that the 
likelihood of victimization from a crime of common theft or assault 
varies dramatically by characteristics of persons. And many of the 
findings are consistent regardless of whether of~ici~l measures or 
victimization survey measures are used as the cr1ter10n. These pat
terns are familiar; for example, for personal crimes in the United 
States, victimization rates are higher for the poor, males, blacks, 
the young (16-19), the single, and the urban resident (see generally, 
Reiss, 1967; Hinde1ang, 1976; Boland, 1976; Hinde1ang, e: a1., 197~; 
Gibbs, 1979). Differences in victimization rates accord1ng to var10US 
attributes have also been found in surveys conducted in other coun
tries (see, e.g., Sparks et a1., 1977 (London); Steinme:z, 1979, 
(Netherlands)). When attributes such as these are cons1dered.s1m~1-
taneous1y, they often produce very large differences in the 11ke11hood 
of victimization (Hinde1ang et a1., Chapter 5; Cohen and C~ntor, 
1980). And in the victimization surveys, many of these d1fferences 
seem to be robust in the sense that they maintain under alternative 
counting and weighting mechanisms; for example, by Se11in-~01fga~g 
seriousness weights (Hindelang~ 1976:Chapter 6) or by t~e 1nc1us10n 
of "series" victimizations under various assumptions (H1nde1ang, 
1976:Appendix F). 

5We will return to the concept of motivation in a later section of 
this paper. 

" , 

6These terms are taken from Hinde1ang et a1., 1978:Chapter 11. 
1ar concepts are invoked by Cohen and Fe1son (1979:589). e.g., 
able targets" and "capable guardians". 
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A related line of recent research bearing on the notion 'of 
probabilistic exposure concerns the issue of multiple victimization -
those persons who report experiencing repeated victimization. 
Although the conceptual and empirical issues present in this line of 
research are beyond the intended scope of this discussion (see gener
ally, Sparks et a1., 1977:88-100; Hinde1ang et a1~, 1978:Chapter 6; 
Nelson, 1980a, 1980b) the overall empirical results of research into 
the question of multiple victimization have been at least consistent 
with the demand of the exposure model; i.e., that such victimization 
is not adequately described as a random process. Sparks et a1., 
(1977) found that Poisson expected and observed frequencies of mut1i
p1e victimizations for both property and violent offenses were signi
ficantly different in their London survey.7 Hinde1ang et a1., (1978) 
showed that Poisson expected and observed frequencies 'of personal 
victimization in the 26 NCP city surveys (considered in aggregate) 
differed significantly - mUltiple personal victimizations (and house
hold victimizations as well) were reported substantially more often 
than the independence model predicted. Furthermore, they found that, 
regardless of the age, race, income, marital status, or sex of the 
respondent, the likelihood of being the victim of a personal crime was 
much greater for persons whose households were also victimized during 
the reference period (1978:137). A clustering of risks was also found 
within households; persons residing in households in which other 
household members reported a personal victimization were far more 
likely to report experiencing a victimization themselves than were 
persons in "victimization-less" households. And repetitive victims 
were more likely to be victimized by nonstrangers than were "non
repetitive" victims. (Although two-thirds of the repetitive victims 
were victimized by strangers). These data are important insofar as 
they establish a link between personal and household victimization 
independent of the demographic correlates of victimization, thus 
implying a time and space risk dimension (1978:148). Recently, 
Nelson (1980a) showed that the Poisson model is not compatible with 
the household burglary data in the 26, city surveys. He also dis
covered that a contagion mode1--in which once a person has suffered 
a victimization, the chances of subsequent victimization are 
enhanced--may' not be compatible with the victimization data. 

The simple Poisson model of independence has consistently been 
found to be an inadequate fit to the observed data on multiple vic
timization for the population. Research to date has been unable to 

7.£parks et a1., cite similar results for studies in Finland, Denmar~, 
and Maricopa County, U.S.A., (1977:90). 
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partition the population along demographic dimensions in such.a ~a~ 
that identifies groups of persons who have the same rate of vlctlml
zation (i.e., subgroups for which the number of victimizations follows 
the simple Poisson model. See Sparks et al., 1977; Nelson, 1980~). 
However, recently Nelson (1980a, 1980b) has shown that the negatlve 
binomial model - a model consistent with the view that persons have 
different victimization rates and that these rates remain constant 
over time - could not be rejected as being compatible with the ob
served frequencies of burglaries and personal victimizations in the 
NCP five largest cities samples. 

Such data are consistent with the proposition that probabilistic 
exposure is non-random (that is, that there exist high risk persons, 
objects, times and places), but of course do not demonstrate ~ha~ . 
differential exposure is a. critic~l determinant of personal vlctlml
zation. The establishment of large differences in the likelihood of 
victimization for different groups and the demonstration of victim 
proneness are requisites to the idea that di~f:renti~l ~p~ort~nity 
is a tenable component of the etiology of crlmlnal vlctlmlz~tl0n, but 
the link between such differences and exposure needs to be torged. 
The available research supports the idea that some people are more 
victim-prone than are others; to date the link be~w:en th: c~a:act:r
istics of the observed victim-prone people and crlmlnal vlctlmlzatl0n, 
through the concept of exposure, has been largely a matter of ~nference. 
Several recent inferential statements in this regard can be brlefly 
highlighted as one mechanism by which future research hypotheses might 
be advanced. 

The Prediction of Probabilistic Exposure 

The prediction of probabilistic exposure to criminal victi~iza
tion must begin with a statement of the time-space-person coordlnates 
in which victimization is most likely. Once identified, the task 
becomes one of describing the characteristics of persons and objects 
that are most likely to intersect those coordinates. In attempting 
to define these cordinates my colleagues and I (Hinde lang ~ al., 
1978:Chapter 11) as well as others (e.g. , Cohen and Felson, 1979) 
look to the distribution of victimization as described in both offi
cial and unofficial measures of crime. These measures are largely 
consistent for the United States, in indicating substantial differ
ences, (and in the direction of the differences they indicate), in 
common crimes according to time of day, place of occurrence, the 
victim-offender relationsnip, and demographic characteristics. In 
the lifestyle model that we have proposed, these characteristics of 
criminal incidents are taken as given. Because we are, in effect, 
trying to predict who will likely intersect with these co~rdinates, 
it is obviously critical that they be as accurate as posslble. 
Certainly, the measurement of these characteristics is not now e:ror 
free, and the greater the precision in measuring these characterlstics 
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of criminal incidents the greater will be the precision in predicting 
victimization. Considerable research effort should thus be expended 
in enhancing the accuracy of the measurement of these characteristics, 
as specifically as possible. (It will be noted that the lifestyle
exposure model of the etiology of victimization overlaps considerably 
at this point with work in the etiology of criminal offending. Both 
require precise and valid measures of the offending population, and 
to the extent advances in etiological work on offending occur, they 
are likely, if the model is correct, to yield advances in the etiology 
of victimization as well). 

Broadly, the exposure model then suggests that the probability 
of victimization depends on the amount and kind of interaction that 
people have in these high risk coordinates (Hindelang et al., 1978: 
Chapter 11; Sparks et al., 1977:104; Cohen and Felson-,-1979). Our 
own predictions of this interaction invokes the concept of lifestyle. 8 
Briefly, lifestyle refers to routine daily activities, both vocational 
activities--such as working, going to school, and keeping house--and 
leisure activities. What is offered is a theoretical model that 
postulates the antecedents of lifestyle and the mecha~isms that link 
lifestyle with victimization. 

The basic model is shown in Figure 1. We postulate that role 
expectations and social structure impose constraints to which persons 
commonly ad~pt in our society. These role expectations and structural 
constraints for any individual depend upon that individual's constel
lation of demographic characteristics. 

Role expectations, as used here, refer to cultural norms that 
are associated with achieved and ascribed statuses of individuals and 
that define preferred and anticipated behaviors. The role expecta
tions with which we are concerned are those that pertain to central 
statuses of individuals--central in the sense of having a diffuse 
influence on the person occupying the status. For example, role 
expectations vary dramatically with age; what is expected and/or 
deemed appropriate behavior for a child is generally not what is 
expected of an adult. Similarly, traditional American child-rearing 
practices involve implicit and explicit definitions of role
expectations--the differential propriety of dress, manner, expression 
of emotion, choice of plaY'objects, etc.--eepending on the sex of the 
child. 

8The following section relies heavily on portions of Chapter 11 in 
Hindelang et al., 1978. 
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The other source of constraints identified in Figure 1 is the 
social structure. The structural constraints oroigrnating from this 
source can be defined as limitations on behavioral options that result 
from the particular arrangements existing within various institutional 
orders, such as the economic, familial, educational, and legal orders. 
For example, economic factors impose stringent limitations QQ the range 
of choices that individuals have with respect to area 6f residence, 
nature of leisure activities, mode of transporation and access to 
educational opportunities. 

". 
As pointed out earlier, and as illustrated in Figure 1, members 

of society adapt to role expectations and structural constraints. 
Such adaptations occur on both the individual and group levels. Each 
person learns skills and attitudes that allow him or her to operate 
with some individuality within the constraints imposed by role expec
tations and social structure. Among the skills and attitudes that 
an individual acquires in adapting to role expectations and structural 
constraints, of particular interest in connection with personal vic
timization are attitudes and beliefs about crime, including fear of 
crime. Once learned, these attitudes and beliefs are often incorpor
ated into the routine activities of the individual, frequently as 
limitations on behavior. 

Role expectations and structural constraints have similar effects 
for people with the same demographic characteristics. Thus, shared 
adaptations also emerge and can even be incorporated as norms among 
subgroups of soc~ety. Individuals adapt to structural constraints 
and role expectations in ways that result in regularities in beha
vorial patterns. What is important for our purposes is that these 
include such routine activities as working outside of the home, going 
to school, or keeping house, as well as typical leisure time pursuits. 
These daily routines constitute lifestyle as we use the term here. 
Specifically, lifestyle refers to the chaJT.acteristic ways in which 
individuals allocate their time to vocational activities and leisure. 

Variations in lifestyle are related differentially to probabili
ties of being in particular places at particular times and coming into 
contact with persons who have particular characteristics; because 
criminal victimization is not randomly distributed across time and 
space and because offenders are not representative of the general 
population--but rather there are high-risk times, places, and people-
this implies that lifestyle differences are associated with differ
ences in exposure to situations that have a high victimization risk. 

In Victims of Personal Crime, we were able to derive a series of 
propositions relating variations in lifestyle to the probability of 
exposure to crime. These propositions are compatible with the 
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characteristics of criminal incidents as known from both official and 
unofficial data. 

A theoretical model quite compatible with the lifestyle model 
has been described by Cohen and Felson (1979; see also Cohen, Felson 
and Land, 1979) to explain rates of what are referred to as "direct
contact predatory violations." Cohen and colleagues rely on the con
cept of "routine activity"--by which they mean "any ::ecurrent a~d 
prevalent activities which provide for basic populatl.on and indl.vidual 
needs •.. routine activities would include formalized work, as well as 
the provision of standard food, shelter, sexual outlet, leisure, 
social interaction, learning, and childrearing" (Cohen and Felson, 
1979:593). They argue that routine activity patterns can influence 
crime rates 

••• by affecting the convergence in space and 
time of the three minimal elements of direct
cont~ct predatory violations: (1) motivated 
offenders, (2) suitable targets, and (3) the 
absence of capable guardians against a 
violation (Cohen and Felson, 1979:589). 

The probability of victimization is thus taken to be a .:functionofthe 
convergence of likely offenders and suitable targets in the absence of 
capable guardians, and this convergence is seen to be influenced by 
routine activities. 

Cohen and Felson argue that shifts in routine activity patterns 
over time have produced changes in the property crime rates. Taking 
a measure of the dispersion of activities away from the home as an 
indicator of routine activity, their predictions about crime rate 
changes were consistent with the data about homicide, rape, assault, 
robbery, and burglary in a time-series study of UCR data from 1947-
1974 (see also Cohen et al., 1979). 

The concept of lifestyle, or routine activities, is thus seen as 
one mechanism by which social structural arrangements (or changes in 
them over time) may lead to variations in crime rates via changes in 
the amount and kind of exposure people or objects have. In the Cohen 
and Felson study, dispersion of activities away from family and house
hold were seen to increase the amount of exposure to crime and, as a 
consequence, to increase the amount of crime. Thus, it is argued 
that probabilistic exposure can be predicted on the basis of routine 
activities which themselves are determined by the social structure 
and by role expectations. Research such as that accomplished by 
Cohen and his colleagues (1979, 1980), that operationalizes components 
of routine activities and tests these predictions against the crime 
data, is critically important in the development of theory about the 
etiology of criminal victimization. 
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Some Impediments :to Predictive Efficiency 

There are, however, several major deficiencies in existing data 
and theory that impede progress in the area of the prediction of 
probabilistic exposure. For example, extant research has been forced 
to rely on crude indicators for both of the important theoretical 
concepts, lifpr,tyle and exposure. At the individual level, lifestyle 
differences, by which we mean differences in the way people spend 
their time, where they go, and with whom they associate, have been 
assumed to be reflected in major demographic characteristics such as 
age, sex, race, income, and "major activity" (Hindelang, et al., 1978; 
Steinmetz, 1979; Cohen and Cantor, 1980; Cohen and Felson-,-1979). 
Certainly considerable- variation within these categories exists; it 
would be preferable to have direct measures, of the kinds typically 
used in time-budgeting studies (Chapin, 1974; DeGrazia, 1961), of how 
and where and wi'th whom people spend their time (see National Academy 
of Sciences, 1976). Such data need to be collected in conjunction 
with measures of victimization experiences so that variability in the 
routine activities of individuals may be related to variability in 
their victimization experiences. A good deal more specificit~ '~s 
also needed with respect to incident indicators. These relate to the 
situational characteristics of criminal incidents; precisely where 
are these events most likely to occur, what type of activity was 
taking place immediately prior to the victimization, who else'was 
there and what were they doing, and so forth. Such indicators are, 
theoretically at least, capable of being incorporated into the survey 
method. (Although retrospective surveys may not be the most profit
able course to pursue; the "daily diary" approach may have much to 
commend it). Two impediments to their inclusion may require some 
attention however. First, the depth and complexity of these needed 
measures may conflict, to some extent, with surveys designed to mea
sure the extent of victimization in the population, due to resource 
limitations. Special smaller-scale studies, perhaps selected to 
include disproportionate numbers of persons likely to report victimi
zation experiences may thus be indicated. Second, some privacy issues 
may become involved as persons are asked to respond to inquiries about 
their lives in such detail. But provided such inquiries are framed 
with sensitivity and mechanisms are built to ensure confidentiality 
of response, respect for privacy need-not only be accomplished at the 
sacrifice of quality research. 

I raise these potential impediments because they pertain 
especially to the area most critically in need of indicator refinement 
in victimization surveys - the extent to which the victim's behavior 
in situational contexts enhances his or her exposure to violence. 
That is, given the probabilistic exposure of high violence-risk 
coordinates (i.e., exposure to places, times and people where the 
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likelihood of violence is increased) do some people, by virtue of 
their actions or words place themselves in even .greater risk of vio
lence? This, of course, is, in part, what Wolfgang (1958) has referred 
to as victim precipitation and what is embodied in Toch's (1969) typo
logy of violent activity. 

The situationa~ data now available from victimization surveys 
are inadequate to assess this aspect of exposure. We do know that 
victim's reports of the use of self-protection measures is associated 
with a greater probability that the event resulted in injury to the 
victim and that the victim who reports using physical force is more 
than twice as likely also to be injured in a personal victimization 
(Hindelang et al., 1978:45). We also know that some persons (males 
and younger-Persons) are more ~ikely than others to report using such 
self-protection measures.' ~>le do not know, however, whether the vio
lence preceded or followed such resistance. What are needed are 
studies that emphasize detailed and systematic tracking of the intri
cate and undoubtedly complex series of moves and countermoves (both 
WQrds and deeds) between the victim and the offender as the event 
unfolds. And, it T,Jould be profitable if such research relied on the 
"own story" of bot.n parties to the event. 

The absence of refined and direct measures of lifestyle and 
exposure impedes significant and unequivocal tests of the model and 
future theoretical development. For example, with a few exceptions, 
available research has dealt only with cross-sectional data. Many 
important derivations from the lifestyle idea relate, however, to 
rate changes for both individuals and social groups over time. But 
the indicators we now have do not permit specific and unambiguous 
predictions in this regard. At the individual level, for example, 
two common indicators of lifestyle are age and ·marital status. The 
young and the unattached are thougt~ to have routine activity patterns 
quite distinct from older married persons; they go out of the home 
n1(lre often, particularly at night, are likely to go places at times 
that put them in proximity with other young, unattached persons, and 
so forth. But how are these indicators predictive of victimization 
probabilities over the life-cycle? Does marriage override youth with 
respect to lifestyle? Does a change in mari~al status, from married 
to single, significantly alter the lifestyle of persons over 30? 

At the aggregate level, in time-series analyses, similar indi
cator problems are apparent. For example, do increases in the unem
ployment rate reduce the property crime rate because it reduces the 
number of attractive targets away from the home, or, do increases in 
the unemployment rate increase the property crime rate because it 
places more persons in proximity to high risk persons at high risk 
times? Although the first hypothesis appears more tenable (see Cohen, 
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Felson, and Land, 1979) the second could be derived from the existing 
model - direct measures of lifestyle would clearly begin to solve 
such problems. 

Theoretical Directions 

The principal assertion of the lifestyle model is that probabil
istic exposure and its antecedents have a central role in the etiology 
of criminal victimization. The concept of opportunity for crime is 
not best regarded as only anecodotal or "common sense" but should be 
regarded as "scientific sense" and of explanatory power (see Gould, 
1969). But the views put forth so far should rightly be regarded only 
as guides to theoretical action in an area of considerable conceptual 
complexity. There exist other guides for such action, and conse
quently there may be merit in considering what these alternative 
guides imply about one another and about the prospects for future 
research on the etiology of victimization. Two concepts present in 
the work in this area seem to me to be particularly important -
typologies of victim proneness and motivation. 

The contrast between the typological approach and the lifestyle 
approach seems dramatic. On the one hand, and in the extreme, the 
typological approach, which has a distinguished history in victim 
studies (von Hentig, 1948), sees distinct causal mechanisms operating 
for different victimization events. Some may be caused by simple 
carelessness, others by active provocation; some may be the result of 
physical impairments, and yet others the result of greed. Although 
the events that happen to persons in these circumstances may share 
a common label - "victimization" -they share virtually nothing else. 
The determinants of these events are diverse, ranging as they do from 
biological factors (e.g., infirmity due to age) to psychological 
factors (e.g., predisposed to perceive a wide variety of stimuli as 
requiring a violent response) to physical factors (apparent wealth), 
to situational factors (e.g., the "john" who is robbed by the prosti
tute because he is unlikely to report the offense to the police). 
And victims vary on a continuum of culpability themselves, as 
Mendelsohn (1956) noted. Productive theory, it could well be argued, 
must acknowledge these many causative factors, perhaps through the 
development of distinctive explanatory mechanisms. Research agendas 
faithful to this view would seek factors that distinguish victims from 
one another, rather than only searching for what they have in common. 

The lifestyle-exposure model may seem to stand in contrast; com
fortable with the idea of predicting the common label, unconcerned 
with the homogenization of so obviously diverse phenomena, in search 
of a single theory capable of generating multiple causes. And so it 
is. For according to the lifestyle-exposure model, each of these 
plausible causative factors is plausible precisely because its pre-
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sence enhances and its absence decreases exposure to crime. They 
relate to the probability that the person will come into contact with 
a motivated offender and will be seen to be a suitable target for the 
offense. Certainly some such factors are more easily derived from 
the lifestyle model than others (the examples of the "john" and the 
"provocative" victim seem to me to be capable of such derivation). 
This is not to argue that a variety of causes should not be studied -
indeed, the lifestyle-exposure model both permits and encourages 
multiple-factor research. But the point is that, in this very early 
stage of theorizing about criminal victimization, there is no logical 
need to abandon a search for a theory capable of accounting for dis
tinct causes nor to argue the futility of a common criterion. As a 
consequence, there is incentive, with respect to future research 
agendas, to continue to search for what victims may have in common-
and how they differ from those who are not victimized. 

The second theme that I believe merits some consideration in 
relation to directions for research on the etiology of victimization 
concerns the role of offender motivation. To a large extent, the 
absence of mechanisms that produce variation in the motivation to 
offend places exposure models in sharp contrast to most theories of 
criminality. Motivation to offend is assumed and the task is seen 
to be the explication of situations in which such motivation is least 
likely to be restrained. Cohen and Fe1son (1979:589) make this point 
most directly in the initial statement of their routine activity 

approach: 

~; I 

Unlike many criminological inquiries, we do not 
examine why individuals or groups are inclined 
criminally, but rather we take criminal inclin
ation as given and examine the manner in which 
the spatio-tempora1 organization of social 
activities helps people to translate their 
criminal inclinations into action. 

Contrary to most criminological research, their model strives to pre
dict crime-rate changes on the basis of social-structural relation
ships without positing changes in the structural factors motivating 
people to engage in crime. Changes in the possibility to offend, 
rather than in the desire or impetus to offend, are seen as being of 
primary importance. The general consistency between their data and 
their predictions implies that such a posture may be worthy of future 
attention, particularly given the repeated difficulty motivational 
theories have experienced in making simi1iar1y accurate predictions. 

There is, of course, a body of theoretical literature about 
criminality that is also silent with respect to variations in the 
motivation to offend - control theory (Hirschi, 1969; Kornhauser, 
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1979). The~e theories assert that offending occurs when social con
trol mechan~sms are wea~ or absent. As a final note, I think there 
may be some advantage, ~n these speculations about the prospects for 
future work in this area, to note how these two theoretical positions
contro1( theory and lifestyle - might complement one another heuristi
cally see also Hinde1ang, 1976:154). 

One of the central building blocks of the lifestyle concept has 
b:en the d~scovery that the factors most closely associated with 
v:ctimizat~~n are factors which have also been found to be associated 
w:th offend~ng. That is, by and large, combinations of characteris
t~cs predictive of offending are also predictive of victimization. 
These findings at least suggest that similar mechanisms may operate 
to produce both; in control theory terms, the processes that reduce 
the restraints to offend are similar to the processes, in lifestyle 
t:rms, that affect the probability that persons will be in places at 
t~mes and around people where the risk of victimization is high. 

Much of the data about victimization are compatible with the 
idea that common social control mechanisms affect routine activity 
p~ttern~ in ways relevant to the production of higher risks of vic
t~mizat~on. The lower rates of personal victimization for those who 
have greater family ties, who are employed, and who are in school, 
for example, are certainly suggestive of this. 

The argument is not that these processes produce offenders and 
victims.who are one and the same (although often this is the case); 
rather ~t is that they produce the likely pools of victims and the 
likely pools of offenders and the circumstances that they are likely 
to come into contact with one another. 

In this sense then, efforts to increase our understanding of 
offenders and of victims may very well turn out to be mutually bene
ficial efforts. If we understand one we may understand the other. 
Thus' our task may be only half as onerous as it appears to be. 
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ASSESSING BEHAVIOR 

Wesley G. Skogan 
Northwestern University 

Studies of the role of individual and household behavior in 
shaping the victimization process touch a number of fundamental 
issues. Precautionary behavior is the mechanism by which we often 
account for the victimization rates of various groups. For example, 
upon observing the high levels of fear and low rates of victimization 
of the elderly, we speculate that the linkage between the two is 
their great caution about exposing themselves to risk. The high 
victimization rates of divorced, separated, or unmarried women, in 
contrast to those for married women, we may lay to differences in 
their daily routines, social activity, and companions. The higher 
reported levels of caution we observe among recent victims of crime 
also may account in part for the unexpectedly small number of multiple 
victims revealed in victimization surveys. If incidents were inde
pendent of one another, we would get more than we currently do 
(Sparks, et al., 1977); but if an experience with crime changes one's 
subsequent behavior, then they are not independent. 

Research on victimization-related behavior also may speak to the 
advice given victims. Studies of the correlates of attempted rather 
than successful crimes, crimes not leading to injury of the victim, 
and the like, might test the folk wisdom about "what to do" which is 
now being passed along in popular circles. Some grants by the NIMH 
Rape Center were aimed at establishing an empirical basis for such 
tips. This research focuses upon the victimization process itself, 
searching for crucial points or contingencies at which victim behavior 
makes a difference in the outcome of the offense. 

Other behaviors, those which if taken prior to offenses may 
prevent their occurrence or mitigate their consequences, are of 
great interest to service providers. Grant-supported groups often 
are in the business of encouraging crime prevention efforts, includ
ing target harde~1ng, property marking, and citizen surveillance 
activities. Media campaigns aim at encouraging habitual caution, 
reminding people to lock their car doors, hold on to their purses, 
and carry traveler's checks, 

All of these interests could be advanced by more research into 
the origins and consequences of crime-related behavior. In the case 
of victimization research, relatively little is known of the rela
tionship between individual or household behavior and predation. The 
National Crime Survey does not gather any useful data concerning the 
activities of those questioned, nor any indicators of their exposure 
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to risk or crime-prevention efforts. The work of Hindelang and others 
explaining victimization is based on inferences about behavior from 
the demographic profiles of individuals. For a number of reasons, 
surveys that have measured victimization well have ~ot gathered much 
data on behavior, and those which are rich in behavioral indices are 
not suitable for investigating victimization. 

There has been more systematic use of behavior indices in eva~u
ation research. A number of evaluations have focused .upon specif~c 
activities, including property marking and target-hardening. These 
generally have examined the adoption of these practices, and have 
assumed the benign consequences of the behavior of interest. Other 
efforts have involved observation (Lavrakas, Normoyle and W~ge_n:J;', 
1978) and self-report (Fowler, McCalla and Mangione, 1979) stud~es 
of behaviors like the use of public space by area residents, on the 
presumption that these play an important role in community crime 
prevention. 

As useful as these studeis have been, a review of many (largely 
survey-based) criminal justice studies employing behavio:al indices 
suggests that research in this direction should take a d~fferent 
course. In brief, most studies of behavior are underconceptualized, 
employ inadequate measures, specify overly simplistic analytic models, 
and are of uncertain aggregate (if not individual) significance. In 
this paper we deal in turn with each of these issues.: 

We argue first that research on behavior must focus upon general 
behavioral dimensions rather than upon specific instances of activity. 
We need to be able to generalize across specific behaviors and across 
behavior contexts. This would serve to increase the generality of 
our findings, help us deal with the fact that some behaviors may be 
substitutable for one another, and reduce error in measurement. 

We then review some methodological obstacles to the accurate 
assessment of behavior. These include problems in retrospective 
recall knowledge of household activities, and frequency estimation. 
Attention should always be given to assessing the reliability and 
validity of reports of behavior. 

Once useful data has been collected, we need to apply them to 
realistic models of human processes. These inevitably will include 
over-time reciprocal relationships between experience and behavior, 
and other recursive processes. Because victimization data is gathered 
retrospectively, while most assessments of behavior and cognitions 
reflect current states, these models demand over-time panel ~ata on 
individuals. Further, it is likely that many kinds of behav~or spread 
by diffusion rather than by independent invention, and models of dif
fusion processes focus upon time~pendent behavior. 
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In the final section we deal briefly with our knowledge of the 
consequences of these behaviors. Research is needed on the individual, 
neighborhood, and community impact of crime-prevention efforts. Even 
activities which successfully forestall victimization may only dis
place it to other households or neighborhoods. 

Conceptualizing Behavior 

One of the most vexing shortcomings of many research reports 
that are circulating is their item-by-item focus upon behavior. 
Rather than conceiving of crime-related behavior in broad conceptual 
categories, and thinking of reports concerning specific actions or 
activities as manifestations of those more general domains, most 
researchers stick 'doggedly to cataloging particular instances of 
behavior. There is a heavy price to be paid for keeping the level 
of abstraction of this research so low. What is required is more 
extensive conceptual elaboration of the dimensions of behavior, 
followed by methodological work aimed at developing reliable and 
valid indicators of those dimensions. 

The most often-cited conceptual elaboration of anti-crime beha
vior is that of Furstenberg (1972). He discusses two dimensions of 
behavior, avoidance and mobilization. Avoidance behaviors include 
things that people do to limit their personal exposure to risk, such 
as staying at home, keeping their doors locked, and ignoring strangers 
on the street. Mobilization tactics, on the other hand, all are 
aimed at property protection and all involve the purchase of some 
piece of hardware, such as an alamm, window bars, floodlights, etc. 

While oft-cited, we can find little evidence supporting the 
utility of these distinctions. Furstenberg was reanalyzing survey 
data collected by the Harris organization, and was forced to make do 
with what he had. However, he reported no evidence of the scala
bility of the items in his Baltimore data, and our best attempts to 
replicate them and to test their generality using different indicators 
that matched his conceptual dimensions indicate that they do not hold 
up empirically (cf. Lavrakas and Lewis, 1980). 

Another important set of conceptual categories for analyzing 
behaviors can be gleaned from the Westinghouse CPTED project (Tien, 
et. al., 1976). They suggest three theoretically important behavioral 
dimensions: target-hardening (locking doors, fences), surveillance 
(watching out, patrolling), and territoriality (proprietary) efforts. 

Unlike Furstenberg, the Westinghouse effort did not produce any 
data to document the utility of these distinctions~ A multiple
replication study using factor analysis on several data sets found 
some evidence of a "having locks/using locks" dimension in Portland 
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defined, and which have construct validity. Put another way, we can 
measure them, distinct multiple indicators of the concepts hang to
gether, and they correlate with other interesting things. There 
should be no requirement that a typology of behaviors be exhaustive. 
Any inventory of specific behaviors relevant to crime (if anyone was 
to be so foolish as to attempt one) would be hopelessly large and 
dominated by definitional distinctions. A useful typology might not 
even be exclusive with respect to which categories specific actions 
fall into. For example, Furstenberg (1972) included "door locking" 
among his avoidance behaviors, but it is likely that it also would 
fit consistently with other measures of property protective actions. 
Alternative tactics may have the same consequences, and one tactic may have multiple consequences. 

As this may suggest, one interesting aspect of a useful beha
Vioral domain is that specific actions within it may be substitut 
able. A home with a very loud alarm and another with a.very loud dog 
have arrived at the same end via different routes. People who rou
tinely drive by automobile rather than walk even to places near their 
home may instead recruit Someone to walk with them When their car is 
broken down. This is one reason why check-list studies of the,per
formance or not of specific behaviors often are not very interesting. 
The end 6f any specific behavior (which in the policy sector is 
the ~ of the research) may have been arrived at in some other way. 

Another great problem in assessing behavior, and one which also 
recommends raising the level of abstraction at which.we deal with it, 
is the highly contingent basis of many individual actions. Survey 
questions about buying special door locks may misconstrue the. re
sponses of people who had not done so because some previous resident 
of their dwelling unit (or even their landlord) had already installed 
them. When. ever researchers give respondents Check-lists of protec
tive behaviors that they might take when out alone after dark, inevi
tably a substantial number of respondents will insist that they 
"never go out," and will (sensibly) refuse t~ pick from among the 
proffered categories. Responses to questions about walking. places 
in one's neighborhood may be affected by differences in the avail
'ability of places to walk l£; certainly residents of New York and 
Los Angeles might not respond in the expected fashion to such ques
tions. In each case, responses toq~estions about the performance or 
not of a specific activity make sense only under certain circum
stances. There are contingencies in which almost every form of be
havior may be impossible or which make it irrelevant to the problem 
at hand. In practical terms, this often demands complex survey 
filter questions to establish the need or relevance of a behavior. 
This in turn excludes many respondents from consideration When we 
examine any specific behavior, making the analysis very cumbersome. 
RaiSing the level of abstraction of a behavior dimenRion may suggest 
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alternate conditions or behaviors which are "functional equivalents," 
and which can be used to give multiple-based behavior scores to each 
individual or household. 

One great limitation on the potential generality of behavioral 
dimensions is the problem of context. Most of the crimes we deal 
with take place somewhere--they are bounded in space, if not (in the 
case of conditions like vandalism) by time. Most crime-related 
behaviors take place in a specific place as well. We avoid dangerous 
corners, install locks, take care to lock our car door, etc., in 
particular places. The "interactionalist" view of behavior is that: 

Since behavior never takes place in a vacuum, but always 
occurs in a situational context, it is meaningless to 
talk about characteristics of an individual's behavior 
without specifying the situation in which the behavior 
occurs. To understand and predict behavior it is, 
accordingly, just as necessary to have a classification 
system for situations as for individuals •••••• (Esptein, 
1979: 1102). 

Only at a very high level of generality will behavioral dimensions 
overlap contexts. 

Most research on patterns of crime-related behavior has solved 
this problem by confining its scope of inquiry to households and 
neighborhoods. Thus we ask people about surveillance activities on 
their block face (watching out the windows, asking neighbors to 
watch their house), how they act when they are walking in their neigh
borhood (are there places they avoid, dq they walk with someone else), 
and what they have done to protect their home. With the exception 
of the school environment, there has been relatively little research 
ort how people protect their person and property in any other context. 
This is a curious lapse, and it surely leads us to greatly underesti
mate the impact of crime on people's lives. The question of how 
people deal with crilne in the workplace, downtown, or on recreational 
excursions, remains almost completely uninvestigated. There is 
reason to believe that some combination of these "other" places plays 
a more significant role in people's crime experiences than does 
their neighbo'rhood, as victimization surveys indicate that the vast 
majority of personal crime does not take place at or near home, but 
"elsewhere." The limited variance in context that has been studied 
to date gr-eatly limits our understanding of the relationship between 
victimization and individual behavj.or. 

The difficulty is that the specification of situational contexts 
will greatly complicate the measurement of behavior. The elaboration 
of behavior measures by situational contexts will mutiply the number 
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of observations we 'must make. However, if we wish to accurately 
characterize individuals, then we must observe their behavior over a 
variety of situations. This will average out variance due to unique 
situational factors, revealing stable underlying behavioral tendencies. 
Epstein (1979: 1102) notes: 

•••• (S)ingle items of behavior have a ,high component of error 
of measurement, thereby limiting the possibility of replication, 
and a high component of situational uniqueness, thereqy ~mit
ing the possibility of generalization. 

The costs of continuing to focus research on property marking, 
using public transit, attending a meeting, or any other specific 
activity are significant. There are at least three major benefits 
of raising the level of abstraction of our research and focusing only 
upon measures reflecting general behavioral domains. First, raising 
the level of abstraction at which we think about issues would increase 
the generality of our findings, Many of these behaviors individually 
are trivial. They are unlikely in themselves to have significant 
consequences and they are ,appropriate only for certain people and 
under a restricted set of conditions. Casting our thinking at a more 
general level would enable us to subsume many actions and activities 
appropriate under a variety of circumstances under the sume rubric. 
We could examine their collective distribution in the general popula
tion, rather than their contingent frequency among only homeowners, 
people who do not have an automobile, or who are physically able to 
get about. And, as we noted above, we could deal more effectively 
with the substituability issue. If we kept our attention fixed at 
the level of general domains, households with loud alarms and loud 
dogs would have similar scores on our measures. 

A second advantage to this way of thinking about behaviors is 
that individual measures of actions or activities will always be 
swamped by measurement error. By accumulating reports of behaviors 
through a variety of channels and summing across instances of activity 
to arrive at global scores we will be able to more accurately charac
terize individuals or households. Research on this issue is very per
suasive. One-item survey measures of things seem to be about fifty 
percent error variance, and only after about three observations or 
so can we begin to arrive at minimally stable readings of behavior 

, ' 
using either self-reports or the ratings of judges (Esptein, 1979). 
As Epstein (1979: 1097) argues: 

Not only has the direct measurement of objective behavior 
failed to provide evidence of stability, but self-report 
scales in attitude and personality inventories, as well 
as ratings of behavioral samples by judges (although 
themselves stable), have produced low correlations with 
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objective behavior. Does this indicate, as some have 
suggested, that stability of behavior lies primarily in 
the eye of the beholder? The issue can be resolved 
by recognizing that most sing~e items of behavior 
have a high component of error measurement and a narrow 
range of generality .••• (I) t is normal!.y not possible to 
predict sing~e instances of behavior, but it is possible 
to predict behavior averaged over a 
and/or occasions. 

The collection of mutliple indicators of the standing of individuals 
on more abstract behavioral domains would enable us to assess the 
amount of error in our measure, and even to correct them for this 
bias. 

The third advantage of this approach is that it would work 
better and advance the cause of science. One reason to distrust the 
depressing report of evaluators that "nothing works" is that few 
studies (at least in the criminal justice area) have enjoyed adequate 
measures (Skogan, 1979). It is useful to think of an evaluation as 
a cr,ntest between the effects of a program and random noise; programs 
can appear to be "winners" only when they can out shout the oppo·s.i
tion. As a result of poor measurement we probably are rejecting the 
hypothsized effects of programs more often than we should. 

We advance the cause of science when we move our sights from the 
trivial to the consequential, and from the particular to the general. 
As Isaac Newton observed, "truth ever lies in simplicity, and not in 
multiplicity and the confusion of things." There can be no science 
of door locking, or property marking. Rather, the scientific study 
of behavior can only proceed as it strips away the complex contin
gencies surrounding individual a~~ions and isolates their common core. 

What at the phenotypic level is contingent, 
in everyday language must at the genotypic level 
ous, and abstracted from concrete circumstances. 
have theory rather than description. 

Measuring Behavior Accurately 

discrete, and couched 
be general, continu

Only then can we 

Once we have identified theoretically relevant behavioral dimen
sions, our next task is to develop measures which are reliable and 
valid indicators of the standing of individuals or households on those 
factors. Surprisingly, generating these measures is often more dif
ficult than assessing seemingly elusive phenomena like attitudes or 
perceptions. Perhaps because they are more than internal states, but 
are somehow "concrete" and inter-subjectively knowable, we seem to 
have higher standards with respect to the measurement of behavior. 
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The same psychologists who employ many-item tests to score human 
traits are often disturbed that single-item indicato.rs: of behavior 
do not evidence similar reliability (Epstein, 1979). 

People do things about crime which are either repetitive or need 
to be performed only once. Repetitive behaviors are things we "do 
all the time"; operationally, this may mean something like "at least 
once a week." Actions in this category would include going outside 
after dark, t~lking with neighbors about crime, attending meetings, 
and avoiding strangers on the street. Repetitive behaviors are best 
measured via frequency counts of their incidence over some fixed 
period of time. One-time activities are things that need be done 
only once; in this group would fall installing alarms, purchasing 
insurance, and moving to the suburbs. These are all measured as 
dichotomies, or "yes-no" indicators. 

Among the many methodological obstacles to accurately assessing 
these behaviors, four will concern us here: 

a. the measurement of many behaviors involves retro
spective recall--a memory search over some period 
in the past; 

b. many of these behaviors may be of low salience to 
those involveq; 

c. even the one-time performance of many of these 
behaviors may not be known to respondents; 

d. some measures are based on estimates of the fre
guency with which behaviors are performed; this 
can be a very difficult recall task. 

The burden which a difficult memory-search task can impose upon 
respondents is quite well known. One dimension of this task is the 
length of time in the past a respondent is expected to review in 
responding to a question. Research on victimization, health-related 
behavior, and household repairs all suggest that even quite salient 
events cannot be recalled accurately from the distant past. In cer
tain areas of health research and in studies of media consumption the 
reference period often employed in survey studies is "yesterday"-
people are not expected to be able to accurately recall their beha
vior for more than one day in the past. If the object of inquiry 
is something that is quite common--like tooth-brushing or television 
viewing-- the accuracy possibl~ with such a brief recall period shapes 
the research design. However, if the behavior of interest is rela
tively infrequent, then studies employing brief recall periods will 
have to involve very large samples in order to gather useful data on 
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the activity. Among our examples, attending a crime prevention 
meeting would fall into this category. 

The low salience of many of the. events of interest to 
criminal justice researchers presents other recall problems. Re
petitive,habituated risk management tactics like avoiding strangers 
on the street, driving rather than walking after dark, and the like, 
are particularly difficult to characterize accurately. One response 
to the salience problem is to shorten the length of the recall period. 
For example, many researchers ask about visiting neighbors' homes 
or the number of times the respondent went out after dark only "in 
the past week." Low-salience events also require more memory aids: 
repeated questions, reworded questions, examples, etc. 

It is also possible that a respondent may not be sufficiently 
knowledgeable to provide reliable information about a particular 
behavior. This is clearly relevant for measures taken to protect 
households. Not everyone in a household is necessarily knowledgeable 
about insurance protection, particular target-hardening efforts, 
or even if anyone attended a crime prevention meeting. Surveys 
that select randomly-chosen adults from within a household for 
interviewing often then use them as proxy respondents for others 
(like the head) who may know more about the subject in question. 
Our experience in both the NCS and CPS is that the use of proxy 
respondents underestimates the frequency of activities of others. 

Finally, some measures of crime-related behaviors call for 
estimates of the frequency with which they are performed. This can 
be an extremely difficult recall task. One problem may be that a 
behavior is too frequent, that within a reasonable reference period 
at least some people perform a behavior "too many times to count." 
Research indicates that the most accurate recall is of events with 
frequencies in the 0,1,2,3 range, and that above about "8 times" 
frequency estimates become rounded-off, categorical estimates. One 
solution to this problem is to shorten the length of the reference 
period. Another is to ask higher-frequency respondents to make 
rate estimates--the number of times they did it "each week" or some 
similar base period. Those rates, when multiplied by the number 
of base periods in the recall period, produce more accurate counts 
of high frequency events than do straight-forward magnitude 
estimates (Peterson, 1979). Inevitably, however, any distribution 
of frequency estimates will be "lumpy" at values of 5,10, etc. due 
to the "rounding-off" problem. 

An important issue in any measurement exercise is the reliability 
and validity of the resulting data. The multiple indicators approach 
suggested here'would provide the basis for routinely calculating the 
internal consistency of measures, which is one form of reliability 
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e t· s 1mate. Repeated measures throu h 
would yield test-retest reli~bilit g call-backs or re-observations 
measures of many beh . y estimates. Validity checks of ' 

b 
aV10rs could be generat d b 

,0 servational evidence or carr . e y matching survey and 
Schneider (1975) had her i t Y1i~g out record checks. For example 
d. 1 n erv ewers ask if h ' 1SP ayed a property markin r . - eac sample household 
mat~hed to interviewer repo;t~ o~ra~ s~1cker; these could have been 
vis1ble. Lavrakas and Jason (1~7 w et er or not such a sticker was 
reports of particip'ation i 9) explored the validity of survey 
programs by interviewing pn severakl Community Crime Prevention 

h
. ersons nown by the . 

ave part1cipated. In this case . sponsor1ng agency to 
spondents and the true ' the orig1n of the sample of re-
interviewers. Finally,P~~P~~~l~!dthe stu~~ was "blind" to the 
asked survey respondents about th ' van D1Jk and Nijenhuis (1979) 
answering a knock at thei d e precautions they took when 
a sample of those homes a~ ~or after dark, and later re-visited 
a~tu~lly did. Studies likent~~:eant obser~ed what people there 
l1sh1ng the credibility of Q If P ay an 1mportant role in estab-

~e -reports of behavior. 

Modeling Behavior 

Once we have identified k . . 
data suitable for representin e~hd1mens10ns of behavior and gathered 
how to analyze that dat Thg em, we next confront the problem of 

f a. ere are at Ie t . con ront us at that point First. as two 1ssues which will 
~ometimes an independent ~ariable'a~t is cl:ar that behavior is 
1n our theories, and that any re 1. d.somet1mes a dependent variable 
will have to consider the re. a 1st1C modeling of human processes 
behavior and other attitudesc1p~ocal relationship between individu~l 
data on some of these fa t an events of interest. Because the 
th c ors usually refle t o ers must be gathered t c s current states while 

behaviors will rarely b re rfosPlectively, cross-sectional data on 
e use u. Second a 1 f o~ consequences of some crime-related b h na yse~ a the distribution 

w1th Galton's Problem--that of th .e aviors w1ll have to deal 
While most analyses of beha. he non1ndependence of observations 
" . V10r ave im 1· . 1 . 
1uvention" approach to th i P 1C1t Y accepted an 

they spread by diffusion. eT~e~~currenc:, it is more likely that 
data needs, which must be 1 danalyt1c problems create further 
modes of analysis. p anne for in advance, and call for new 

. In our verbal formulations of the 
thlnk of crime individual .. problem, most of us probably 

1 
' cogn1t10ns and b h . 

re ated system. This view ma ' e aV10r as an inter-
community level. People adap~ ~~ ~se~u~ b?th at the individual and 
the risks in their immediat .e r e aV10r to their reading of 
th. d e enVlronment Th e1r og along after dark it .' ey mayor may not walk 
n . hb h ,s on the1r front t . . e1g or ood tavern, depend in in . S oop, or V1S1t their 
to them as a result of these g part on what they fear might happen 

exposures to risk. They reformulate 
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those assessments on the basis of direct and vicarious experience. 
When they hear of things happening to neighbors, or to people like 
themselves, they become more wary. Over time they develop daily 
routines which bring their perceived risks into some reasonable rnage. 
They may always drive in their car rather than walk, or they may 
only go shopping during d~ylight hours. Far from being incapacitated 
by fear, they are able to proceed with their lives.* 

At the neighborhood level, stable places are those where these 
relationships between crime, cognitions, and behavior have iterated 
to a stable solution--they are systems characterized by negative 
feedback. There, when incidents do occur which are "out of range," 
individual (and collective) action to reduce victimization affect the 
subsequent crime rate, and residents read the results of their caution 
in renewed community security. Unstable places are positive feedback 
systems. Exogenous shocks to the system (like rapid population change 
or shifts in economic function) may upset such accommodations. In 
this view, sudden shifts in the crime environment (following Lemert, 
1951) are more threatening than its day-to-day level. Residents of 
such areas may react by withdrawing reciprocity from the community. 
They may stay at home, shun community facilities, and refrain from 
"getting involved." As the sense of territoriality and the natural 
surveillance activity of area residents declines, this may escalate 
further- levels of crime (Conklin, 1975), and further undermine the 
capacity of individuals and groups to deal effectively with the prob-
lem (Lewis, 1979). . 

, Note that at either level of analysis, this view of the relationship 
between crime, cognition, and behavior posits sequences of reciprocal 
causation between the elements of the system across a temporal span. 
A cross-sectional analysis of data capturing only a snapshot of pro
cesses like those described above would serve to "average out" recip
roca~ causal forces of either a positive or negative nature, probably 
tendl.ng ~n the direction of identifying "no significant relationships" 
in what l.S in fact a dynamically interconnected system. There are 
statistical techniques which can ferret out reciprocal causal se-
quen~es from cross-·section data, including Two-Stage Least Squares 
procedures. Although these have been in use in studies in interna
tional relations and comparative politics for some time, only recently 
have they begun to influence the analysis of survey data. 

A better vehicle for monitoring such processes would be over-time 
panel data. Then, cross-lagged panel and turnover-table analysis 
could be used to better reveal its causal structure. This type of 

*There is considerable empirical support for this model; see Skogan 
and Maxfield, 1980. 
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analysis also would reflect the nature of the data. One difficulty 
with research to date on these problems is that adequate measures of 
cognitions (including assessments of risk and fear) and most behaviors 
(including exposure to risk and risk management) reflect current 
states: They indicate how often people went out last week, or what 
they think their chances of being victimized are now~ Data on victi
mization, on the other hand, must necessarily be gathered retrospec
tively, for some (relatively length) period in the past. In most 
surveys data on victimization and related experiences is gathered for 
the previous year, or even longer. As a result, the data can only 
speak to the 

victimization ~ behavior 

linkage described in the models above. Thus we usually find that 
recent victims report being less exposed to risk than nonvictims, a 
finding that only makes sense when we assess it in a verbal model 
assuming reciprocal causation across otner, unmeasured, points in 
time. A more realistic negative feedback model, like 

victimization ~ exposure 

• -,I 

requires data from at least two points. in time. The primary implica-
tion of this view is that studies of behavior and their consequences 
must be panel studies. 

This is, in our view, extremely important. All stable systems 
are characterized by negative feedback. No hypothetical relationship 
represented by a unidirectional causal arrow can adequately describe 
a relationship in a stab1e system. In stable systems all relation
ships somehow "work back" on themselves to dampen forces causing 
change. Unidirectional causal arrows posit explosive-growth relation
ships taking some positive exponential form, which in the long run are 
impossible to sustain. It is often easy to pass over this issue when 
we deal in the realm of attitudes and perceptions, but once we begin 
to model purposive behaviors that work to reshape people's environ
ments, the reciprocal relationship between environment and behavior 
must somehow be brought into the analysis. 

Finally, in our attempt to understand the distribution of crime
related behavior we will have to confront the issue of their potential 
noninterdependence. This issue first surfaced in 1889 at a meeting of 
the Royal Anthropological Institute. A paper was presented there 
examining the characteristics of human cultures, such as their use of 
money and adoption of particular institutions. While certain cultural 
forms could be related statistically to selected explanatory variables, 
Sir Francis Galton rose to point out that social or economic inter
course between societies played an important role in shaping their 
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While the statistical analysis of such 
internal arrangements as well. , re independent, in fact there 
data assumed that the obser~~~~n~h:etheoretical model underlying that 
were linkages among them. f ltural trait was the result of 

, - d th appearance 0 a cu , ' analys1s assume e, b th result of cultural d1ffus10n 
invention, it was as l1kely to e e 
(cf. Naroll, 1970). 

, i that most analyses of the behavior 
In this case the diff1cult~ s b haviors as inventions. Individ-

of mass publics tend to :re~t ~n~~: epresumably as some multidimen
uals are treated as at~m1st1c of ~x lana tory variables reaches a 
sional surface describ1ng a set f P one state to another, and a 
particular configuration they move lrro~asons to suspect that this is 

, ibn There are severa 1 behav10r s or. rst there are entrepreneurs at wor c . 
not an appropriate model. Fi 'd t' es in the private) actively 

, 'th ublic sector an some 1m 1 
(sometl.mes 1n e P ff These include both alarm sa esmen 
"marketing" many ,of th~se e orts~vidin services with the support of 
and not-for-prof1t bus1nessm~~u~:hold p;otective measures, including 
public funds. Second, many id Ii hts and the like, are highly 
the use of bars, fences, outs : g( 'tly) because their neighbors 

P 1 may weI' do th1ngs mos , h 
visible. eop e - 'II find it easier to act 1n t e 
do them, or at the very least W1 th' should lead us to suspect 

f model In either case, 1S 't b 
~~:~e~~: ~do~tion of certain behaviors proceeds aL least 1n par Y 

diffusion. 
, ' 'fied b the way in which most survey 

This effect w1ll be 1ntens1
i 

lYt d behaviors are conducted. 
, 1 studies of cr me-re a e d 

and observat10na 1 ted case-study neighborhoo s 
Those studies genera~lY focusn~nc~~t;~l" neighborhoods. Surveys of 
or use samples from target a, hole in fact employ clus-

1 , like the nat10n as a w , h 
larger popu at10ns, 40 or more respondents from eac 
ter samples that usually include h es the chances that behaviors 
sampled geographical area. This e~ ~~cdiffusion for diffusion pro
we observe or ask about have spreaf " dopters" i~ close geographical 
cesses ,generally creat~ cl~~~~~~s~cto~ entrepreneural activities are 
proxim1ty. Because manY

d 
P th ir efforts encourage diffusion as well. 

centered in neighborhoo s, e 

, on of certain behaviors as a diffusion process 
View1ng the adopti difficult to predict. In our 

may explain why ,many of them a~~ ~~rtuallY all household protective 
research the maJor correlates 1 ects of the neighborhood: 
efforts reflect physical and socia aIs

p 
particular those efforts do 

h' building size etc. n , , 
home owners 1P, ' rce tions of risk, fear of cr1me, 
not seem to be correlated to pe p , ther than "need" or 

1 1 ictims etc. That 1S, ra d 
hearing about oca v , k d features that are correlate 
"incentive," it is neighborhood-li~ e i ht kind of data might reveal 
with the adoption of behaviors. erg 'j likely to 

i 't r early innovatLon _s more that entrepreneural act V1 Y 0 
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occur in certain areas, and that diffusion processes then explain the 
further spread of the idea. 

In contrast to the invention approach, a c~mpelling model might 
treat a crime prevention behavior as an innovation which has been 
adopted. In this sense, property marking is like the adoption of 
1};ybrid seed corn in rural communities (Griliches', 1957). There are 
some elegant mathematical models which describe diffusion processes, 
focusing primarily on the shape of the cumulative distribution of 
adoptions over time (see Hamblin, Jacobsen and Miller, 1973). For a 
given community these would serve to evaluate the effectiveness of 
behavior-marketing strategies. Among individuals, the key to under
standing the shape of the diffusion curve is the characteristics of 
early and late adopters. The former spark the dissemination process, 
while the latter determine the length of the tail of its distribution 
across time (Rodgers and Shoemaker, 1971). 

As this suggests, a diffusion perspective on this issue would 
require some new theoretical perspectives and impose some new data 
needs on the study of crime prevention behavior. Innovation research 
focuses upon the connectedness of members of a community and the flow 
of information through those networks, rather than on the problems 
individuals think they face or their demographic characteristics. 
All of the data need to be pinned down firmly in time, for diffusion 
models explicitly concern themselves with process. 

For policy researchers involved with an organization which at
tempts to market innovations in behavior, understanding crime-related 
activities as an adoption rather than as an invention process would 
be a conceptual shift of some significance. It would stimulate re
search designs which produce data closer to the options open to 
operating agencies. 

Consequences of Behavior 

Throughout this discussion we have talked as if crime-related 
actions by individuals and households can have significant conse
quences for their subsequent fate. Whether this is true or not is 
still open to debate, and it is not clear that the collective conse
quences of those actions would necessarily be positive even if their 
individual consequences were. 

The relationship between behavior and outcome is an important 
research, evaluation, and policy issue. Rational-cognitive theories 
of human behavior assume that man's fate is malleable, and that by 
making choices and taking actions we can--within significant con
straints-- resnape our condition. The research issues include 
identifying who has profited from efforts to reduce their risks and 
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the nature and magnitude of those constraints, which often are race 
and class-based. Evaluators would enjoy acquiring a kit-bag full of 
measures of certifiably consequential actions. They could then count 
their adoption as a "success" and use them as measures of "intermedi
ate outcomes." Policy makers would like to know what discrete pro;, 
grams to promote, and some estimate of their costs and benefits. All 
of these parties should be concerned with an additional issue, that 
of the individual and collective consequences of actions. Put simply, 
the question is, "do the things that people can do about crime reduce 
crime, or do they displace it somewhere else?" 

There are smatterings of evidence everywhere of the efficacy of 
individual precautionary efforts. For example, both women and the 
elderly are very vulnerable physically to predatory crime, but vic
timization surveys indicate that they enjoy low rates of victimization 
from most types of offenses. One common explanation for this apparent 
paradox is that both of these groups evidence extremely low levels of 
exposure to risk. For a variety of reasons they lead more circumspect 
lives than their counterparts, and they always score at the high end 
of measures of purposive crime-avoidance and risk management (cf. 
Antunes, et al., forthcoming). Their chances of being victimized 
when they ~ exposed to risk may be very high, but they do not place 
themselves in that position very often. 

There are obviously some limitations on the efficacy of such 
tactics for reducing victimization, however. In part this involves 
the existence of constraints on behavior. For a variety of reasons 
people often are forced to do things that they consider risky; if they 
live alone, work the night shift, or do not own a car they may be 
exposed to risks they would like to avoid on a regular basis. Also, 
it is not yet clear how much of the "variance" in victimization we can 
explain using data gathered from the point of view of the victim. A 
crime occurs when a victim and offender are brought together in space 
and time under appropriate circumstances. There doubtless is a random 
element in that encounter from both their perspectives, and in the 
vast majority of appropriate spaces, places, and circumstances, no 
incident occurs. So people who are very cautious may not be robbed, 
but most people are not robbed regardless of their level of caution, and 
in the most "dangerous places" nothing happens most of the time. 

When we are considering a crime-prevention activity from a policy 
perspective, the'''consequences'' issue becomes more complicated. We may 
know, for example, that target-hardening a dwelling unit may reduce 
its chances of being burgled by x percent, and that by displaying a 
sticker warning potential intruders that this is a proper~y-marking 
household may have an additional Z effect. The difficulty from a 
policy perspective is that such efforts may displace rather than pre
vent crime. From the point of view of individuals or households such 
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activities may certainly be worthwhile, but should governments 
encourage acti.vities which at some cost merely shift, the burden 
of crime on'some other household? 

For this reason it may be useful to think of anti-crime activi
ties as having "crime reduction" consequences or "victimization 
prevention" consequences. Research designs should deal with both the 
individual and collective benefits of adopting various tactics. This 
doubtless will lead evaluators back into criminology, for we will be 
able to understand displacement issues only t~rough more serious 
studies of offenders and their activity patterns. For example, it 
may be that opportunistic offenses characteristic of small bands of 
idle youths can be deterred rather simply by target hardening, and 
that if they do not occur at a pregnant moment they will not happen 
at all. 
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HOMOGENEOUS VICTIM-OFFENDER POPULATIONS: 
A REVIEW AND SOME RESEARCH IMPLICATIONS 

Simon 1. Singer 
Center for Studies in 

Criminology and Criminal Law 
University of Pennsylvania 

In a complex society where there are few of the traditional 
similarities that onCe guided social action, it is difficult to con
ceive of a single homogeneous population. There is generally too 
much variation in the social attributes of a group. It seems more 
appropriate to define a given population in relation to another on 
a range of variables that measure the extent of similarity. This is 
typically done in social science where we test for the significance 
of between-group variation while controlling for within-group 
characteristics. But the problem is complicated when referring to 
populations that represent legal labels in which the definition of 
one is dependent on the perception of the other. 

The idea that victims and offenders are part of the same 
homogeneous population runs contrary to much of the public's popular 
impression of criminals as distinct from their innocent victims. 
In the rhetoric of contemporary crime control, the criminal is often 
portrayed as the enemy with the victim in need of "defensible space" 
or "target hardening" (see Newman, 1973). 

Although there is some support for the heterogeneity of victim 
and offender populations, it is generally confined to incidents 
motivated by theft. The object is not to commit some physical harm, 
but to obtain something of value by minimizing the risk of detection 
or arrest. If victims and offenders are. similar, it is in terms of 
their demographic characteristics that increase the availability of 
one population to the other. For example, juveniles in their daily 
activities are more likely to interact with others in their age group 
who happen also to be in the crime-prone committing years. The higher 
probability of being a victim during adolescence is thus explained 
by the age of the offender population and the increased chance of their 
i.nteraction. 

For crimes of assault, the distinction between victim and offender 
populations is less clear. Both populations seem to be related to one 
another not ouly in their demographic characteristics, but also :1.n 
terms of certain shared responses to perceived situations of physical 
or psycho1ogi~a1 threat. The prior social interaction suggests certain 
normative constraints where a violent outcome is dependent in part on 
the victim's reaction (Wolfgang, 1958). 
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A key question then to attempts to explain personal victimization 
as a consequence of the victim's exposure to an offe~de: is the extent 
to which violence reflects a life style that leads vlctlms to alternate 
as o'-fenders in the same social environment (Hindelang, Gottfredson and 
Garofolo, 1978). If victims and offenders share certain understandings 
as well as misunderstandings that support the use of physical force, 
then both populations are not distinct but rotate in a web of sub
cultural relationships. 

Although the the.sis of a violent subculture (Wolfgang an,? 
Ferracuti, 1967) is ground.ed in official recorded incidents that indi
cate the victim-offender interaction, other measures are needed to 
determine the homogeneity of both populations. A few studies.have 
already provided some data on the homogeneity of both populatl0ns. In 
a London sample Genn and Dodd (1977) surveyed for both victim and 
offender experi~nces. Their self-report data indicate that for incidents 
ranging from simple to aggravated assault there is a significant 
as~;ociation. In another survey, Savit!l, Lolli an~ Ro~en (~977) 
similarly contrasted surveyed victimization but wlth Juvenlle arrest 
status. -Again, victims of assault were found to be significantly . 
related to official delinquent arrest status in contrast to no aSSOCla
tion for victims of theft. 

Though these studies support the hypothesized relationship for 
assault, they are not specific to the serious violence that subcultural 
theory intends to address. Violence in its less trivial form is a 
relatively rare event. When acts of aggression are weighted with verbal 
threats and the experiences of adolescence, they become more common, as 
indicated by surveys of delinquency and victimization. If ~ subculture 
is argued, then it is necessary to confine an analysis of vlctim
offender populations to those events that are not likely to exist in 
the dominant culture. The critical concern is to measure the extent 
to which victims are also offenders involved in serious assault 
independent of the minor offenses that may have been experienced. 

The Criminal Background of Victims Surveyed in the Follow-up to 
IIDelinquency in a Birth Cohort ll1 

The extent to which victims are also offenders involved in serious 
assault I have examined in a study of self-reported victimization in 
the follow-up survey to Delinquency in a Birth Cohort by Wolfgang, 
Figlio and Sellin (1972). Of the 975 subjects randomly sampled from 
the male cohort population, 567 were located and interviewed at age 26 
concerning their social and criminal background experiences. 

Surveyed victimizations were measured by asking the respondent to 
recall his victim experiences during three time periods: before a~e 12, 
between 12 and 18, and after age 18. Based an methodological studles 
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of surveying victims, we can expect a great deal of response error 
for simple assaults, given the relatively large reference period 
(Hindelang, 1976). For incidents in which the respondent was shot 
or stabbed, there should be less response error because they are 
injuries that are likely to stand out in recalling one"s life exper
iences. 

In contrast to victims of minor assault and property damage, a 
clear pattern emerged for those cohort members who were shot or 
stabbed. First, they were most often nonwhite, high-school dropouts, 
unemployed and single at the time of the survey. Second, they were 
more frequently involved in official and self~reported criminal activity. 
Victims of serious assault had the highest probability of having a friend 
arrested, belonging to a gang, using a weapon, committing a serious 
assault and having an official arrest. 

Highly significant is the relationship between having been shot 
or stabbed and having committed a serious assault, as measured by 
o~fenses2causing the victim's hospitalization, death or rape. In 
Flgure 1 the relationship is illustrated in the plotted odds of com
mitting a serious assault by victim status and race. Although 46 
percent of nonwhites report committing a serious assault compared to 
32 percent of whites, part of the variation is explained by victimi
zation. The relationship is significant for both whites and nonwhites: 
68 percent of the cohort victims reported committing a serious 
assault compared to 27 percent of the nonvictims. 

When other significant indicators of offender status are included 
in a logit analysis, the victim experience proves to be the best 
predictor.

3 
In accounting for the observed variation in offender 

status, victimization, gang membership and weapon use provided the 
best model for explaining the observed relationship between offender 
status and race. 

Although there is homogeneity in the hypothesized subcultural 
relationship between victim and offender, it can further be related to 
age specific periods. The learning of crime may not be as direct as 
social learning theorists suggest (see Burgess and Akers, 1966), and 
may include negative as well as positive associations. To test this 
aspect of the similarity between victims and offenders, Figure 2 plots 
the odds of committing an adult offense by juvenile victim status. 
For whites and nonwhites, the plotted relationship st.pports the 
hypothesis of learning by means of negative associations. The per
centage committing a serious assault of adults is significantly 
higher for juvenile victims: 64 percent compared to 22 percent for 
non-victims. 
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Controlling for gang membership, Figure 3 illustrates again the 
significance of being a juvenile victim and adult offender status. 
For gang members the relationship is almost perfect ~n :hat 94 p:rcent 
of juvenile victims who are gang members report comm1tt1ng a ser10u~ . 
assault. For non-gang members who are victims, however, the probab1l

1t
y 

of committing a serious assault is higher than if not a victim and a 
gang member: 54 percent compared to 42 percent are offenders. 

With self-reported offenses it is possible that the observed 
relationship might partially be a function of response error, in that 
respondents who tend to answer in a particular direction will do so 
independently of its true occurrence. To control for this potential 
effect official recorded arrests were examined. The relationship 
betwee; victim and offender status, however, is specific only to the 
adult years. This may be because incidents are more accurately 
recalled in the nearest reference period and because of the greater 
seriousness of the offenses committed in the adult years. 

The relationship between victim and official offender status is 
plotted in Figure 4 with the additive effects of race and victim 
status illustrated. Although nonwhites have three times the probability 
of an adult arrest, .48 compared to .16; the chance of a white victim 
having an arrest is higher than a nonwhite who was not a victim. In 
Figure 5 the relationship is again plotted for gang members and 
non-members with the observed odds of offender status in the expected 

:r 

direction. 

For cohort members with an official adult arrest, the victim 
experience is significant in explaining the seriousness of the~r criminal 
careers. The relationship, however, is specific to only nonwh1t: 
cohort members. In a general linear model 36 percent of the var1ance 
in the seriousness of a criminal career is explained by victimization, 
gang membership and the seriousness of juvenile arrests. 

Conclusion 

The results presented, along with those of other studie~ that 
have examined the victim-offender interaction, indicate support for the 
homogeneity of victim-offender populations involved in seriou~ . 
assaultive conduct. The evidence should not be taken as conf1rmat10n 
for the existence of a subculture but as support for the need to look 
at other variables besides opportunity or exposure to explain personal 
victimization. In current formulations of subcultural theory, there 
is little attempt to account for the direction of the victim experience 
as it may relate to offender status. Further theoretical development 
is needed on the effect of being a victim on an individual's sense of 
justice and propensity to obey the law. 
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More data are also needed to provide a more complete test of the 
significance of the victim experience. Homogeneity between populations 
should be examined in a model that allows for feedback between both vic
tim and offender experiences. The self-report technique seems to be a 
suitable method for tapping both sets of experiences, although it has 
generally been used to measure one or the other. 

There are some policy implications that should benefit by the 
contj:ni.led study of victim and offender relationships. First, there is 
a need to know the risk of personal attack by strangers to assess 
accurately the seriousness of offending behavior (Skogan, 1980). The 
public's concern with the problem of crime may be better dealt with 
by providing data that indicate the probability of becoming a victim 
if not involved in delinquent or criminal activities. 

Second, the public may be willing to tolerate different levels of 
offending behavior, depending on the victim-offender relationship. 
Crime confined to persons acquainted with one another in the course 
of their social interaction may be perceived as qualitatively different 
from and less serious than the stranger-to-stranger violence that 
arouses increased fear and concern. Unless data on the risks of 
personal victimization are assessed in terms of the victim's relation
ship to the offender, the public's perceptions of the seriousness of 
crime may be subject to interests that are less objectively oriented. 

In terms of the hypothesized continuum of homogeneity, it is 
important to consider the variables that may lead to an overlap in 
victim and offender populations. Despite the fact that elderly per
sons have a lower probability of victimization by violence, they are 
more susceptible to personal attack in blighted urban areas and 
age-integrated public housing. To reduce homogeneity with respect to 
residential proximity to, an offending population has the obvious 
policy implication of reducing the elderly's chance of victimization. 

Similarly, an increase in interracial violence may be attributed 
to a rise in residential integration. Variation by saY in ~?ictim and 
offender populations may be a function of females beccming less 
restricted in their traditional social roles. These are just a few 
research questions that need to be addressed over time and across 
different populat:i.ons. 

The cost of further analysis is minimal because much of the data 
has already been collected under the National Crime Panel project. 
The National C~ime Panel victimization survey data should be examined 
for changes in the demographic characteristics of victims in relation 
to the perceived race, sex and age meas.ures of the offender. This 
should be done for the cities and the nation across the various sur
veyed time periods. 
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*NUMBERS IN PARENTHESES ARE THE PROBABILITIES. THE ODDS ASSOCIATED 
WITH THE DEPENDENT VARIABLES ARE CONVERTED TO THEIR PROBABILITIES 
WITH THE FOLLOWING FORMULA: 

PROB = ODDS/(l + ODDS) 

FIGURE 1 
ODDS OF BEING A SELF-REPORlED SERIOUS OFFENDER 

BY RACE AND VICTIMIZATION 
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FIGURE2 
ODDS OF BEING A SELF-REPORTED SERIOUS ADULT 

OFFENDER BY AGE, RACE, AND VICTIMIZATION 
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FIGURE3 

III 

JUVENILE VICTIM 

ODDS OF BEING A SELF-REPORTED SERIOUS ADULT OFFENDER 
BY AGE, GANG MEMBERSHIP, AND VICTIMIZATION 
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FIGURE4 
ODDS OF BEING AN OFFICIALLY RECORDED ADULT 

OFFENDER BY AGE, RACE, AND VICTIMIZATION 
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FIGURE5 
ODDS OF BEING AN OFFICIALLY RECORDED ADULT OFFENDER BY 

AGE, GANG MEMBERSHIP, AND VICTIMIZATION 
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NOTES 

results reported are based on my dissertation, "Victims iv. a 
subculture of crime: An analysis of the social and criminal \I 

backgrounds of surveyed victims in the birth cohort follow-up. 

each of the figures the odds of being an offender are calculated 
by dividing the sample cell size for nonoffenders into that 
value for offenders with the given attribute of interest. The 
odds are normalized by plotting the computed values on 
semilogarithmic paper so that negative and positive values are 
comparable to one another. 

3The logit procedure used is the one suggested by Goodman (1972) for 
dichotomous variables. 
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VICTIM-OFFENDER DYNAMICS IN VIOLENT CRIME 

Richard Block 
Loyola University of Chicago 

It has long been an axiom of criminology that in most societies 
crime prevention is primarily the responsibility of the citizenry 
and not the police. The study of victim offender dynamics is research 
of events which result either from a failure to prevent crime or a 
willingness to precipitate or participate in a criminal event. When 
prevention has failed, the decision to defend yourself and the method 
of defense become lnost important determinants of both the decision to 
invoke the criminal justice process and the criminal processing system 
decisions to react to the crime. 

Thus the study of most crime prevention and most victim reactions 
to a criminal act must be made.from the perspective of the victim and 
his surroundings r.ather than from that of the police or courts. 

The major responsibility for crime prevention has always been 
with the community and citizen, not with the criminal processing 
system. If the study of victims of crime is going to have a n~jor 
effect on rates of crime, it may come through the enhancement of the 
ability of citizens to prevent crime and react to criminal events in 
a way which minimizes the resultant damage and injury. 

The Criminal Event 

The dynamic of victim-offender interaction is an important key to 
the understanding of the nature of violent crime, both for the outcome 
of the crime itself and for victim, police, and court decisions to 
catch and punish offenders. Violent crime can be thought of as a 
social event involving at least two actors and their interaction. In 
any violent crime, there must be a target, an offender and their inter
action. This triad can be called the crime event. It is an event 
like all social events which is surrounded by a history and an environ
ment and which in its own turn alters both victim and offender and 
future events. 

The criminal event may be thought of as one instance surrounded 
by a micro-environment of social relationships, physical structures 
and weapons of potential use, and by the macro-environment of target 
and offender. Each macro-environment consists of those characteristics 
of neighborhood and community, concepts of social relationship, ideas 
of violence and danger, and other things which affect each criminal 
event, but are not directly a part of it. The two actors, victim and 
offender, interact with and are affected by these structures, but 
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they remain individuals. Much of their behavior may be determined 
by biological or psychological makeup. 

The outcome of the criminal event for its victim is often deter
mined by interaction between victim and offender which in turn affects 
the victim's decision to invoke the criminal justice system and the 
criminal justice system's decisions to process and prosecute the crime 
event. The criminal event and its dynamic is the spark to light 
the entire criminal processing system. Yet both the criminal event 

'and the criminal justice system are embeded within the society and 
within their own nlacro and micro environments. Figure 1 illustrates 
these relationships. All elemeuts of the society share a common 
heritage and history. Included, in American history and important for 
the study of violent crime are our tradition of frontier violence, 
racial segregation, arming of the populace, and many other factors. 
The history of society is at least as important to the criminal justice 
system as to the crime event. 

The macro-environment of a criminal event is constructed from 
that of the victim and offender. Each of these is built from physical, 
economic, and social structures. Some communities are structured with 
a wide availability of targets for criminal attack. There may be many 
tourists in one neighborhood or many homes which are unoccupied during 
the day in another. Other neighborhoods may have fewer obvious targets. 
Some individuals have wide opportunities for legitimate behavior, 
others have few. The macro-environment of the criminal event occurs 
at the intersection of those of the victim and offender. 

The macro environment of the criminal justice system overlaps 
that of the crime environment; however, the macro environment of crimi
nal processing can often be defined by-structural capabilities and 
capacities -- how' many cases and what types can the criminal justice 
system process. 

The micro environment of criminal behavior is the immediate net
work of events and structures surrounding the crime. It is the 
relationship of victim and offender, relative, known or stranger. 
It is the location of a crime, at home, in a bar, or on the street. 
It is the weapons available for use. The micro environment of the 
criminal processing system is the characteristics of particular police, 
prosecutors and courts at the time of contact with the crime or criminal. 
As can be seen in Figure 1, the micro and macro environment of crime 
and the criminal justice system overlap. Still, they are not congruent. 
Much of the environment of crime is largely irrelevant to the criminal 
justice system and the criminal processing environment has little 
effect on criminal behavior. 
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These environments overlap but that of the victim, the offender, 
and the criminal event is largely independent of that of the police 
and courts. If this model is correct, research which concentrates on 
criminal justice system variables while analyzing victimization is 
largely irrelevant as are victimization studies of the criminal justice 
system. The perspective of the victim and offender is lost in the 
environment of the police. While the victim may react to his treatment 
by the police, he has little knowledge of police work or its constraints. 
History and environment surround crime and the criminal processing 
system. However, in violent crime victim-offender interaction is the 
initiator of criminal processing both by the vict;J.,m and the police. 
Within its environment the criminal event is the initiator of outcomes 
and actions. Thus, the interaction of victim and offender largely 
determine whether the crime is a rape or an attempt and also determine 
the level of injury in the crime. 

To a large extent the outcome of a violent crime determines whether 
or not the police will be notified and whether or not they will act. 
It is generally believed that the police are far more likely to be 
notified of a homicide than an assault. They are more likely to be 
notified of a completed robbery than an attempt. Notification is the 
bridge between the victim, the offender and the criminal justice system 
and between their environments. It is in notification that the environ
ments most clearly overlap. Factors which influence the decision to 
inform the police of a crime, degree of injury of outcome, are also 
factors which affect the police decision to investigate. The police 
are far more likely to be notified of the death of a spouse than of the 
beating of the spouse and the police are far more likely to carryon an 
investigation. 

Police and court action are clearly influenced by the crime event. 
Most studies of police and court decision making have found the nature 
of the crime to be an important and valid factor in decision making. 
Yet the criminal justice process is part·of a different envirorunent 
than the criminal event and decisions of the crime processing system 
are often wholly independent of the enviornment of the crime. 

The concept of the crime event and its surrounding environment 
and history will form a basis of this paper and of the future research.· 
proposed here. Thus the crime event must be related both to its outcome 
and to its environment. At the same time the environment of the criminal 
act must be kept largely separate from that of crime processing. 

Given the importance of the crime event for the victim of violent 
crime, it is not surprising that much of the early research in victim
ology was concerned with victim-offender interaction. They study of 
victims of cr~me began with the study of victim-offender dynamics. 
Once the study of victims went beyond descriptions of the spatial and 
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demographic characteristics of incidents, the first topics to be 
considered were victim-offender relationships and the victim as a 
generator of his own victimization. 

Early research in victimology often concentrated on the degree 
to which the victim could be considered responsible for his own 
victimization. Mendelsohn developed a typology of six. types o-f 
victims varying from those who were more guilty than the offender and 
those who were solely guilty to those who·were guiltless (Schafer). 
Hentig also developed a typology of victims and discussed victim
offender interaction as a duet. Wolfgang and his students carried 
on this tradition to studies of various crimes (homicide, rape, 
robbery). 

Victim precipitation may be thought of as a failure of the 
social control mechanism of crime prevention. Wolfgang and others 
have argued that much victim precipitated homicide occurs in a 
subculture of violence in which norms of interpersonal behavior are 
different from those of the society as a whole. Similarly Amir 
. 1 ' , 
~n c assifying victim precipitation of rape~ judged behavior which 
was different from that normally expected of women to be precipitating. 
On a broader level, it has been argued that the high rates of violence 
in America, when compared to other developed nations, results from a 
cuJture of violence. A subculture of violence exists within this 
culture of violence. 

Early studies of victims, to the extent they were based on data 
collection, utilized records of the cr.iminal justice system. Thus 
victim precipitated homicides or rapes were those perceived as victim 
precipitated by the police, courts, medical examiner or coroner. 
This examination may be affected by the environmental perspective of 
the agency and only partially take into account that of the victim. 

These studies were very much affected by the data source. Before 
a crime becomes recorded in an official record, that crime must pass 
through several filters. If these filters randomly select crime for 
further processing, it is of no great importance to the study of victim
offender dynamics whether or not the interaction is studied from the 
victim's perspective in a surveyor the police perspective through 
official records. However, the crimes which are reported to the police 
are not a random sample of all crimes which occur. First, the victim 
or observer must decide that the benefits of reporting or the moral 
imperative are sufficiently great to require police notification. 
Then the police must decide that they have the resources and interest 
to respond to the crime. 

As will be shown both victim and police decisions are affected 
by victim-offender interaction. Crimes which are successful are more 
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likely to be reported to the police than attempts. In the next 
section it will be shown that the criminal justice system records a 
far different set of victimizations than do surveys of victims and 
that the outcome of crime as reported in victim surveys is far 
different than that reported in official records. Criminal justice 
system records are highly appropriate to study the affect of victim 
characteristics or victim-offender dynamics on police prosecution, 
and court decisions. They are not appropriate to study the background 
of criminal events, the relationship of victim and offender, or the 
dynamic of victim-offender interaction. To study these, knowledge 
of the victim's.perspective and environment is most appropriate. 
These can only be collected through a victim survey, but this must be 
a far different survey from those currently gathered. 

Does Resistance Affect the Outcome ofVio1ertt Crime? 

In my 1977 book, Violent Crime, Environment, Interaction, and 
Death, I analyzed the character of robberies, aggravated assaults, and 
homicides in Chicago based upon records of the Chicago Police Depart
ment. I found that d~ath or injury, success or failure, in violent 
crime was to some extent determined by the nature of the victim 
offender dynamic at the time of the crime's occurrance. 

In police records, I found that victim-offender dynamics in 
robbery were very significantly affected by the presence of a gun. 
In robberies with a gun threat, force was much less likely to be used 
than in robberies with out a gun. The use of force was related to 
resistance by the victim, the successful theft of property, and 
injury to the victim. Figure 2 illustrates these relationships. I 
concluded from this analysis that victim resistance only slightly 
reduced the probability that the robbery would be successfully 
completed and greatly increased the probability that the victim would 
be injured. Analyzing police records, I concluded that victim 
resistance during a robbery made very little sense. 

At the time I was writing this, I worried that these relationships 
might be affected by victim and police decisions to begin the 
criminal justice process. However, I lacked the conceptual tools 
and data to test these concerns. I decided that the effect of these 
decisions prior to official recording would have to be very large 
in order to affect my conclusions. When the city tapes of the 
National Victim Sut'vey became available, I. was able to consider the~e 
decisions to invokf~ the criminal justice process. 

'! I 

There are many possible samples of victims of crime. In Chicago, 
both victim surveys and police records are available, and given the 
cooperation of the police departme!nt, they can to some extent be 
compared. In my initial analysis, the relationship among weapons use, 
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victim-offender dynamics, and crime outcome was analyzed for 
non-commercial robberies occurring in the city of Chicago to the residents 
of Chicago. 

In this analysis it was found that victim resistance, completion 
of the robbery, and police notification were strongly related in the 
victimization survey. Table One illustrates these relationships. 

TABLE 1 

PERCENTAGE OF ROBBERIES IN WHICH THE VICTIM CLAIMS TO HAVE 
NOTIFIED THE POLICE, CHICAGO 1974 

RESISTANCE 

NO RESISTANCE 

COMPLETION 
66% 

(11.716) 
57% 

(30057) 

ATTEMPT 
31% 

(17144) 
25% 

(3624) 

It can be seen that attempted crimes are less than half as 
likely to result in police notification than completed crimes and 
that robberies in which the victim resisted were slightly less likely 
to result in notification than crimes with no resistance, independent 
of the affect of completion. Of the estimated 28,869 robberies in which 
the victim resisted 40.6% were completed. Of the estimated 33,861 
robberies with no resistance 90.1% were completed. Thus, the 
victimization survey' sample of robbery victims was far more likely 
to resist than were victims in the police sample and their resistance 
had a higher probability of success than in robberies recorded by 
the police. 

The relationship between completion and notification is 
supported by Hinde1ang and Gottfredson for the twenty-six city 
sample. In these surveys 62% of the completed robberies and 33% 
of attempts were reported to the police (Page 69). An analysis of 
the 1976 National Crime Survey results in much the same conclusions 
as the Chicago analysis (Table Two). Resistance, completion, and 
police notification are clearly interrelated. The robberies which 
are reported to the police are more likely to be successful and the 
victim is less likely to have resisted than in those robberies 
which ended without police notification. 
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TABLE 2 

PERCENTAGE OF ROBBERIES IN WHICH THE VICTIM CLAIMS TO HAVE 
NOTIFIED THE POLICE, NATIONAL CRIME SURVEY 1976 

RESISTANCE 

NO RESISTANCE 

COMPLETION 
60% 
(285) 
61% 
(343) 

ATTEMPT 
32% 
(92) 
36% 
(36) 

Anyone looking at police records to determine the effect of 
victim resistance will come to a very different conclusion than 
for a victim survey. Most of the cases of successful resistance 
will have been eliminated from the data. Since cases of unsuccessful 
resistance are more likely to be recorded by the police, the 
researcher may erroneously conclude that resistance is likely to be 
unsuccessful. 

This is illustrated in Table Three. If one had sampled police 
recorded robberies, it would appear that victim resistance does 
very little good. Seventy-eight percent of registered robberies are 
completed, despite the resistance, and resistance only impro~es 
the victim's chances of not having the robbery completed by 20 per
centage points. On the other hand, if one had used the victim survey 
as·a sample, resistance would appear to be a more rational thing to 
do. The majority of resisted robberies are not completed. The 
percentage difference is 48. 

Figure 3 illustrates the effect of the choice of sample on the 
overall percentage of completed robberies. If we take a victim 
survey sample of incidents, we find that only 67% were completed. 
If we take a police record sample, 94% were completed. With each 
step in the decision process, the circle of cases becomes not only 
smaller but systematically different in its characteristics. 

Table Four summarizes the effect of the choice of sample on 
conclusions drawn about the effect of victim resistance on the 
completion of the robbery controlling for gun use. Using police 
recorded robberies, it would be concluded that the victim resistance 
is irrational. However, using victimization survey data, it would 
be concluded that re&istance makes a great difference. 
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TAB!,E THREE 

Effect of Sample on Conclusions: 
Robqery Completions and Vit:tim Resistance in Three Samples 

:r I 

Incident 

Samele 

Notified 

Sampla 

rounded 

?ame1e 

Victim 
Resistance 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

Yes 

No 

Total 
Cases 

28,860 
33,681 

13,000 
17,918 

3,872 
13,464 

96 

Per Cent 
,£ompleted 

41% 
89% 

5911;'11 

95% 

78% 
98% 

Percentage 
Points 

Difference 

48 

36 

20 
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LOSS 67% 

NO LOSS 8% ..-,r_ 

NO LOSS 6% 

TOTAL INCIDENTS = 63,046 CASES 

POLICE NOTIFIED = 31,523 CASES 

INITIALLY REPORTED AS 
ROBBERIES = 23,012 CASES 

FIGURE3 

FOUNDED IN POLICE RECORDS = 
18,179 CASES 

EFFECT OF SAMPLE ON PERCENT COMPLETIONS 
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TA:sLE FOUR 

Effect ofSamp!e on Cpnclusion~: 
Gun Use, Victim Re~istan~~,,:an~,R-9bp.e.ry Completion 

Yes 

Gun Use 
No 

Yes 

Gun Us,~ 
No 

Yes 

Gun Use 
No 

Percent of 'Robberies Completed 
« 

INCIDENT SAMPLE ......-

Resis~~nc;:~'? 
Yes .Np 

49% 
(4748)a 

39% 
(2'411J) 

91% 
{l5365) 

f37% 
'(1S'17) 

NOTIFIED SAMPLE 
, ~-

Resistance? 
Yes NQ 

58% 
(2587) 

59% 
,(10272) 

95% 
(8,604) 

94% 
(934,1) 

FOUNDED SAMPLE 

Resistance? 
Y'esNo 

81%, 
(1175) 

75% 
(2696) 

'98% 
, (.7:2Ei9) 

97% 
:(60Cll) 

aNumbers in parentheses are total N's. 
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Thus an incident sample, taken from a victim survey, describes 
the victim resisting when no gun is present, and then probably being 
successful in that resistance. Police recorded incidents, on the 
other hand, give an image of the victim being less rational in 
resisting and more powerless to affect the situation. Survey data 
describes a citizen who is more active in self-protection. 

The fact that characteristics of victim survey samples are 
systematically different from the characteristics of police data 
does not imply that one is more accurate than the other. It only 
implies that the two are measuring different things (Hindelang). 
Police recorded robberies may be an appropriate data base for study
ing police activities or as a base for the analysis of prosecutor 
and court decisions. However, at least in Chicago, official records 
of robbery give a far different view of the dynamic of victim
offender interaction than do victim surveys. Given the major differ
ences in conclusion reached when samples of victimization survey 
robberies and robberies based upon police records are compared, 
what conclusions can be made about the relationship between the crime 
event and its outcome? 

In both the victim survey and police data resistance is likely 
to result in a reduction of the probability of completion of the 
crime. On the other hand~ in both the victim survey and police 
records, those who resist are more likely to be injured than those 
who do not. However, as Gottfredson and Hindelang point out, there 
is a a crucial chic'ken and egg question. Does resistance result 
from injury or lead to injury. While sequencing of interactions was 
not possible with either sample, in both samples, physical resistance, 
the offender's use of force, and injury coincide. Evasive resistance 
was less likely to coincide with force and injury. 

Another paradoxical finding of this research and others 
(Conklin, Hindelang and'Gottfredson; McDonald) is that the offender's 
use of a gun threat reduced the probability that the victim will be 
injured. Our police data, however, indicate that it increases the 
probability that the robbery victim will die. In the few reported 
robberies in which a gun was used rather than threatened 2.6% resulted 
in death as compared to .6% of those robberies in which another form 
of force was used. 

Thus my research and that of others indicates that the dynamics 
of the robbery event definitely affect both its outcome, the victim "s 
decision to notify the police and early police decisions. However, 
the strength of these effects is far different from the victim's 
perspective than from that of the criminal pr:ocessing system. 
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VICTIM OFFENDER 'DYNAMICS IN HOMICIDE 

It is generally believed that official records of homicide are 
far more complete than those for other vio1en't crimes. Thus problems 
of sampling are far less relevant than for robbery. However, while' 
an incident is likely to be recorded, the victim is dead. The nature 
of the victim-offender dynamic in that incident must often be recon
structed by the police. In this reconstruction, the victim's per
spective is often represented by the offender or may r~main unrepre
sented. 

In my analysis of Chicago police records, I found it appropriate 
to consider homicide to generally be the outcome of another violent 
criminal event: either a robbery or an aggravated assault. A few 
homicides c0u1d not be classified as the result of any other crime. 
However, when homicides were divided into those that resulted from 
arguments or fights and those that resulted from robberies, few 
differences could be found between characteristics of the homicides 
and those of the preceedent crimes either demographically or in the 
relationship of victim and offender. 

I named these two forms of homicide instrumental and impulsive. 
Others have called them felony and non..,.,fe10ny related. In either 
case, these two homicide forms are very different not only as they 
occur but also in their legal implications (Zimring, et. a1.). 

If the identity of the offender in a felony related' or instru
mental homicide in known, the offender rarely is an aquaintance of 
the victim. The offender is usually much younger than the victim 
and the probability that there is either victim participation or 
precipitation of the crimes is small. Little c,an be said about 
resistance in instrumental homicide. Many cases are not cleared 
and in many the nature of the victim's ~eaction can no:t be known. 

ImpUlsive homicides are far more likely to occur among relatives 
or acquaintances of nearly the same age. There is a higher 
probability of victim participation or precipitation. Impulsive 
homicides are more likely than instrumental homicides to occur in 
the home -- hidden from public view. 

The number of homicides increased very rapidly in most American 
cities in the late sixties and early seventies (Barnett). In many 
cities rates of homicide more than doubled. The increase continued 
through the mid 1970's and then stabilized. Although the motive 
for homicide varied greatly from city to city in early studies (Zahn), 
from Wolfgang's study of Philadelphia in the 1950's on, all studies 
of homicide have found that death resulting form an argument or 
fight was far more common than from a felony. Still, much of the 
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increase in homicides during the late sixties and early seventies 
resulted from an increase in felony related killings. 

An analysis of homicides in Chicago during the period from 1965 
through 1976 indicates that both felony and non-felony related 
homicides increased rapidly from 1965 to 1970. After 1970 assaultive 
homicides remained constant or declined while robbery related 
homicides, especially with a gun continued a linear increase through 
October 1974 and then rapidly declined. 

However, a more complete comparison of the overall patern of 
homicide with its different component patterns indicates that all 
trends in homicide during the period 1965 through 1976 were 
accounted for by shifts in gun use rather than by shifts in the nature 
of the crime or changes in crime or community demography (Block and 
Block). Thus, it may be that shifts in the number or ?roportion of 
violent cr:i.mes in which a gun was used accounted for more of the 
change in homicide number and patterns that did the dynamics of 
victim-offender interaction. 

VICTIM OFFENDER INTERACTION IN AGGRAVATED ASSAULT 

The problems of sampling are so severe in analyses of aggravated 
assault that one might conclude that police reports of aggravated 
assault are useful only because they represent the small set of 
incidents which the police know about and are willing to retain on 
file. On the other hand, victim reports in a survey may represent 
on1v those incidents which the victim thinks are sufficiently im
per~ona1 to be reported to an interviewer. The problems of accurate 
measurement of aggravated assault began to surface with the beginnings 
of victim surveys. In 1977, as we were getting the first returns 
from the NORC, National Crime Survey, it was clear that some of the 
incidents reported as assault were really fights and that the 
designation of victim and offender was more determined by our 
sampling frame than by any real difference in the behavior of v1.ctim 
and offender. This realization plus a similar problem for fraud 
resulted in a screen for all incidents to see if they should be 
defined as criminal acts. 

At the inception of the National Crime Survey, the San Jose 
methods test indicated that fewer than half the assaults reported to 
the police were also reported to the survey interviewers and initial 
comparison of uniform crime reports for the twenty-six victim survey 
cities with victim survey rates resulted in a negative correlation 
(Boland). Thus, it might be concluded that police records of assault 
and victimization surveys are samples of almost who1e1y different 
phenomena. My 1977 analysis of police recorded aggravated assaults 
in Chicago~ indicated that incidents called assault varied from 
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husband-wife domestic quarrels to crimes which looked very much like 
robbery. Further analysis of the dynamics of victim/offender 
interaction through these police records probably reveals as much 
about police records as about the nature of aggravated assault. 
Table Five illustrates these realtionships. 

TABLE 5 

VICTIM PARTICIPATION IN AGGRAVATED ASSAULT AND 
OUTCOME, CHICAGO POLICE RECORDS, 1974 

VICTIM OVERALL PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT PERCENT 
PARTICIPATION NO INJURY SOME INJJRY DEATH GUNS OF WOUND 

None 23 12 86 2 29 2 

Fights 

Offender 
Starts 3 7 92 2 15 29 

Victim 
Starts 6 4 76 20 38 23 

Both Start 51 8 88 4 21 8 

Intervene 11 11 87 2 33 15 

UnknoWn 7 9 75 16 27 3 

In police records most aggravated assaults were fights. Most of 
these began mutually and-about four percent resulted in the death of 
at least one partic:J.,pant. A significant number, however , involved 
no victim participation or victim participation only as an intervener. 
Crimes which were started by the victim are far mere likely to result 
in the victim's death than others where the nature of participation 
is known. However, dead men are not able to tell their own story and 
cannot say whether or not they began a fight. Overall, more than 
three quarters of these police reports are records of crimes in which 
two or more people actively participated either in a fight or as 
interveners in a fight. 

Analysis of aggravated assault using current victim surveys is 
probably misleading. First, it is difficult to know how survey 
reported assaults are related to the universe of all assault victimi
zation and how the effect of sampling affects the designation of an 
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individual as a victim or offender. Second, a large and unknown 
percentage of all assaults are series victimizations by national crime 
survey definition and are neither in NCS publications nor are they 
normally available in machine readable form for academic use. 

PATTERNS OF VICTIM OFFENDER DYNAMICS AND OUTCOME IN RAPE 

Growing awareness and concern for the victims of rape has resulted 
in the creation of many new programs to aid rape victims, psychologically, 
physically, and in their confrontation with the crime processing system. 
One result of this increasing concern may be a shift in the probability 
that a rape victim will notify the police of her assault. A second 
result has been an increasing number of studies of the offense of rape, 
its victims and its offenders. 

One of the earliest and most controversial studies was Amir's 
study of Philadelphia based upon police records. Several later studies 
based upon police records (Chappel and Singer; Chappel, et. al.) 
failed to confi1~ Amir's findings. However, Chappel concluded that 
police records of rape differed so greatly from one American city to 
another that comparisons across cities were virtually impossible. In 
Amir's study of Philadelphia forty-three percent of offenders were 
total strangers to their victims. In a study of Los Angeles fifty 
six percent were strangers. In another of New York City seventy two 
perc.ent were strangers. In a final study of Boston ninety one percent 
were strnagers. It may be that these relationships do vary greatly 
between cities. Just as likely, however, is that police recording 
practices are not uniform. 

While studies based upon police records probably reflect 
differences in police practice as much as differences in the 
nature of rape, the use of the National Crime Survey allows for a 
greater uniformity of reporting and more concern for the victim's 
perspective. Griffin and Griffin have analyzed rape from this 
perspective. They believe survey data may also have problems, most 
notably, underreporting of crimes which would reflect poorly on the 
victim's own actions. Still, they conclude that victim-offender 
interaction has an important effect on the probability of physical 
injury. Using the National Crime Survey for 1973 and 1974, they 
found the offender's threat to be a more important determinant of 
injury (Gamma = .56) and completion (Gamma = .50) than resistance 
(Gamma = .36 and .31 respectively). Just as in my analysis of 
robbery~ threat, resistance, injury and completion interrelate. 
As in, robbery, armed threat is not likely to result in injury. 
Griffin and Griffin believe that their findings suggest that women 
may be well advised to resist their assailants with all means at 
their disposal. They find that most victims (86%) will not sustain 
serious physical injury whatever the resistance method employed. 
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In Table Six, the analysis presented for robbery in Table Two 
is replicated for 1976 National Crime Survey rape victims. For these 

TABLE 6 

PERCENTAGE OF RAPES IN WHICH THE VICTIM CLAIMS TO HAVE 
NOTIFIED THE POLICE, 

RESISTANCE 

NO RESISTANCE 

COMPLETION 
61% 
(23) 
71% 
(7) 

ATTEMPT 
53% 
(66) 
27% 
(11) 

victims completion, resistance and police notification are also 
related. Attempted crimes are less likely to result in notification 
than completed crimes but crimes in which there was resistance were 
no more likely to be attempts than those with no resistance. The 
percentage of rapes in which the victim reported resisting was far 
higher in 1976 (83%) than in Griffin and Griffin's analysis of 1913-
74 (56%). This may indicate a real and significant change in women's 
behavior or a change in their description of crime. In both surveys, 
a far higher percentage of rapes were attempts (72%) than were 
robberies. Almost all robberies without resistance were completed 
regardless of what sample is analyzed. 

THE VICTIM IN THE CRIMINAL PROCESSING SYSTEM 

Very little research has been done on the effect of the victim 
on the criminal processing system. Black has analyzed the relation
ship between the victim's desires and character and the police 
decisions to arrest a suspect. Using data gathered while observing 
police in three cities, he concluded that the victim's desires did 
make a difference. In about forty percent of the cases, the complainant 
did not clearly state a preference for further action. In those 
cases where a preference was stated, it was three fourths of the 
time for police action. However, if the complainant wanted no formal 
police action, the police always complied. When formal action 
was requested, it was received in eighty four percent of the felonies 
and sixty four percent of the misdemeanors. Black saw this as an 
example of the conflict of universalism and particularism in the 
criminal justice system. This problem he believed was unsolvable 
except in a society in which all citizens agreed on laws and enforcement. 
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While little can be known of the victim's desire in most 
homicides, the decision to prosecute clearly hinges .on the nature 
of victim-offender interactions. Killings defined as justified are 
not prosecuted. However, the definition of justification varies 
tremendously between jurisdictions. In Lundsgrade's study of 
Houston 11% of all homicides were defined as justifiable. In my 
research in Chicago in 1976 3% were defined as justified. It would 
appear that the definition of justification is far broader in 
Texas than in Illinois. 

Recently, Williams has completed a study of the victim's role 
in the prosecution of violent crimes using the PROMIS file for 
Washington, D.C. in 1973. She found that victim provocation as 
defined by the prosecutor did affect the prosecutor's decision to 
dec~ine prosecut~on.. A personal crime which included victim provo
cat10n or partic1pat1on was half as likely to be prosecuted as one 
which did not. 

The analysis'indicate that provocation or participation of 
the victim did have an effect on the initial screening 
decision of the prosecutor but not on subsequent case 
processing decisions ..••• with respect to the prosecutor's 
decision to dismiss a case after charges were filed and 
decision of guilt made at trial, provocation was not a 
significant factor in any analysis. (p. 15.) 

As Williams notes, these relationships are not unexpected. 
The prosecutor will chose for further action those cases which he 
believes he is most likely to win. Cases in which there is victim 
provocation or participation are believed to have little chance for 
success. 

Williams found that the relationship of victim and offender 
as perceived by the prosecutor affected prosecution decision for 
every type of violent crime. She also found that many of the 
prosecutor's decisions to drop a case resulted from the court's 
perception of complaining witness problems in which victim and 
offender knew each other. However, she noted that much of this 
perceived non-cooperation was based on stereotypes or court errors 
rather than the witnesses' behavior. 

Thus, the limited research on victim-offender dynamics and 
the criminal processing system indicates: first, victim desires 
and behavior are often taken into account by the police. Second, 
crimes in which there is evidence of victim participation or 
provocation ar~ not likely to be prosecuted. Third, the relation
ship of victim and offender affect the prosecutor's decisions. 
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A RESEARCH STRATEGY 

This paper has argued that the study of victimization must 
begin with the world view of the victim. The particular concerns 
of the victim and the macro and micro environment that surround 
the victim are different from those of the police and courts. 
Although these environments are interrelated, future research on 
victims of crime must have more concern for the victim and his 
perception of the criminal event than was true in earlier research. 

By concentrating on victimization rather than on victims much 
victimological research has been both trivial and expensive. The 
National Crime Survey, by concentrating on the creation of police 
independent, crime incident estimates has eliminated much consider
ation of the nature of the phenomena of victimization except for 
demographic correlates. Once these few demographic correlates are 
analyzed, little else can be said from the victim survey. Further
more, the non-crime variables included in the national crime survey 
are mostly ascribed characteristics, age, race, and sex, which are 
by definition not manipulateable through public policy. While the 
National Crime Survey can give reasonably good overall estimates 
of victimization, it is relatively useless in understanding the criminal 
event and its impact. 

The National Crime Survey has been far too concerned with 
estimation of crime rates and the immediate economic and physical 
cost of crime. It has been far less 'concerned with the background 
of these crimes, their outcome and impact. The need for estimation 
has lead to data collection which could result in research with little 
explanatory power. 

On the other hand studies of victims of crime based upon police 
records, either as the frame for interview samples or as a represen
tation of the reality of victimization is also defective. The crimes 
which become police records are not a random sample of all crimes. 
They are a sample of crimes in which police action is needed. Thus 
many crimes which were only attempts and many which the police believed 
they were too busy to handle are excluded from analysis. Police 
records are not collected for criminological research. They are 
colJ.ected to fulfil the efficiency and crime catching goals of the 
department. As such they represent a micro and macro environment 
separate from that of the victim. Research on v:l."ctim of crime has 
been largely barren, in part, because analysis was limited to a few 
ascribed characteristics rather than the crime event or because the 
sampling frame was inappropriate for the study of victims of crime. 

The study of victims of crime must include not only the crime 
event, but also its impact on the crime's outcome and the criminal 
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justice system. It should include the 
crime, the relationship of victi d study of the environment of 
The criminal event should also b: anI ~ffender and their interaction. 
system through its affect on the ~~ia ed to the criminal processing 
they exist in their own i dP ce, prosecutor and court as 

m cro an macro environment. 

In constructing a series of studi 
and the criminal event from the vi ti ~s °i the nature of victimization 
be remembered that the study is no~ .mls v ewpoint, it should always 
victimization but also of ri ~n y of the incidence of 
is prevented by its potentialm:~~t~:sme prevention. Most crime 
of victims of crime is a study eith ,not by the police. The study 
of crime prevention. The study of e~ ~i th;ffailure or impossibility 
event is the study of the actor's a:t C m-o ender dynamics in the crime 
situation. Therefore futur hempts to manage a dangerous 

f i ,e researc on victim should b 
o nter-related studies including the following. e a series 

1. 

2. 

A study of the probability of victimization 

b 
This study would be similar to the National 

ut with far greater elaboration of b h Crime Survey 
characteristics of victims a d .e avioral and situational 
this survey, far greater cog~i non-v~hctims. In constructing 
value of the in i zance s ould be taken of the 

-person nterview for defi i th 
macro environment. Characteristics f n ng e respondent's 
'security precautions taken and 0 the neighborhood, 
Thus in this first study, ~he fr~~:e ~:cupancy could be measured. 
intact; however additional . f' work fo the NCS would remain 
would make bett~r use of in ~n orma~ion would be gathered which 
environmental and behaviora~ ~~son tntierviewing to describe the 

arac er stics of the victim. 

A detailed study of the criminal event 

The National Crime Survey ha 1 
screening device for detecti 1 s ~ lvays been a very elaborate 
costs of screening are far ~!atOW ncidence phenomena. The 
victims. The second study !oulde~ t~an !he costs of interviewing 
would incl.1..1de all victims of ver ~ ase on the NCS screen and 

~~k~a~~rand a sample of victims ~f ~;g~:~i~~~~~e;~:n~~:~~m:~~h 
separatei~a~~ra~~s~:~ceny. Questionnaires would be designed 
offender dynamic of e~~~O~y~! ~~e m~cro environment and victim
and distinct questionnaires for r~preme. Thlere Wbould be separate 
so on Ii' assau t, urglary and 
are m~re ~m;~r~::to!h~~r~onal violence victim-offender dynamics 

would be a far more impo~~a~~o~~~~;n~~~m~~'thThus intiteraction 
for personal cri h e ques onnaires 
the samples woul~e~ t an for property crimes. While each of 

e representative of one sort of crime the 
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total of all samples could not be used to depict crimes as does 
the current National Crime Survey. 

A bridge study of the notification process 

Included in each of the questionnaires proposed for study 
two would be a far more specific and elaborate description of 
notification than is currently available. As previously 
discussed, notification is the link between the criminal 
processing environment and the crime's environment. Yet, the 
structure of the NCS notification questions make this bridge 
more like a short but dark tunnel. Each form of questionnaire 
in study two will be designed specifically to study the 
notification process of that crime. 

After the 1966 victimization studies, questions of the 
criminal processing system from the victim's point of view were 
mostly abandoned. While the victim may have little concept of 
the workings of the criminal processing system and its environ
ments, the appearance of this system to the victim may give 
insight into the citizen's conc~pt of criminal justice and the 
effect of that content on evaluation and support of the police. 
Thus questions should be included in study two which would 
describe the criminal processing system from the victim's 
viewpoi.nt -- requests to sign complaints, police interviews, 
and court processing. These should not be considered as a 
fully accurate representation of the cirminal processing system, 
only a description of that system from the victim's viewpoint. 

Also included in study three would be a study of the notifi
cation bridge between the macro environment of the crim e and 
the crime processing. This bridge is a crucia~ link, yet 
little is understood about it. Once the police are notified they 
are expected to act. A study similar to that of Black and Reiss, 
but: with a greater concentration on victim input might allow 
a description of the bridge process. However, the cost of a 
study based on observation of all police squad activities might 
be very costly. The Reiss study required observation of police 
activities very few of which were related to serious crimes. 

Thus the study of the bridge function from the police 
viewpoint might be possible only through the reconstruction 
of those decisions using dispatch records as a sampling frame. 
This would of course eliminate crime for which there was not 
dispatch record or for which no formal police action was taken, 
but a street officer was involved. 
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1. 

2. 

The victim iri'thectimitial processing'system 

Once a crime enters the criminal processing system, the 
victim becomes only a minor actor. Williams has shown that it 
is possible to analyze the victim's role as it is perceived by 
the system through the use of PROMISe Other studies have con
firmed this possibility. The victim in the criminal processing 
environment is only one of many factors affecting the outcome 
of the crime as it moves from police action through investi
gation, arrest, prosecution and conviction. It would be far 
more realistic to include an increased concern with the role 
and character of the victim as an appendix to research and 
analysis of criminal processing decisions than to field special 
studies. 

ThL3 study four is not an independent study but a call 
for additional concern for the victim in studying the criminal 
processing system. 

LIMITATIONS 
--..., 

This discussion of victim offender dynamics, the crime event, 
and criminal processing is limited to crimes which occur as 
events with separate victims and offenders. Thus the analysis 
is largely irrelevant to crimes which occur continually -- such 
as violations of environmental protection laws -- or crimes 
without a clear victim -- such as prostitution. The analysis 
can be applied to non-human targets, but only through an 
extension of the meaning of interaction.. Thus, placement and 
exposure increase the probability of vandalism or burglary 
just as it increases the probability of robbery or rape. The 
criminal justice system is less likely to be invoked for an 
attempted burglary than one which was completed. 

This discussion and the research proposed is primarily a one 
direction analysis. There is a movement from environment to 
criminal processing. It is also necessary to consider the 
aftermath of the criminal event and criminal processing on 
the victim and offender and upon th:~ connnunity in which the 
crime occurred. Historically only the effect of crime processing 
on the criminal has been studied. Recently research and treatment 
has become more concerned with victim and the connnunity. This 
trend should continue. 
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SUMMARY 

The study of victims of crime is most importantly the study of 
the failure of crime prevention by citizenry and by the police and 
secondarily the study of the active participation and precipitation 
of criminal events by their victims. Early victimological research 
concentrated on the active participation of victims of crime in their 
own misfortune. The development of victimization surveys shifted 
the emphasis of research away from the cr.ime event to description of 
the overall incidence of victimization and the incidence of victimi
zation as defined for demographic subgroups of the population. In 
this paper, it has been argued that the focus of victimization 
research should shift from measuring the incidence of victimization 
to defining the environment in which victimization occurs, from 
measuring victim participation to describing the dynamics of 
interaction within the crime event. 

All crimes are events surrounded by a unique combination of 
micro and macro environment and history. This paper has summarized 
some of the research on victim-offender dynamics within these unique 
structures. It has been shown that these dynamics may affect the 
outcome of criminal violence in robbery, assault, and rape. 

A series of four studies has been proposed to describe the role 
of the victim first in the micro and macro environment of the 
criminal event through an augmented victimization survey and crime 
specific studies of victims. Second, in the environment of criminal 
processing througp a study of the notification bridge from crime 
to criminal process and greater concern for the role of victims 
in research on criminal processing. Part of the failure of victim
ology has been its failure to conceptualize the role of the victim 
or to develop a unified body of research on the victim from his own 
perspective. This paper has proposed a method to unify research and 
description of the victim of crime. 
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Introduction 

THE FEAR OF CRIME: CAUSES AND CONSEQUENCES 

James Garofalo, Director 
Research Center East 

National Council on Crime and Delinquency 

In a'paper presented almost exactly eight years ago, Furstenberg 
(1972) made an observation that has proven to be the understatement 
of the decade for researchers studying the fear of crime: " ... the 
relationship between crime and its consequences is neither obvious nor 
simple." This observation is no less accurate today than it was eight 
years ago, despite the fact that our knowledge about the causes and 
consequences of the fear of crime has increased steadily during the 
period. Every advance that is made -- whether by refining concepts, 
by specifying and testing statistic~l associations, by obtaining more 
comprehensive data, or by some other means -- seems to generate more 
questions than it answers. But that should be expected; part of the 
nature of complex social phenomena is that their complexity becomes 
more and more apparent as they are examined more and more closely. 

From a purely scientific standpoint, research on the fear of 
crime can continue indefinitely. There is no "critical experiment" 
that will answer all the questions, so there will always be hypotheses 
to test and new paths of inquiry to follow. However, from both a 
scientific and a practical standpoint, it is useful to take stock 
periodically of where we are, so that policy implications can be drawn 
from what is known already and general priorities can be set to guide 
future research efforts. This paper is such a stock-taking endeavor. 

The paper is organized as follows: After a preliminary discus
sion of concepts and indicators, a model of the causes and consequences 
of the fear of crime is presented, and the components of the model 
are described in light of what we already know about the fear of crime. 
Finally, suggestions for future research are given, and some policy 
implications are discussed. No attempt will be made to present a 
comprehensive assessment of existing literature because' that wo.uld 
duplicate much of the review recently completed by the staff at North
western University's Center for Urban Affairs (DuBow, McCabe and 
Kaplan, 1979). 
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CONCEPTS AND INDICATORS 

Fear and Physical Harm 

, ? W can define fear as an emotional 
What is the f:ar of C:l::~se ~f danger and anxiety. Provision-

reaction characterlzed by f danger and anxiety produced t ' t fear to the sense 0 f 
ally, let us res rlC F thermore to constitute fear 0 
by the threat of physical ~a:m'd bur rceived cues in the environment ' the fear must be ellclte y pe 
~~~~e;elate to some aspect of crime for the person. 

1 h sical harm, we do two things. 
By linking fear to potentia Ph Yh 't is useful to differentiate 

f d to consider w et er 1 d 
First, we are or~e 'd b the potential of property loss an 
between the reactl0n eliclte y t' 1 of physical harm. I think the 
the reaction elicited by the pOften la i more cerebral and calculating i ' seful' the ormer s 
differentiat on lS u , " tI) while the latter is more 
(and might best be described aS

i 
~orrrt ~eems reasonable to assume 

autonomic and emotional. cert:r:o~'whO remembers, in the middle of the 
that the internal state of a PI h been left outside unlocked is 
night, that his lO-speed biCY~ ~ ~~ a person who finds himself alone different than the interna s a e 
on a dark city sidestreet at 3 a.m. 

the potential for property loss will , h ' d not mean that i f ffl 
T lS oes item at risk of being stolen s 0 su _ 

never elicit fear. If the i t person's resources (such as the 
cient value, especially relat ve 0 a family) then the possibility 
monthly welfare che~k for a veri i~o~uch extr~me cases, theft ulti-, 
of theft could eliclt fear. BUh sical well-being. l A more important 
mately represents a threat to i Ys contain cues about potential physi-
point is that some property cr me t crimes involve the potential 
cal harm. To varying extents, ~~~P~~f~nder __ someone who is assumed 
of personal confrontation with b h 'r with respect to property 

d h e predatory e aVlO 
to be a stranger an w os h e no reservations about using 
leads one to suspect that he may aV

l 
h ld elicit more fear than 

violence if encot'.ntered. Thus, b~rg ary s °du h' h should elicit more 
' - 'tem left ln the yar , w lC 

simple larceny oI,s~me 1 ote corporation. 2 Furthermore, a per
fear than price-flxlng by a rem i e may __ in itself __ act 

' of any type are pervas v 
ception that crlmes k' crimes are also prevalent. as a cue to infer that more fear-evo lng 

'm ortant qualitative differences 
In any event, i~ 7here ar~h~e~ts of physical harm and threats of 

between responses ellclted by d'fferentiate them with currently 
property loss, it is difficult to ~i respondents, "how fearful are . 
used survey items. For example"a~i n~ of various crimes is inadequate, 

" d tacking on descrlp on h 
you of .••. an di i n on which to respond. Furt ermore, 
subjects are only given one , me~s °d "cerebral" responses (fear and the distinction between emotl0na an 
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"worry") is not an exercise in hair-splitting; programs designed to 
alleviate them would seem to require different approaches. 

The second thing that linking fear to potential physical harm 
accomplishes is setting~ a conceptual framework in whic.h to examine 
fear of crime relative to fear elicited by events that have a poten
tial of physical harm but that are not generally perceived as crimes 
(e.g., automobile accidents, pollution of the environment, inadequate 
testing of new drugs). Perhaps, as Silberman (1978:17) suggests, 
different degrees of "invasion of self" cause crime to elicit more 
fear than do "non-criminal" events w'ith equal (or even higher) prob
ablilities of physical harm,: In any case, linking fear to physical 
harm encourages studying the fear of crime within a broader social 
context by forcing the recognition of comnonalities in the objective 
aspects of crimes that elicit fear and "non-criminal" events that may 
or may not elicit fear. Recognizing the commonalitites is a necessary 
step before trying to explain why the events differ in the fear they elicit. 

Actual and Anticipated Fear 

In conceptualizing and measuring the fear of crime, we should 
keep in mind the distinction between actual fear and anticipated 
fear (see, for example, Fisher, 1978). Accepting the definition of 
fear as an emotional reaction characterized by a sense of danger and 
anxiety about physical harm, it is obvious that the person walking 
alone in a high crime area at night is experiencing something quite 
different than the suburbanite who is telling an interviewer that he 
or she would be fearful in such an area at night. 

Actual fear of crime is triggered by some cue, and it is unlikely 
that a respondent is experiencing actual fear during a survey inter
view. 3 In their daily lives, actual fear of crime is probably experi
enced chronically by a relatively small number of people and inter
mittently -- in very delimited situations -- by most. Therefore, ade
quate measurement of the fear of crime requires that we try to 
determine not only the various types of situations in which people 
say they would experience fear, but also how often they find themselves 
in such situations and how strongly they have reacted to such situa
tions in the past. 

This does not mean that anticipated fear is not important. Anti
cipation of being fearful in particular situations mayor may not be 
based on having experienced actual fear in similar situations during 
the past; if such a situation is encountered in the future, actual 
fear mayor may not be elicited (or may be stronger or less strong 
than anticipated). However, assuming that people avoid or try to 
minimize the effects of stressful situations before they occur, we 
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can expect that anticipated fear -- as well as actual fear -- will 

produce behavioral responses. 

As was the case with differentiating fear of physical harm from 
worry about property loss, the distinction between actual and antici
pated fear is not an exercise in splitting conceptual hairs. Later 
in this paper, probable differences between the nature of responses 
to actual and anticipated fear will be discussed. 

A number of conceptual issues have been omitted from this section 
because other writers have dealt with them. Specifically, differen
tiating the fear of crime from concern about crime as a social/politi
cal issue, perceptions of the extent of crime (in terms of rates or 
actual numbers), and sUQjective assessments of the likelihood of being 
victimized have been discussed by Furstenberg (1972), Block and Long 
(1973), Baumer and DuBow (1977), Fisher (1978), and DuBow, et a1. 

(1979) among others. 

A GENERAL MODEL 

Figure 1 presents a general model of the causes and consequences 
of the fear of crime. It is complex; yet it is a simplification of 
even greater complexity. The model is not meant to be causal in the 
sense of a path diagram; rather it i.s meant to illustrate hypotheses 
about how categories of variables are interrelated. The specification 
of the causal strength and sequences of individual variables must 

await further research. 

:r I 

The model could easily be modified and adapted to apply to worry 
about property loss __ assuming that the conceptual distinction made 
earlier is useful. However, in this paper the model will only be 
applied to fear of crime as it was defined in the preceding section. 

Because the model represents the current stage in the author's 
evolving ideas about the fear of crime, it is tentative. Finally, 
space and time limitations preclude a complete discussion of every 
component in the model and of how the model fits i~to the author's 
broader interests in the fear of crime. 

Position in Social Space 

The model starts with a set of variables that -- operating within 
a given socioeconomic structurc4 -- determine a person's position in 
social space. Part of this position in social space is captured in 
the term, lifestyle: "routine daily activities, both vocational 
activities (work, schools, keeping house, etc.) and leisure activities" 
(Hindelang, Gottfredson and Garofalo, 1978: 241). But it is more than 
that. Position in social space has a temporal aspect, extending into 
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the past to incorporate a person's learning experiences and into the 
future to incorporate a person's life chances. 

Although position in social space is shown only as a starting 
point in the model, it probably should also be seen as having direct 
effects on the components in each successive stage of the model. 

Information About Crime and Images of Crime 

Position in social space strongly influences the amount and 
nature of information about crime that the person is exposed to. The 
model shows three major sources of information about crime: direct 
experience (as a victim or a witness), interpersonal communication 
about the direct or indirect experience of others, and the mass media. 
This information -- mediated by other factors -- provides the basis 
for a somewhat n~bu10us image of crime for the individual (see Baumer, 

1978) • 

The mediating factors consist primarily of attitudes and inter
ests which affect selective perception of the information available to 
the individual. For example, an individual with a great deal of 
racial prejudice may be more likely to notice that the offender in a 
news story about a crime was described as being black, or may be more 
likely to assume that the offender was black when the story does not 
mention racial characteristics. 

The image of crime held by an individual consists of a number of 
elements: the extent of crime (both current levels and changes in 
the immediate vicinity of the home, in the neighborhood, in the entire 
city and various parts of it, in the state, in the nation), the nature 
of crime (relative proportions of different types of crime, the amount 
of violence involved in crimes), characteristics of offenders and 
victims (physical, psychological, social), and the consequences of 
crime (injury, financial loss, stigma). These images also inform the 
individual about the appropriate cues from ~hich the threat of crime 
can be inferred -- such as the presence of strangers under certain 
circumstances (Fisher, 1978) or indications of llincivility" in a 
neighborhood (Lewis and Maxfield, forthcoming). 

Risk Assessment 

The images of crime and the cues they imply must be made relevant 
to the individual's situation before they can have any effect. Thus, 
the next component in the model reflects considerations used by the 
individual in "personalizing" the image of crime. Four considerations, 
all subsumed under the concept of risk assessment, are shown in the 
model: 
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(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

(4) 

Prevalence: What are the 
crimes in places and 't a~ounts of certain types of 

Sl uatl0ns of which I am aware? 

Likelihood: Given the 
places and situations a~~evalence of crime in certain 
situations, how likely is ~~ exposure to such places and 
target of a victimization? that I will be the potential 

Vulnerability· Given m ' 
protective re~ources hY physlcal characteristics and 
for offenders and ho~ w~~lat~~~ctive a target will I be 
attempted victimizat' ? w I be able to resist an lon, 

Consequences: If someone att 
succeeds in victimizi empts to victimize me or 
and financial losses ~!nm~, what physical, psychological 
can I absorb those losse~ ? expect to suffer, and how well s, 

Making these considerati 
presentation is not ~ns clear and distinct for purposes of 
th meant to lmply th t ' di ' em separately in a r ti a ln vlduals weigh each of 
'II f a onal, calculatin Wl , 0 ten enter into the fear- roduc' g manner. The considerations 

ind~rectly. For example, a ou~ lng process unconsciously and/or 
of lnvulnerability which da y gfman may have an unstated "sense" 
in h' h mpens ear of cri a 19 -crime area and fre u ' ,me, even though he lives 
relatively high risks of vicqtime~tSt~ltuatl0ns and places that involve 

.... za 10n. 

The model shows a f db the 'k ee ack,loop labelled" , " 
, rlS assessment component back t ' sallence -- from 
lS meant to illustrate that peopl ' °d the lmage of crime. The loop 
their images of crime are to thei: s etermin~tions of how relevant 
close to consciousness the i personal llves will affect how 

mages are kept. 

Actual and Anticipated Fear, 

We are now to the point i 
fear is assumed to have been n the model at which some level of 
worthwhile here to recall theP~Odu~ed"at least initially. It is 
anticipated fear made earlier. i:~~~ctl0n between actual fear and 
they are presented as mutually i fl are shown in the model, and 
has felt actual fear in parti _n uencing each other. If a person 
that person is more likely t CU.lar circumstances during the past 
future circumstances~-if a ~r::!iCiP~t: feeling fear in similar' 
hypothetical situation h P h ~ntlclpates feeling fearful in some 
experience actual fear' e or s e lS probably more likely to 

upon encountering a comparable i s tuation. 
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Costs and Options 

Responses to the fear of crime are mediated by a consideration 
of various costs and options. Although not shown in the model, these 
costs and options can be traced back to position in social space. 
The lack of necessary income may make it impossible to buy a car or 
use a taxi even though riding a subway produces fear; staying away 
from bars and discos at night may mean foregoing opportunities to 
meet interesting people of the opposite sex for 'many young men and 
women; moving to a safer neighborhood may be precluded by financial 
factors, racial bias, or a desire to maintain family ties. The 
list of examples could be expanded greatly, but the basic point is 
that responses to fear involve some costs that people are more or 
less willing and able to endure. Whether fear leads to a particular 
response depends not only on the intensity of the fear itself, but 
also en what options the person has available and how much the 
person values options that would be precluded by the particular 
response to fear. 

It is important to note here that responses to actual fear may 
be less influenced by considerations of costs and options than are 
responses to anticipated fear. For example, if one senses imminent 
threat while in a darkened hallway, very few considerations (e.g., 
physical impediments) will interfere with the appearance of a 
response meant to decrease the danger (e.g., running to safety, turn
ing lights on, calling for assistance). But if one antic~pates 
feeling fearful in a darkened hallway, one is freer to weigh various 
considerations (e.g., the need to get to a particular destination, 
the desire to avoid being embarrased) in deciding whether or not (or 
how) to enter the hallway. At the very least, the immediacy of 
actual fear changes the values in the costs/options equations. 

The model contains an important feedpack loop -- labeled 
"dissonance reduction" -- between the consideration of costs and 
options and the feeling of fear. The classic psychological theory 
of cognitive dissonance (Festinger, 1957) basically claims that , there is a strain toward resolving inconsistencies among a person s 
attitudes, beliefs and feelings. In the present context, the 
theory implies that the fear of crime might be redefined in light of 
the extent to which certain responses to fear are found to be 
possible/impossible or attractive/unattractive after a consideration 
-9f costs and options. There are two primary scenarios of redefinition 
that can be suggested: 

(1) Redefinition might dampen fear. If the person cannot or 
will not respond to deal with the fear provoked by a 
situation (e.g., cannot afford to move to a different 
neighborhood, prefers to remain close to family in 
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high-crime neighborhood rather than move), the situation 
can be redefined as less threatening. 

(2) Redefinition might aggravate fear. If the person chooses 
to expend a great deal of time and/or resources in respond
ing to fear of a situation (e.g., investing in expensive 
locks and alarm systems), the situation can be redefined as 
even more threatening in order to cognitively justify the 
e~penditure. 

In addition to fear of crime itself (mediated by costs/options 
considerations), the model shows a set of exogenous factors that 
influence fear-relevant responses. This is meant to indicate that 
many of the responses that we normally associate with the fear of 
crime -- such as not going out in the evening or avoiding certain 
areas -- can be produced by factors other than fear (Skogan, 1976:13; 
Hindelang, et al., 1978: Ch. 9). For example, surveys consistently 
indicate that the elderly have greater fear and go out at night less 
often than younger people. But this does not mean that the elderly 
go out less often primarily because they are more fearful; there 
are many other factors which influence the elderly to stay home 
(e.g., poor health). In fact, if we examine individual-level 
correlations in the National Crime Survey city data (8 cities 
surveyed in 1975), fear of crime does not "account for" much of the 
association between age and the frequency of going out in the 
evening for entertainment. The simple correlation between age and 
going out is -.41, and the introduction of a fear of crime indicator 
as a control variable does not produce a major change (partial I' = 
-.38). 

Responses to the Fear of Crime 

Rathe·r large proportions of people report that they have done 
something in response to crime or the fear of crime; the proportions 
of respondents who had "limited or changed" their activities in some 
way because of crime ranged from 35 to 56 percent among 13 cities 
in the National Crime Survey (Garafalo, 1977: App. D.). Other 
research has dealt with a variety of specific responses that people 
make. In their review of the literature on individual behavioral 
reactions to crime, DuBow, et al. (1979: 93-99) differentiate among 
and define the following five categories of responses. 

• Avoidance: "action taken to decrease exposure to crime by 
removing oneself from or increasing the distance from 
situations in which the risk of criminal victimization is 
believed to be high." 
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Protective behav:lor: behavior which "seeks to, increase 
resistance to vi(~timization." Two types are identified: 

Home protection: "any action that seeks to make a home 
better protected whether it involves purchasing a device 
or merely using existing devices." 

Personal protection: "actions taken outside the home, 
other than avoidance, to reduce ... vulnerability when 
encountering threatening situations." 

Insurance behavior: behavior which "seeks to minimize the 
costs of victimization •••• it alters the consequences of 
victimization." 

Communicative behavior: "the sharing of information and 
emotions related to'crime with others." 

Participation behavior: 
which are motivated by a 
general." 

"actions in concert with others 
particular crime or by crime in 

DuBow and his colleagues are dealing with '·'reactions to crime~" 
which is a more general phenomenon than responses to the fear of 
crime, especially as fear of crime is conceptualized in this paper. 
Clearly some of their categories are more relevant to worry about 
theft than to the fear of physical injury in a criminal victimization. 
However, one of the most attractive features of their categories -
in addition to the fact that they seem to make meaningful differen
tiations among behaviors -- is that they cover the general idea of 
reactions to crime yet are flexible enough to be easily modified 
and used in a more focused discussion of either fear of physical 
injury or worry about property loss. Only minor changes in the 
categories' definitions would be needed to adapt them to an analysis 
of the fear of crime as defined here. 

Of course, the contents of the categories would differ somewhat 
depending on whether one were examining worry about property loss 
or fear of physical injury. Insurance behavior, for example, is a 
frequent response for people who worry about theft; it seems less 
likely that people purchase medical insurance as a response to the 
fear of being physically injured in a c::r.iminal victimization. Perhaps 
the most important insurance behavior resulting from fear is passively 
handing over one's money when faced with a threat during a robbery. 

I suggest that a sixth category of responses be added to the five 
identified by DuBow and his colleagues and that a differentiation be 
made within one of their categories. The differentiation involves 
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the first category, avoidance, and parallels the distinct~on between 
anticipated and actual fear. Avoidance generally results from 
anticipated fear, while the comparable response to actual fear is 
more properly called escape. 

The sixth category that could be usefully added to the five of 
DuBow and his colleagues is information seeking. It involves two types 
of responses. First'is the consulting of other sources; the individual 
actively looks for crime information in the media and questions other 
people for whatever information they might have. S The second type of 
information seeking is environmental scanning. In this response, the 
person increases the. frequency and the intensity with which he or 
she "checks out" situations for cues that are thought to indicate 
danger. 

There is no need to go into detail about the specific nature of 
the various responses that fall :f.,nto each of the six categories. A 
few summary comments will suffice: 

(1) As mentioned earlier, relatively large proportions of survey 
respondents claim that they have done something as a 
response to crime or the fear of crime. 

(2) When asked about the specific actions they have taken, the 
most frequent responses involve relatively simple avoidance 
behaviors and home protection behaviors, especially staying 
away from certain areas at night and installing locks or 
locking doors at home (see, for example, Biderman, 'et a,!.) 
1967; Sundeen and Mathieu, 1976; Market Opinion Research 
Co., 1979). 

(3) The proportions of respondents who mentio~ anyone specific 
action they have taken is generally higher in surveys that 
give respondents a list of actions to choose from than in 
surveys that use open-ended questions (DuBow, et al., 1979: 
105; also, compare Biderman, et al., 1967: 129 with 
Market Opinion Research Co., 1979: 26). 

(4) Many of the actions that effectively insulate people from 
the threat of physically harmful criminal victimization are 
not motivated primarily by the fear of crime. Among these 
actions are moving from a neighborhood, selecting a new 
neighborhood, choosing where to shop, and going out less in 
the evening for entertainment (Hinderland, et al., 1978: 
Ch. 9). 
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fi din s lead one to conclude that, Such regularities in rese~rch i n otga very salient force in 
for most people, the fear of chr:tme

i 
s. n rather it acts to condition 

----i ide range of be av ors, , d s a 
determin ng a w in delimited situations or it pro uce 
or modify behaviors in certa d ituations that the person would rationale for avoiding places an s 
rarely enter in any case. 

d that for some segments of the population, This does not eny , ----, 1e ,.s lives __ and often 
fear of crime is a very salient force :,.n peop to the 

F those people, individual responses h' 
with good reason. or daily and become an integral part of t

d

e1r 
fear of crime are made same eople are concentrate among 
lives The problem is that these t p available to them do not 
the p~or and powerless; thus, the C" "LOnS ( g moving to a safel' 

h t of r~oponses e •• , permit them to make t e ypes it stems or walking, living in 
neighborhood, avoiding mass t~ans SYurity guards) that would 
an apartment building with pr vate se~ fear-producing situations. 
effectively insulate or protect th~mthrom1ight of the public housing 
Fisher's (1978: 186) description °th;r~blem for the poor in high
residents that he studied sums up e 
crime areas: 

h the threat of crime is They live in an environment w ere
f 

crime whether picked 
already present. The awareness 0 t of ' friends and neighbors, 
up by direct observation, the repo~ ~ehavior of "strangers" 
or inferred from the appearance ~nthe fear of crime into the 
in the area brings the emotion 0 There is little they can do 
foreground of their consciousne~s. uffered in silence as part 
to reduce their fear. It must e s 

" 1 of their under-class status. ana parce 

i i ation of fear experienced by On the other hand, the ant c p h important if more subtle, 
b s of society can ave , th more affluent mem er i f fear-of-crime responses to e 

consequences. But beforefmo~ ng r~~;onses brief mention should be 
broader social outcomes' 0 t ~se f" resp~nses back to earlier made of the feedback loops go ng rom 
components j.n the model. 

Feedback Effects of 'Responses 

i the amount of crime Avoidance behaviors can result in decrfeas ng his or her risk of 
d to and -- there ore --that the perSOI1l is expose sist of major changes in 

i d Theso behaviors can con 
being victim ZE! • ~ 1 in the model goes from 
the person's lifestyle; thus, on~ti~~Pin s~cia1 space. More likely, 
individual responses back to i~~ of less encompassing behavioral 
avoidance responses will cons h to affect position in 
adjustments that are not exten~iV~e~~~~:e the prevalence a~d 1ike1i-
social space, but that can sti 1 These more minor adJustments hood of victimization for the person. 
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are shown in the model as influenCing a direct reassessment of risk. 
Of course, the effects of either type of avoidance behavior __ major 
change or minor adjustment -- on risk assessment will depend on the 
amount of distance placed between the person 'and the threatening 
situation. For example, staying home at night in a high-crime area 
will not be as effective as moving out of the area. 

Because avoidance responses lead to changes in risk assessment, 
one would expect them to dampen the fear of crime. They probably do, 
but the effect would seem to be on actual fear; anticipation of fear 
might remain unchanged. Thus, indicators of the fear of crime that 
do not differentiate between actual and anticipated fear might not 
be sensitive to the impact of avoidance behaviors on fear. 

The other factors in risk assessment -- vulnerability and con
sequences -- can also be affected by individual responses to fear 
through the "reassessment" feedback loop. Again, the resulting 
changes in risk assessment can impact on the fear of crime (actual 
and/or anticipated). For example, carrying a weapon (protective 
behavior) or Joining with others in a neighborhood watch program 
(participation behavior) could decrease a person f.'s feeling of 
vulnerability, and communicative responses might make the person 
feel more social support, thereby easing the threat of dire consequences. 

The sixth category of individual responses to the fear of 
crime -- information seeking -- that we previously added to the, 
five suggested by DuBow and his colleagues affects both the amount 
of information about crime to which the individual is exposed and 
how that information is selected. These processes are indicated, 
respectively, by the "searching" and "sensitivity" feedback loops 
in the model. The person actively seeks out a greater quantity of 
information about crime and is more sensitive to information and 
cues which he or she might not have noticed previously. Generally 
we would expect increased searching and sensitivity to lead 
ultimately to increased fear. However, it is possible that infor
mation-seeking responses will result in the person discovering that 
the threat of victimization is not as serious as he or she had 
believed initially; Pot~ur.ia11y, this could dampen fear. 

Social Outcomes 

The final component in the model represents the broader social 
outcomes produced by individual responses to the fear of crime. 
These social outcomes are not the simple summations of individual 
responses; the indiVidual responses can be viewed more appropriately 
as catalysts that initiate social processes which then assume their 
own dynamics and logic. 
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first to investigate social processes Conklin (1975) was among the th fear of crime __ although the 
generated by individual resp~~~esh:~ be:n noted by previous writers 
general effects noted by Con n i d the Durkheimian notion that 

b 1961) Conklin quest one , t 
(e.g., Jaco s, . '1 lidarity as members of SOC1e y 
crime leads to increased SOC1a b so, , tly reacting to crime. Instead, 
reinforced the normati~e order y J~~:r and that responses to fear 
Conklin argued that cr1me,produc:s

l 
out~omes __ e.g., heightened 

unleash a serie~ of negat:~ed;~~~~ of support from the systems of 
interpersonal d1strust, W1 hI' e and decreased levels of 
formal authority devised to contro cr~~i~g to Conklin, leads to a 
social interaction. This latter, a~co, the area affected; this, in 
weakening of informal social contro St 1n

f 
crime Other features 

n greater amoun o. , 
turn, leads to an ev: 'c cle are the closing of businesses 1n 
thought to character1ze th1s y , more affluent residents, 

h 'away of the area s h an area and t e mov1ng , tax base and depress t e both of which tend to decrease the area s 
situation even further, 

, , h tbeseCl has been conducted by 
A limited test of Conk11n s, y~~usin "'units. He found little 

Fisher (1978). in a ~t~dy o~ ~u~~~~vidual ;esponses to fear generate 
support for tne pos1t10n t at if an small effect of that type , 
more crime; he concluded tha d y d likelihood of victimizat10n 

' ffset by the ecrease . f d occurred, 1t was 0 f In addition Fisher oun 
produced by individual responses~t~im:a~~ the propensi~y of people 
that crime had little effect ove: f types of families (e.g., as 
to leave the project or on th~ ~1X 0 riables) living in the units. d b ' me and compos1t1on va ~ 
measure y 1nco d would take a long time to 
The small effects th~t ~e unco~~:eCommunity and were probably 
change the character:st1cs of ff t of public policy choices 
negligible in compar1son to the e eCl~ re transportation policies). 
unrelated to crime (e.g., housing, we a , 

, d the anticipated fear of Fi~her did speculate ~~:~t~r~:ed:~erring people from moving 
crime m1ght ha~e grea~er e, re utation. Most people who have 
into an area w1th a h1gh-cr1me Pk h a choice however, probably bl' them to ma e suc , 
the resources ena 1ng, i h-crime areas in deciding where to 
don't even seriously cons1der h g, d anticipated fear enter such 
live. And, to the extent that cr1me ante from other considerations 
decisions, they are,diffiCUl~ ~~ s~~:~~res good schools) which are (e.g., housing qua11ty, aest e 1C , 
associated with levels of crime. 

, mostl to social outcomes produced The discussion above app11es, YA g the other categories 
d tective behav10rs. mon 

by avoidance an pro mmunicative behavior and 
of individual responses to fear, c~ little effects on broader 
information seeking would seem t~xt::~ that they "cycle back" to 
social processes, except to the which might in turn affect 
aggravate or dempen the fear of crime, 
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other categories of individual responses. Similarly, the effects of 
insurance behavior produced by fear of crime would seem to be pretty 
much limited to the individuals involved. 6 

Possible social outcomes produced by the final category of indi
vidual responses to fear -- participation behavior __ are much more 
open to question. Polar possibilities include an increased sense of 
community spirit and interpersonal trust versus repressive vigilantee 
episodes which increase social conflict. 

Finally, the model shows a direct link between the fear of crime 
and social outcomes, by-passing behavioral responses to fear. The 
idea communicated by this link is that the fear of crime, if wide
spread,7 can feed directly into attitudes that have broad social 
consequences, regardless of the behavioral responses that people make 
to fear. For example, fear might lead to a sense of distrust and 
alienation from social life. Once such generalized attitudinal 
sets become common, they can lead to important social outcomes that 
are not specifically related to crime -- such as non-interest and 
non-participation in political processes or a disregard for the plight 
of less fortunate members of society. In this sense, fear can be 
viewed as an impediment to attitudes and feelings which encourage a 
fully social existence. 

Research and Policy Implications 

As noted in the introduction to this paper, our knowledge 
about the causes and consequences of the fear of crime has been 
increasing steadily, but each increment of knowledge gained seems 
to add to the proliferation of issues to be researched. Even in the 
simple model presented and described above, each component and each 
proposed connection between components present questions for further 
research: What is the nature of information about crime received by 
individuals, and how does that information vary across individuals? 
How do various attitudes and beliefs affect selective perceptions of 
information about crime? How accurately do people assess their vic
timization risks? What is the relationship between actual and 
anticipated fear? What are the costs and options conditioning an 
individual's responses to the fear of crime, and how do they operate? 
What are the social outcomes produced by individual responses to fear, 
and how can those outcomes be altered? The list could be expanded 
greatly, and a complete discussion of all the potential research 
issues is impossible in this paper. In addition, it is obvious that 
no single research project could be designed to test all of the 
hypotheses contained in or derivable from the model, Therefore, the 
gaps in our knowledge must be filled incrementally, In this section, 
attention will focus on a few research issues that the author believes 
have the greatest relevance for policy. 
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Rationality vs. Irrationality 

Although not an issue on which research is reconunended, the 
question of whether the fear of crime is rational or irrational 
will be disposed of first because it has become an unnecessary 
impediment to discussions about the fear of crime. 

The question is generally raised in terms of whether a parti
cular demographic group (e.g., the elderly) has an "irrational" fear 
of crime, given the relatively low rate of personal victimization 
for the group. There is no allowance for irrationality built into 
the model presented in this paper. However, using the example of the 
elderly, the model does not preclude the possibility that the elderly 
might have both lower victimization risks and higher levels of fear 
than younger people; in fact, the model contains a number of factors 
which might produce such disparities (e.g., differences in per
ceptions of vulnerability in the risk assessment component of the 
model). 

The point is that we must look for explanations of findings 
such as the apparent fear/risk discrepancy between older and younger 
age groups rather than arguing about whether to label such discrep
ancies as rational or irrational. Balkin's (1979) attempt to show 
that the likelihood of victimization among the elderly is not low 
(relative to younger age groups) when a measure of exposure is taken 
into account, is a useful approach to the problem. 

Focus on Social Outcomes 

One of the highest priority research tasks is trying to untangle 
and specify the effects of fear and individual responses to fear on 
broader social processes. The media, particularly in large urban 
areas, often conununicate a dramatic picture of social outcomes 
supposedly produced by the fear of crime -- the image of the city 
under siege. However, it may be that fear and individual responses 
to fear have only minor effects on broader social processes, 
especially relative to other factors such as economic changes or 
race relationships. If the latter is true, then the policy imperative 
for conducting research on the fear of crime will be weak, and scarce 
research resources will have to be allocated to other topics. 

In asseseing the social outcomes of the fear of crime, it will 
be useful to place the topic in a broader conceptual framework. 
Previously, a colleague and I (Garofalo and Laub, 1978) argued that 
the fear of crime should be understood within the more general context 
of "concern for conununity," which in turn should be viewed as a factor 
influencing the even more general experience of the quality of life. 
Whether that particular approach is accepted or not, there needs to 
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be special attention devoted to specifying the interrelationships 
between the fear of crime and other phenomena that may produce the 
social outcomes of interest. 

Fear of Crime and Other Fears 

Fear of crime was defined earlier as an emotional reaction 
characterized by a sense of danger and anxiety about the potential 
for physical harm in a criminal victimization. It was also noted . 
that this definition encourages research into emotional reactions 
(or lack of such reactions) to "non-criminal" events which present 
potentials for physical harm that are equal to or greater than the 
potentials posed by criminal victimization. Research directed at 
determining why people fear street crimes but do not fear auto
mobile accidents or environmental pollution (or if they do fear 
such events, how the nature of that fear differs from the fear of 
crime) should serve to highlight, through contrast, the major 
elements involved in the fear of crime. Specification of the major 
elements is a necessary step in devising programs and policies to 
address the fear of crime. 

Nature of Actual and Anticipated Fear 

At many points in this paper, the differentiation between 
actual fear and the anticipation of fear has been utilized. The 
conceptual distinction between the two aspects of fear makes 
intuitive sense, and it seems logical to postulate that they have 
differing effects on individual responses (and, therefore, on social 
outcomes). It also seems reasonable to expect that different inter
vention strategies are appropriate for actual and anticipated fear, 
and that anticipated fear can be alleviated more easily than can 
actual fear. For example, anticipated fear is probably more 
influenced by distorted information about crime than is actual fear, 
which is probably more influenced by the objective threat of crime 
(although both aspects of fear are affected by media depictions and 
objective circumstances to some extent). Thus, programs meant to 
alleviate the fear of crime should take these considerations into 
account. 

Because the actual/anticipated distinction has many policy
relevant implications, research is needed to explore several issues 
raised by the distinction: What are the causal mechanisms producing 
each type of fear? How do the two types inter-relate and affect each 
other? What are the individual responses and social outcomes produced 
by each type? 
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Development of Indicators 

The need for research on the distinction between actual and 
anticipated fear raises the methodological issue of measurement. In 
the earlier section on concepts and indicators it was pointed out that 
current survey items do not differentiate well between fear of physi
cal harm and worry about property loss or between actual and anticipated 
fear. We also must develop indicators that reflect differences in 
the saliency and intensity of both actual and anticipated fear 
experienced by people. 

But the need for more refined indicators does not just apply to 
aspects of the fear of crime. Consideration of the model presented 
in this paper reveals a number of areas in which we lack good indi
cators. Measurement of the amount and the nature of information 
about crime to which people are exposed -- and how people select and 
process such information -- has barely begun. Surveys have contained 
items bearing on some aspects of subjective risk assessment (particu
larly prevalence and likelihood), but perceptions of personal 
vulnerability and expected consequences remain untapped. The 
configurations of trade-offs -- costs and options -- that mediate 
between the fear of crime and individual responses to fear have yet 
to be measured. This list could be expanded greatly, but the primary 
point has been made: the development of a number of sound indicators 
will have to precede any research that makes more than a superficial 
examination of the complexities underlying the causes and consequences 
of the fear of crime. 

Feedback Loops 

The model presented in this paper shows several important 
feedback loops, indicating that the development and changes in levels 
of fear are not simple recursive processes. These loops are very 
important for policy considerations because they indicate potential 
points of intervention which can interrupt upward spiraling cycles 
of fear (when the loop represents positive feedback) or enhance fear
dampening processes (when the loop represents negative feedback). 

Of course, before the appropriate policy decisions about inter
vention can be made, research is needed to specify the exact nature 
of the feedback loops and the conditions under which they provide 
positive or negative feedback to fear-producing processes. And this 
requires longitudinal research with all the difficulties that 
entails. Furthermore, answering questions about many of the feedback 
processes will require in-depth longitudinal research utilizing 
relatively small numbers of subjects -- so that subtle, short-term 
changes can be 'detected -- rather than large-scale, superficial 
panel surveys in which successive measurements are spaced months apart. 
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Fear and Caution 

The discussion on which this paper closes contains both a sugges
tion for further r,asearch and a conceptual warning. There is some 
danger of approaching the fear of crime as if it is an unmitigated 
evil that must be laliminated completely. Given current realities in 
the United States, complete elimination of the fear of crime is not 
only impossible, but probably undesirable. Fear is functional to the 
extent that it leads people to take reasonable precautions. 

Figure 2 presents a visual hypothesis of how various intensities 
of fear may be funetional or dysfunctional in a person's life. The 
complete absence of fear is dysfunctional -- at least in urban areas __ 
because the individual is not motivated to take reasonable cautionary 
measures, such as avoiding the possibility of being alone at night 
in obviously dangerous places or not engaging in verbally aggressive 
behaviors in situations which can be expected to elicit physically 
aggressive reSpOnSE!S from others. The figure posits that a small 
amount of fear is functional because it is sufficient to produce 
reasonable caution. However, increases in the intensity of fear 
quickly become dysfurictional again because responses -- both behavioral 
and attitudinal -- go beyond what is necessary to prevent victimization' 
and produce effects such as unnecessary avoidance of potentially 
rewarding social interactions and unwarranted distrust of others. 
Of course, the pattern of relationship shown in Figure 2 would 
differ depending on the actual risk of victimization in one's social 
situation; for example, the area of the curve in the "functional" 
portion of the graph would probably be wider (extending to a higher 
intensity of fear) for a person living in a very high crime area.8 

Research is needed to determine how much fear is functional or 
dysfunctional for people. Figure 2 hypothesizes that only low inten
sities of fear are functional and that the functional nature of fear 
dissipates very quickly as it intensifies further. In any event, it 
may be healthy to remind ourselves from time to time that elimination 
of fear would not eliminate the risk of being victimized, and that we 
may want to think in terms of how to elicit appropriate precautionary 
behaviors and attitudes without eliciting unnecessary fear. One often 
has the impression that programs trying to elicit certain crime 
prevention behaviors engage in overkill by sensationalizing crime and 
thereby producing more fear than is needed to motivate the intended 
crime prevention responses. 
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NOTES 

1 
A piece of property can also be valued highly because it is an 

integral symbol of self. Theft of such property is similar to a 
physical attack. 

2 
Of course, other factors are involved here, such as images of the 

"types of people" who connnit various kinds of crime and whether any 
potential confrontation with an offender would occur in public or 
somewhere hidden from public view. 

3 
There may be extreme cases in which the threat of crime is so 

pervasive and powerful that the respondent -- and even the inter
viewer: -- is experiencing actual fear during an interview. Perhaps 
more likely, but still unconnnon, is that survey questions will act as 
cues to bring latent fear to the surface. 

4The broader effects of the socioeconomic structure are extremely 
important and are being considered in the author"s larger work on this topic. 

5 
I would keep the questioning of others separate from DuBow, et al.'s 

"communicative behavior" category, which should probably be restricted 
to interpersonal communications aimed at catharsis or at increasing 
social solidarity. 

6 
One could argue, however, that worry about the theft of property 

could result in a greater use of market insurance, which in turn leads 
people to be more careless with their property, thereby increasing the 
likelihood of theft. 

7 
In a Canadian study, Hartnagel found no relationship between the fear 

of crime and indicators of neighborhood cohesion and social activity. 
He notes that, in order for the fear of crime to affect these phenomena, 
the fear would have to be above a certain threshold necessary to 
disrupt ingrained habits and attitudes and be widely shared in the 
community; "relatively isolated individuals experiencing the fear of 
crime may not be sufficient" (Hartnagel, 1979:189). 

8 
Although Figure 2 and this discussion apply to the fear of crime as 

defined in this paper, the same approach could be applied readily to 
fear of other events and to worry about property loss. 
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MULTIPLE VICTH1IZATION: 
EVIDENCE, THEORY AND FUTURE RESEARCH 

Richard F. Sparks 
School of Criminal Justice 

Rutgers University 

Introduction 
Without e~ception, victimization surveys done over the past 

fifteen years have found that the great majority of the surveyed popu
lation reports no incidents at all. as having happened to them during 
the period abo~which they were asked; a minority reports that they 
experienced one incident, amC'ng the types of things about which they 
were asked; and (generally) successively smaller proportions report 
having experienced two, three .•.. ~ incidents of those ty~es. This 
last group has come to be referred to (rather misleadingly ) as "mul
tiple victims"; and it is this group, and their experiences, with 

which this paper is concerned. 

The phen0,,,.;.!non of multiple victimization, and those unfortunate 
members of the population who experience it, raise a number of 
problems. Some of these problems are methodological; in particular, 
multiple victims pose a host of problems for those interested in 
victimization surveys, at least those surveys (like the National 
Crime Surveys now being carried out by the U.S. Census Bureau for 
the Law Enforcement Assistance Administration) which aim to measure 
the volume of (some kinds of) crime or victimization in the general 
population. But multiple victims also raise some important substan
tive issues. Why do some people become victims of crime at all, 
whereas others do not? To what extent can people act in ways that 
minimize, if they do not eliminate, the risk of future victimization? 
What are the social, psychic, and economic costs of being the victim 
of a crime? It may turn out that the answers to these questions are 
no different in the case of multiple victims. than for those victimized 
once only; but even if that is so, those answers may be a lot easier 
to see, if we look for them in the vicinity of multiple, repeated or 
recurrent victimization than if we look where it is occasional, 

sporadic or an egregious event. 

This paper will review briefly the available evidence on mutliple 
victimization, and will sketch a theoretical framework within Hhich 
it might be studied, as part of a broader effort aimed at explaining 
the observed distribution of criminal victimization; it will then 
indicate what appear to be some promising directions for future 

empirical research on multiple victims. 
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THE EVIDENCE ON MULTIPLE VICTIMIZATION 

Having ascertained the existence of mUltiple reported victimization 
in surveyed populations, the next step is to ask whether it is more than 
a random phenomenon: this has usually been done by comparing observed 
(survey-reported) distributions of incidents (k = 0, 1, 2 ..• K) with 
the distributions which would be expected if victimization were a 
Poisson process characterized by a transition rate A which is constant 
ove: the entire surveyed population (in practice, of course, A is 
est1mated from the sample mean rate). Almost invariably, the answer 
has been that the observed and expected distributions do differ to 
an extent which is statistically significant, in a particular way: 
observed distributions contain more non-victims, and more mUltiple 
victims, than the Poisson process predicts. For evidence on this point, 
see, e.g., Sparks, Genn and Dodd (1977:88-90); Hindelang, Gottfredson 
and Garofalo (1978:127-36); Aromaa (1971, 1973); Wolf (1972); Reyonlds 
(1973); Ennis (1967); Reiss (1967); Biderman et ale (1967). 

It appears reasonable, then, to reject the hypothesis that 
criminal victimizations "clusterU in the population for just the same 
reason (Le. "chance") that flying bombs clustered in particular blocks 
in London> or that chromosome interchanges occur with certain 
frequencies after organic cells are irradiated by X-rays (see Feller, 
1950:159-64). Unfortunately, that rejection would be more interesting 
if there had ever been any reason to accept that hypothesis in the first 
place. As Coleman (1964:291) has pointed out, the importance of the 
Poisson process in relation to social phenomena does not lie in its 
empirical fit to social data, but in the assumptions on which the 
distribution is based, and the fact that these may be reasonable assump
tions about the process underlying the phenomena. To say that the 
Poisson distribution does not fit the observed distribution of 
victimization is to say that one or more of those assumptions is not 
valid: e.g., that events are not independent or that the process is 
not governed by a transition rate A which is the same for each member 
of the population. 

Before turning to these possibilities, we ought to note some 
limitations of the research on this subject which has been done to 
date. First, it may be that the deviation from expectation under a 
Poisson process -- too many non-victims, and too many mUltiple victims 
is the result of response bias: our data, after all, concern the 
numbers of incidents mentioned to interviewers, and that almost 
certainly is not the same as the numbers of incidents actually 
occurring. We have good reason to believe that most victimization 
surveys -- in particular, the National Crime Surveys __ severely 
understate the victimization experience of those surveyed; the observed 
f~equency distribution may owe in part to the fact that some respondents 
are more "productive" than others when asked about things which may have 
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happened to them in the past six months or year. It is doubtf~l, 
however, that this can explain the whole of the deviation from chance 
expectation; conceivably, it may mask the extent of that deviation. 
The question is whether incidents not now being reported to survey 
interviewers are incidents which have happened to persons reporting 
at least one other incident, or whether they are mostly incidents which 
happened to persons reporting to no incidents at all. For the moment, 
there is little evidence on this way or the other (see, for some 
discussion, Sparks, Genn and Dodd, 1977:95-7). But in either case, 
it is difficult to see how under-reporting to interviewers could be 
the whole story. 

A second limitation of research on this subject to date concerns 
so-called "series" victimizations, Le., those cases in which a 
respondent says that several things happened to him in a certain 
time period, but in which he cannot remember precise numbers or 
details of those incidents. 2 By definition, such a "series" victim 
is a multiple victim; but it can be argued that "series" incidents 
should be excluded, or counted as one victimization only, when 
considering the distribution of victimization, especially since 
such incidents are necessarily measured with great imprecision. 
(I shall return to the problem of "series"~ victimization below.) 
It appears to make little difference to the basic conclusion, in 
fact, whether such cases are included or excluded from the observed 
distribution of victimization (cf., e.g., Hindelang, Gottfredson and 
Garofalo, 1978). 

A third limitation of the studies cited above is that they all 
involved cross-sectional data derived from a single interview in which 
the respondent was asked about a time period (usually a year) 
preceding the interview. For a variety of reasons, it is not easy 
in practice to partition that time period in analyzing survey data; 
indeed, it is often difficult to be sure that reported events are dated 
and/or ordered accurately. The restriction to cross-sectional survey 
data makes it impossible to distinguish between two competing explan
ations of mUltiple victimization (to be discussed mdre fully below). 
But the main problem with such data is that they do not permit us to 
look at mUltiple victimization as a (possibly) continuing phe!nomenon, 
enduring over some substantial time period, or suc~ession of time. 
periods, in the victim's life. One longitudinal data set -- cons1sting 
of responses from successive interviews with respondents in the national 
household panel component of the National Crime Surveys -- is at 
present being analyzed by Reiss; but the difficulties posed by this 
data set are considerable (see Reiss, 1977). 

Unfortunately, when we move from cross-sectional survey data to 
consider a number of time periods -- whether these be survey reference 
periods, or arbitrary intervals of time such as one calendar year __ 
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it is not really very clear what a "multiple victim" even is. Consider, 
for example, the seven six-month periods on which a respondent in the 
NCS surveys may report. Suppose he or she is assaulted in time period 
t~, assaulted (or something) again in t 2, again in t 5, and then three 
tl.mes in t6? Suppose that a house or sfore is broken into in t." and 
then again in t7? What if a respondent experiences a "series" 5f 
assaults in t 2, another series in t 4, and then single discrete assaults 
in t6 and t7? Is someone a "multiple victimlf if their house was broken 
into in 1956, and again in 1980? If they suffer any kind of criminal 
victimization, over their lifetime? (Plainly the answer to the last 
question must be "No"; otherwise one could never cease to be a 
multiple victim once having attained that status. There is nothing 
to be gained by treating "multiple victimization" as an absorbing 
state.) I shall suggest below a way in which this question may be 
tackled. But that it still is a question shows how much work r;emains 
to be done on the problem of-;u1tiple victimization. 

Multiple victimization raises a number of further methodological 
problems for those interested in carrying out victimization surveys.3 
But in addition, there are some important substantive reasons for 
studying multiple victims. As I have already suggested, they may 
illuminate more general causal processes, and thus help to show how 
far, and in what ways, the attributes or behavior of victims themselves 
may help to explain their victimization. But in addition, it can be 
argued that even if multiple victimization were merely the result of 
chance (or "bad luck"), and if the number of multiple victims were no 
greater than one might expect from a Poisson or other random process, 
nonetheless those victims would constitute an extremely important 
group. It seems clear that, in general, the consequences of one-time 
victimization are of a comparatively unserious kind, and that such 
incidents (even occurring in a fairly short time period, e.g., six 
months or a year, but still more so over longer periods) are relatively 
unimportant, from the victim's point of view and the standpoint of 
public policy. (As Lejeune and Alex, 1973:278-79, have shown, even so 
serious -- and so rare -- a crime as "mugging" may have consequences 
which are not always adverse.) But those whose lives are frequently 
or chronically affected by crime are another matter. It seems likely 
that for many such persons, the social meaning of crime and victimi
zation is very different from that which those things have for one-time 
victims. (For some evidence bearing on this, see Sparks, Genn and Dodd, 
1977: chap. 8; Hindelang, Gottfredson and Garofalo, 1978:167-70.) Thus, 
multiple victims would be an important group to study even though they 
were not as frequent as they now appear to be; and of course it would 
not follow that their excessive victimization was in fact due to "chance" 
(whatever 'that might mean), even if it were no more frequent than the 
Poisson distribution would predict. 
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MODIFICATIONS OF THE POISSON MODEL4 

Suppose that we assume that the observed distribution of victimi
zation, with its excess of multiple victims, is real and not artificial. 
How might that distribution be explained? As is lyell-known, such 
frequency distributions can be reasonably well reproduced by a number 
of simple probabilistic models, resting on different assumptions from 
those which govern the simple Poisson process. One of these, which owes 
originally to Polya, abandons the assumption that events are statis
tically independent, i.e., that one event's occurrence does not affect 
the probability of subsequent events. Instead, in the present context 
we might suppose that being a victim on one occasion increased one's 
future probability of victimization. Models of this kind have been 
extensively treated by Coleman (1964) among others; Coleman describes 
them as "contagious Poisson" models, though as Greenberg (1979:269) has 
pointed out, "reinforcement" might in many contexts be a more apposite 
term. 5 In criminology, something of the kind was posited by some 
"labeling" theorists, who hypothesized that the more often an offender 
is arrested, convicted or otherwise stigmatized as "deviant", the 
more likely he or she is to go on offending in the future (see, e.g., 
Carr-Hill, 1971; a similar model has been applied to absconding from 
juvenile institutions by Green and Martin (1973)). There may be 
social situations in which such models are reasonable intuitively; 
but criminal victimization does not seem to me to be one of them. We 
might suppose, for example, that a burglar breaks into a house or 
store and finds many things worth stealing and a few precautions 
against theft; he tells other burglars about this, or plans to go 
back himself, thus increasing the probability of second and sebsequent 
burglaries. Or again, a man who has been assaulted may become 
paranoid and belligerent, take lessons in self-defense and so on, 
thereby increasing his probability of being assaulted in the future. 
But these examples are pretty far-fetched; and it is not easy to think 
of others. In particular, it is not easy to apply concepts like 
"contagion" or "reinforcement" to repeated or frequent' victimization 
of different types, e.g., burglary followed by robbery followed by 
car theft. 

A more plausible modification of the Poisson process was first 
discussed by Greenwood and Yule (1920). This relaxes the assumption 
that the entire population can be characterized by the same transition 
rate, and assumes instead that that population consists of persons 
(or other units, e.g., organizations) having different degrees of 
"proneness" or susceptibility to the phenonenon in question; and that 
that "proneness" is itself distributed in the population in a particu
lar way. Then, among sub-sets of individuals characterized by the 
same "pronen.ess", events -- for example, accidents or criminal victimi
zat.ions -- assumed to occur independently and "at random"', so that for 
each such sub-group, given its average "proneness", there would still 
be some variation or clustering around that average. (For example, 
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which are identical (see Feller, 1943); it is not possible to choose 
between them, on the basis of cross-sectional data alone. The NCS 
national household data, based as they are on (ideally) seven-wave 
panels, could in principle be used to see if the probability of 
subsequent victimization increased, given past victimization (as 
"contagious" models predict). As I have said, however, I do not 
think that in general those models are reasonable; if they did turn 
out to be supported by the NCS data, I for one would probably try to 
cast methodological doubts on the findings., 

An explanation of mUltiple victimization based on heterogeneity 
still needs some further modification, however. For models of the 
Greenwood-Yule type have typically assumed that individuals' 
"pronenesses" tended to r.emain relatively fixed. But it is not 
necessary to make this assumption; and in the case of criminal 
victimization it is plainly unreasonable to do so. On the contrary, 
it seems plain that individuals' risks of victimization, though 
perhaps relatively durable, are nonetheless a function of personal 
and social characteristics, and so can be altered, if those 
characteristics are changed. 

Analytically, the situation is somewhat similar to one recently 
discussed by Eaton and Fortin (1978) in relation to schizophrenia. 
Persons diagnosed as schizophrenic have, from time to time, acute 
episodes in which they may become deluded, hallucinated, and generally 
out of touch with reality; in between such acute episodes, however, 
they may be able to function more or less normally. But some chronic 
schizophrenics also go through spells of time in which their 
functioning is mildly impaired; and during these spells, they have 
a much higher probability of experiencing an acute episode than at 
other times. Eaton and Fortin found that the frequency distribution 
of acute episodes experienced by a sample of schizophrenic patients 
they studied resembled the skewed distribution of reported incidents 
found in most Victimization surveys; and they found that a more 
accurate prediction of those episodes could be made if they knew the 
numbers who (in the time period in question) had a given number of 
spells, in which the probability of an episode was high. The 
expected distribution predicted by their assumptions turned out to be a 
negative bionomial -- i.e. it was the same as that predicted by 
Greenwood and YUleis heterogeneous Poisson model • 

The fruitfulness of th~ Eaton-Fortin study is that (unlike the 
original Greenwood-Yule study) it allows for variations in "proneness", 
while still making it possible to predict, from a fairly simple 
set of assumptions, a distribution of incidents very like that which 
is in fact observed in numbers of victimization surveys. One further 
refinement is necessary, however. Eaton and Fortin (like many other 
researchers working on analogous problems) operationally defined their 
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schizophrenic subjects as being either "in a state" or "not in a 
state", Le., on an all-or-nothing basis. An analogy would suggest 
that persons, etc.~ either were or were not at a given degree of risk 
of victimization. This may be a necessary first approximation; but 
it is an obvious oversimi1ification, and it is not necessary to make 
such an assumption in order to apply a reasonably straightforward 
probability model of this kind. On the contrary, we may assume that 
(1) there are different degrees of "proneness" in the population; 
and that (2) an individual's proneness or risk of victimization may 
vary, for example according to variations in his lifestyle or 
personal characteristics. Thus, we can still use a fairly simple 
and realistic model resting on the assumption of variation in risk, 
changes in individuals' probabilities of risk, and chance variation 
given a certain probability of risk, to describe and begin to explain 
multiple victimization. Any realistic account of the observed 
distribution of victimization needs to recognize that it is, at 
least in part, a matter of chance (or,. perhaps, "bad luck") from 
the victim's point of view; ~~ high-proneness groups or persons may 
be non-victims in a particular time period, whereas some low-prone
ness groups or persons may still be mut1ip1e victims. 

The Greenwood-Yule and Eaton-Fortin studies assumed that "prone
ness" (or its analogues) were distributed in the population according 
to a particular probability model, viz. the negative binomial. That 
too is a convenient first approximation; but it too is only a first 
step in trying to estimate those variations empirically. Which 
groups of people, activities, circumstances, social situations, times 
of day, week or year, regions of the country, or whatever, display 
higher-than-average (or 10wer-than-average) rates or risks of 
victimization? The next step in the kind of analysis I am suggesting, 
in other words, involves trying to identify concomitants -- even, 
hopefully, causes -- of variation in proneness or tne risk of 
victimization. In the survey which my colleagues and I carried out 
in London some years ago, we made a not-very-successfu1 attempt to 

:- I 

do this empirically, following a method originally suggested by 
Coleman (1964:379). Briefly, this involved splitting our sample 
according to various attributes and/or combinations of attributes 
age, race, sex, expressed attitudes, area of residence, and the like 
in an effort to find sets of sub-groups for whom it was true that 
(1) sample mean rates of victimization were significantly different, 
and (2) sub-group mean rates and variances were approximately equal 
(which is a necessary, though not of course sufficient, condition 
for the observed sub-group distributions being representable as the 
results of simple Poisson processes). 

This attempt was unsuccessful, in the sense that, no matter how 
the sample was sliced, there was inevitably at least one sub-group 
thus identified, for which the variance in victimization was much 
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greater than would have allowed the conclusion that that varian.ce 
was due to random processes. Moreover, those sub-groups were usually 
ones of which no reasonable explanation was readily apparent. (See 
Sparks, Genn and Dodd, 1977:93; the same approach was tried by 
Aromaa (1973), using Finnish victimization data, with no more 
success.) It may be thought surprising that we should have ever 
thought that such an "empirical" method would ever have succeeded 
in separating sub-groups which had different "pronenesses"; why 
should we be able to do this, purely on the basis of simple combi
nations of demographic attributes, expressed attitudes and so on? 
The criticism seems to me to have some force. But it is also true 
that few other attempts have yet been made, to examine variation in 
victimization rates in this way; where large samples are available 
(as is the case with the National Crime Survey city-level and 
national household panel data sets) patterns of mean rates of 
victimization and their variances can be estimated with much more 
precision than was possible for either the London or the Finnish 
samples. It is unfortunately true that there are not enough 
independent variables in the NCS data to permit a detailed exami
nation of this matter (see Penick and Owens, 1976:95-99 for a discus-
sion of this point). But there are more data (e.g., control-card 
data) than have yet been examined from this point of view; and in the 
next section of this paper I shall list some concepts which might 
guide such an examination, and permit us at least to make a start 
at assessing the determinants of variation in "proneness" to 
victimization as I have defined that term here. 

Before turning to that task, however, I wish to refer briefly 
to two further modifications of Poisson-type processes which may 
apply to criminal victimization, and which may under certain circum
stances help to explain the observed distribution of multiple 
victims. First, it is conceivable -- even likely -- that there is 
a proportion of the population for whom (because they take special 
precautions against crime, or for some other reason) the probability 
of becoming a victim of crime within any given time period is 
effectively zero. Let us say that this group is "immune!'! to 
victimization; and let us then assume that victimization in the rest 
of the population is distributed according to a simple Poisson 
process (or a Greenwood-Yule heterogeneous one). In order to fit 
such a model it is necessary to make some assumption either about 
the size of the "immune" group, or about the transition rates for 
the non-"innnune" cases; good data which would permit either estimate 
are not now available, so far as I know. (See Sparks, Genn and Dodd, 
1977:94-95, for a discussion.) 

A second, related possibility is that the population is composed 
of a number of sub-groups with different Poisson transition rates" 
but that for some of those sub-groups those rates are decreasing 
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over time, as a result of prior victimizations. In other word.s, we 
suppose that for some members of the population, the experience of 
victimization leads them to modify their behavior, take precautions 
against future victimization, etc., so that with each successive 
victimization, their probability of being a victim in future time 
periods decreases until they are "innnune" (Le., until they have a 
proneness of zero). It should be obvious that attempting to 
identify such groups, a.nd to estimate not only their "basic" prone
nesses but the successive decrements to those pronenesses given 
past victimization, is something far removed from our capabilities 
at the present time. The general concept of a reduction of sub-group 
proneness as a result of actions taken in consequence of prior 
victimization, however, is an extremely important one -- as is the 
concept of "innnunity" discussed above. 

SOME THEORY ABOUT MULTIPLE VICTIMIZATION 

If the general notions of heterogeneity, innnunity and so forth, 
are accepted as reasonable, the task of explaining the existence and 
distribution of multiple victimization will be simplified, though 
not accomplished. Why do people possess certain degrees of "prone
ness" at particular times? Invoking the gannna distribution does not 
provide a very satisfactory answer to this question. 

Evidently the answer has to be sought in some attributes of 
people themselves -- their social, psychological, economic, cultural, 
and spatio-tempora1 properties, for example. Two accounts of the 
connections between those properties, and proneness to victimization, 
have recently appeared. The Panel for the Evaluation of Crime Surveys 
(Penick and Owens, 1976:92-9) conceived of those connections in 
tex:ms of "vulnerability" and "risk"; more recently, Hinde1ang, 
Gottfredson and Garofalo (1978:250-72) have proposed a theoretical 
model iJ.1<:;ed on "lifestyle", which they hopythesize to a~fect victimi
zation primarily (though by no means entirely) through variation in 
exposure to risk. While not disagreeing with either of these accounts, 
I with to suggest that the matter is somewhat more complex than 
either makes it seem;7 it seems to me that ther.e are (at least) six 
different ways in which the actions, attributes or social situations 
of victims may help to explain variations in victimization rates. 

(1) Precipitation. To begin with, as Wolfgang (1958) pointed 
out, a victim may act in such a way as to precipitate -- or at least 
strongly encourage -- the offender's behavior. Typcia11y but not 
necessarily, in such cases the victim's words or actions arouse the 
offender's emotions (anger, fear, feelings of shame), and the offend
er acts under the influence of that emotion; as the courts have long 
recognized (at least in cases of homicide) such actions may be less 
than fully "vo1untarylt. It is important to emphasize, however, 
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that the concept of precipitation sketched here marks a causal 
distinction, and not just a legal or moral one (though the two are 
related). A victim who precipitates an offender's action (in my 
sense of that term) does or says something which works on the 
emotions (what used to be called the "passions") of the offender, 
to such an extent that -- as we say -- he makes the offender act as 
he does. It may well be that this kind of causation is in fact 
extremely rare; that does not show that it is impossible (Compare 
making someone jump by suddenly shouting "Boo!" at them from behind, 
and getting them to jump by saying "I'll give you $100 if you jump.") 

(2) Facilitation. Second, even if the victim does not take any 
active part in the crime, he may nonetheless facilitate its commission 
by deliberately, recklessly or negligently placing himself at 
special risk. The group of "temptation-opportunity" situations 
identified by Normandeau (1968), belongs in this category. Thus, 
persons who leave property in unlocked cars may, in some places, 
substantially increase the risk that that property will be stolen; 
persons who cash checks without asking for identification may increase 
the risk of accepting bogus checks; persons who sign contracts without 
reading the fine print run the risk of being ripped off by bogus 
repairmen. In general, anyone who fails to take precautions against 
crime which would be regarded as reasonable in the circumstances may 
be said to have facilitated a crime connnitted against him in those 
circumstances. Facilitation, in other words, involves the creation 
of special risks; and (unlike precipitation) it need not involve a 
bilateral transaction with the offender. It is true that facilitation, 
thus defined, is both context-dependent and culture-dependent. It may 
be reasonable to leave your house unlocked in a rural area, where 
burglary rates are (and are known to be) very low; it might be 
tantamount to an invitation to theft, in certain inner-city areas. 
Facilitation thus needs to be seen against the background of standards 
generally accepted in the group, and the situation, in question. Such 
standards may of course be very vague; but that is not an argument 
against the concept of facilitation, 

Jll Vulnerability. Next, it may be that some persons~ because 
of their attributes or usual behavior, or their place in a social 
system, are very vulnerable to crime, in the sense of being abnormally 
susceptible to it; this implies that they are less than normally 
capable of preventing such crimes being connnitted against them. 
Several of the "general categories of victims" mentioned by von Hentig 
(1948) were clearly thought by him to be vulnerable in this sense. 
Thus, the very young and the elderly are physically less able to 
resist violent attack, as are (some) adult females; the mentally 
defective, innnigrants and country bumpkins are specially vulnerable 
to deception and fraud. 
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Note that this is a different sense of the expression "vulner
ability" than that used by the National Academy Panel in its recent 
report (Penick and Owens, 1976:94-97). The Panel distinguished 
between what it called ecological vulnerability (e.g., living in a 
high-crime area); status vulnerability arising (how was not stated) 
from such attributes as sex, race, occupation or social class; and 
role vulnerability, arising from relationships from which the 
individual cannot readily withdraw (e.g., marriage, being a tenant). 
This use of the concept seems too broad, and fails to specify how 
particular roles statuses or environments lead to higher risk of 
victimization. Indeed, the Panel's use of the term "vulnerability" 
seems at times equivalent to the notion of high risk of victimization, 
i.e., what I have here called "pronesess". In my sense of the term, 
marriage (e.g.) would not cause vulnerability, unless of course the 
spouse had a high propensity to commit crime against his or her 
partner. Other instances of vulnerability in my use of the term 
would include being physically frail, visibly intoxicated, or 
blind: these may normally carry a higher risk of victimization, 
because they deprive individuals of the normal ability to prevent 
crimes being committed against them. What distinguishes vulner
ability from facilitation (as defined above) is that vulnerabili~y . 
does not involve a.ny deviation from standards of due care; the v~ct~m 
or potential victim who is vulnerable need do nothing to create a 
special risk, i.e., a greater risk than that possessed by those who 
share his attributes. 8 

(4) Opportunity. Opportunity is of course a logically 
necessary condition for crimp.. In order to be a victim of car 
theft, it is necessary to have a car; and a man who never goes out 
of his house will never be robbed in the street. (See Sparks, 
1980a, for a further discussion.) The importance of opportunity is 
a sure-fire method of crime prevention. Earlier I defin~d facili
tation as the creation of a special risk; for example, cashing 
checks without requiring identification can be said to facilitate 
check fraud. But it can be seen that an opportunity variable --
in this case, the practice of using checks -- is required before such 
frauds can be committed, even if the victim does nothing to facili
tate the fraud in a particular case. Similarly, there is a distinc
tion between conditions creating opportunity, and conditions creating 
vulnerability (as defined above): a person living in an unprotected 
house in a neighborhood full of theives may be vulnerable to theft, 
but there will be no opportunity for theft if he has nothing to steal. 

It appears to me that the central propositions of the theory of 
personal victimization advanced by Hindelang, Gottfredson and Garo
falo (1978:250-66) are in fact propositions about opportunity. 
Thus, their Proposition 1 asserts that the probability of suffering 
a personal victimization is directly (i.e., positively) related to 
the amount of time that a person spends in public places, especially 
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at night; this amount of time is said to turn (Proposition 2) to 
depend on "lifestyle". Sur-=ly that is just a generalization of a 
set of statements to the effect that a man who never goes out of his 
house will never get robbed in the street? 

Similarly, their Proposition 6 asserts that the probability of 
personal victimization, particularly theft, is directly related 
to the amount of time that an individual spends among non-family 
members -- the assumption being, presumably, that family members 
do not often steal from one another. This too relates to opportunity 
some sorts of personal theft require propinquity -- though we should 
note that a person who was forced (e.g., because of his employment) 
to spend a disproportionate amount of time in public places might 
on that account be said to be vulnerable to personal theft (in my 
sense of that term, which is approximately eqtdvalent to Hindelang 
Gottfredson and Garofalo's term "vincible". This shows the border~ 
line between my two concepts, though it does not, I think, show that 
they overlap.) 

(5) Attractiveness. It may seem too obvious to need saying, 
but it is plain that some targets are more attractive from an 
intending criminal's point of view, than others. Thu~, persons 
who look affluent will seem like better prospects for robbery than 
persons who look impoverished; expensive houses full of durable 
consumer goods are a better bet, from the burglar~s point of view, 
than tenements in a slum; and.we may presume that extreme ugliness, 
old age and halitosis are (ceteris paribus) disincentives to certain 
sorts of sexual assault. "Attractiveness'" is, of course, very much 
in the eye of the beholder; it may be that the victim makes every 
attempt to hide his or her attractiveness, though this may be to no 
avail. Thus, rich women may remove their jewelry when traveling 
to and from parties; that might make them less attractive to robbers 
though it does not remove the opportunity for robbery. Similarly, 
political bag-men, narcotics dealers and those too poor to have bank 
accounts, are typically forced to deal in cash; they do not inten
tionally or negligently bring about their attractiveness to robbers; 
they are simply stuck with it. Moreover, there are some varieties 
of attractiveness that cannot (logically) be concealed. How do you 
make, e.g., a Lamborghini less attractive to a potential car thief, 
without making it look less like a Lamborghini? (Of course you can 
make it look like a less attractive Lamborghini, e.g., by letting it 
get very dirty or painting it a hideous shade of chartreuse. But 
it won't do, merely to take off the little metal plates that say 
"Lamborghini" and replace them will little metal plates reading 
"dirty old Ford"; nobody is going to be taken in by that. Compare 
the practice of putting home-made labels reading "Gucci", "Hals ton" , 
etc., on merchandise of less classy pedigree.) 
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(6) Impunity. Finally, there are certain persons who have 
higher-than-average proneness to victimization, not because they 
conduce to crime or make it specially tempting, but because they 
make it easy to get away with. I do not include in this category a 
failure to protect person or property through dead-bolt locks, cans 
of Mace, or whatnot. But there are some persons selected as 
victims precisely because it is believed that they have limited 
access to the usual machinery of social control. Thus homosexuals 
are said to be frequent victims of blackmail and extortion, since 
they are thought to be reluctant to notify the police; similarly, 
criminals, ex-criminals, neighborhood paranoiacs, and members of 
minority groups may be chosen as victims, because they are thought 
to be unable or unwilling to call the police. 

Here, then, are six ways in which it may happen that some 
persons have higher proneness to criminal victimization than others. 
There may well be other ways in which victims of crime play an 
important part in causing their own victimization, though I think 
that these six are likely to be quantitatively the most important. 
They are, I believe, analytically distinct. But they are not 
mutually exclusive; and there may well be correlations and inter
actions between them, either for particular kinds of persons or 
particular kinds of crime. Furthermore, while I have so far treated 
the six concepts as applying to persons, it may be reasonable to treat 
them as relating to particular places, social situations, etc. 
Thus, dark alleys, basements and elevators in public housing develop
ments and late-night subway trains may make persons vulnerable.; 
schoolyards, bars and sports arenas may lead to precipitation; 
prisons, railway stations and crowded department stores may facili
tate crime to the extent that they make it difficult or impossible 
for people to take reasonable precautions against it; brothels, 
illegal gambling dens and narcotics transactions may offer high 
impunity to would-be offenders. 

We may say, then, that proneness is a function of the six 
concepts just listed; those concepts in turn depend on the social 
and personal characteristics of different groups in the population 
e.g., their "lifestyles". A change in a person's attributes or 
usual behavior would thus alter the extent to which he facilitated, 
attracted, was vulnerable, etc., to crime, and would thus alter his 
proneness to that type of crime. Following the argument in the 
preceding section of this paper, the probability that that person 
would actually be victimized would be a function of his proneness, 
but also of a "random" element that did not depend at all on the 
attributes or social situation of the victim. Given sufficient 
information about the attributes and behavior of a population, it 
would in principle be possible to calculate their "net proneness" to 
criminal victimization, i.e., the probability of victimization in a 
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interviewing techniques appropriate to general-population surveys 
like the NCS. I say "at present", because it may be that in time 
sufficient indicators of the determinants of proneness can economi
cally be obtained in relatively short -- say, half-hour -- structured 
interviews. What seems needed at the moment, however, is less formal, 
more detailed interviewing -- of the kind used (in a very different 
context) by Toch (1969, 1975), for example. Such interviews would 
seek to embed victimizations in the life-situations of the victims, 
so as to try to answer questions like the following. Did the 
victimizations occur because the victim in some way facilitated 
them? Were they related to a vulnerability arising in turn out of 
a role-relationship (e.g., marriage or a drunken spouse) that 
persisted over time? Did victimizations cease after the victim took 
steps to reduce the opportunity for victimization (and if so, what 
were those steps)? Was there an element of precipitation -- at 
least so far as can be judged by accounts given by "victims" --
in respect of personal crimes? Was the victim limited in his or 
her access to law enforcement or social control -- or at least 
was it probably believed that this was so? Did the victim's 
behavior -- e.g., carrying large sums of cash to the bank -- make 
him an especially attractive target? To what extent were those 
persons who might attract crime also able to take steps to limit 
the opportunity for it -- or, conversely, to what extent did they 
facilitate it by failing to take precautions? If so, what was the 
result? 

The outcome variable -- crimiual victimization -- may take 
various forms; this itself is a matter in need of much further 
detailed investigation. How many of those whom we call "multiple 
victims" are victims of different types of crime (so that pronenesses 
are correlated)? What are the typical time intervals between 
victimizations, for high-proneness groups. To what extent are the 
incidents now called "series" victimizations (in the NCS and other 
victimization surveys) incidents involving the same offender or 
group of offenders (e.g., a landlord, or a particular group of 
vandalizing neighborhood children)? To what extent are some cases 
of multiple victimization best understood, not as discrete incidents, 
but as conintuing states or conditions (cf. the boils of Job). It 
may be, for instance, that a housewife reports frequent beatings 
by her spouse, but that the more important element is not this or 
that blow on the head, but the continuing state of terror, shame, 
etc., which she must endure. To what extent, after one or more 
incidents of victimization, do people take steps which would reduce 
their proneness to that type of crime? To what extent can they do 
so? Why are some people living in high-crime areas not victims --
if indeed this is the case? Do victims who have been dissatisfied 
with the police response fail to call the police in future -- thus 
increasing the impunity with which offenders can victimize them again? 
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NOTES 

lIt is misleading since the expression "multiple victimization" is 
also used sometimes to refer to (a) cases in which there is more 
than one victim in a single incident, and (b) cases in which a single 
victim suffers more than one crime (e.g., is raped, robbed, and has 
her car stolen). I neglect both of these complications in this 
paper. 

2In the NCS, series victimizations are defined as three or more 
similar incidents that occur to the respondent during the reference 
period, for which the respondent cannot recall details of the 
individual events. The season of occurrence is asked; an estimate 
of the total number of incidents in the series is made; and details 
are obtained (where possible) on the last of the incidents. The 
"similarity" of the incidents is establiShed because they are 
mentioned in response to a particular screen question. 

3In particular: though multiple victims are a minority of all 
victims, they account for a disproportionate amount of all incidents 
captured by most surveys, and thus provide a disporportionate amount 
of information about incidents in general. See Sparks (1980b) for 
a further discussion. 

4Portions of this section and the following one are adapted from 
my forthcoming NIMH monograph on Studying the Victims of Crime 
(Sparks, 1980b). 

SIn most applications of such models, it is assumed that the occurrence 
of one event increases the rate parameter for the entire group; in 
the case of victimization, this assumes that the rate parameter for 
each individual in the group increases, regardless of his pervious 
experience. This assumption can be avoided in more complex models, 
however. For some discussion see Fienberg (1977); Singer and 
Spi1erman (1974). 

6Though as they remarked, "The choice of skew curves is arbitrary". 
Greenwood and Yule also derive expected values on the assumption 
that the underlying proneness is normally distributed; this seems 
seldom likely to be the case where phenomena like crime are concerned, 
however. 

7For an earlier and even more oversimplified account, see Sparks, 
Genn and Dodd, 1977:97-106. 
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8 Of course the victim or potential victim may have do~e something 
at some earlier time, which leads to their subsequent vulnerability. 
For example, they may have married an alcoholic with a history of 
violence when drunk. But this would scarcely be regarded as 
facilitation in my sense of that term, unless the person knew of 
their spouse's violent propensities, or -- perhaps ,,- voluntarily stayed 
within the marital home after the violence became manifest. 
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METHODOLOGICAL PROBLEMS IN VICTIM SURVEYS 
AND THEIR IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH IN VICTIMOLOGY 

Introduction 

Anne L. Schneider 
Institute of Policy Analysis 

Eugene, OI.'legon 

The purpose of this paper is to examine several of the more 
serious methodological problems in victimization surveying with 
particular attention to the implications of certain measurement 
problems for basic research in victimo1ogy. A considerable portion 
of the paper deals with three aspects of measurement error: the 
amount of error contained in survey-generated estimates of victimi
zation, the net direction of that error, and the correlates of error. 
Errors in survey data concerning the identification of persons as 
victims, rather than non-victims, will be examined as will errors in 
victim recollection of the details of the crime event. 

Overview of the Major Methodological Pro~lems 

Most of the methodological problems in victimization surveying-
as in any kind of survey approach regardless of the specific topic 
under consideration--fa11 into one of three categories: problems of 
sampling, problems in measurement, and problems of inference (e.g., 
research design). 

A fundamental methodological problem in victimization research 
is that surveys of the general population are not very "productive": 
crime is a relatively rare event--especia11y serious personal crime-
and it requires samples of considerable size to yield enough victimi
zation incidents of any particular type to permit detailed and 
meaningful study. Alternative methods of sampling (such as beginning 
with known victims from police files or from victim "programs" of 
some type) are more efficient in generating victims, but suffer from 
other kinds of problems. In particular, these samples contain only 
known victims--those who reported their victimization to the authoriites 
or the "program." The lack of representativeness of such victims--
vis a vis the general population of victims--is further increased by 
difficulties in locating these victims for the purpose of conducting 
the survey interview. 1 Research results based on these samples may 
not be generalizable to the full population of victims. 

Another fundamental methodological problem with surveys of 
victims is that researchers often attempt to develop explanatory or 
predictive models (or they seek to test propositions derived from 
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causal theories) utilizing data from a single-time-point survey 
rat~er than a panel design. The designation of certain variables 
as ~ndependent or as dependent may be quite arbitrary and the true 
direction of causality impossible to ascertain. This is a 
particularly acute problem for studies in which victimization is 
the dependent variable and the respondent's attitudes or behaviors 
are used as explanatory variables. The behaviors and attitudes 
are measured at the current point in time, whereas the victimiza
tion--if there was one--occurred prior to the interview day. 
When victimization experiences are the independent variables 
however, the problem is more tractable. ' 

The third broad area of methodological problems--and one which 
is the central focus of this paper--concerns the amount of variance 
in the victimization variable that is "true" variance and the amount 
th t"" " a ~s error. Whether the error is produced by a lack of 
reliability or by a lack of validity is not particularly important. 
what is important is that measurement error can influence the ' 
conclusions drawn from research studies, and unless the investigator 
is aware of the nature of the error and its implications, erroneous 
inferences can occur. 

Implications of Measurement Error 

The implication of error for the research depends on whether 
it is random or directional and whether it is correlated or 
uncorrelated with other variables of interest to the investigator. 
The primary impact of random error (that is, error which is not 
correlated with other variables of interest to the investigator 
and which has a mean or zero) is that it reduces the likelihood of 
finding significant differences between variables when, in fact, 
such differences exist. 

In a '.similar way, it reduces the strength of measures of 
association such as' the correlation coefficient, regression 
coefficient, non-parametric measures of association (such as gamma 
sommer's d, lambda, etc.), and other similar statistics. For ' 
example, the maximum correlation coefficient that can be obtained 
betyTeen two variables is estimated to be the square root of the 
produce of the no-error variance (reliability) of the variables: 2 

r = '\ J(rel
a

) (rel
b

) 
maxab V 

The principle is quite strai~hforward: measures of association 
are based on the extent to which one variable can explain the 
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variance in another. If. part of the variance is random error, 
then, by definition, this portion of the variance cannot be explained 
by any other variable. Thus, the maximum variance available to 
covary with some other variable is reduced. The practical effect 
of this is that when the amount of error is high, even though 
randomly distributed, the researcher's measures of association and 
tests of significance are overly conservative and are biased toward. 
finding no relationships even if they exist. 3 

A second type of problem pertains to error which is directional-
that is, the mean of the error is either positive or negative. If 
this error is not correlated with other variables, the major implica
tion is that the investigator's description of the concept'measured 
by the variable will be distorted. For example, there is evidence 
that the amount of loss estimated in victimization surveys may be 
exaggerated. The mean of the error, then, would be positive, and 
one of the implications of the error is an overestimate in the 
amount that victim compensation programs would cost. 

Correlated error is of 'parti.cular concern to researchers who 
are examining relationships among variables. There are two kinds 
of correlated error that should be distinguished. First, the 
absolute amount of error in a variable can be correlated with other 
variables of interest to the investigator. For example, it is 
possible that certain types of victims make more errors in the 
recall of their victimization experience than do other types of 
victims. Consequently, the amount of error differs, and the 
investigator is likely to find that relationships which hold for 
one type of victim may not hold for the other. Although this 
phenomenon could be produced by "real" differences, it is also 
produced by different validity of the data for different types of 
victims. Other practical problems are introduced when the absolute 
amount of error is correlated with other variables. For example, 
attempts to replicate results or to find consistent results in 
several different data sets may be thwarted because pf different 
amounts of error in the data being used. Attempts to demonstrate 
consistent patterns of relationships may be confounded for the same 
reason. 

A second--and perhaps even more troublesome--type of correlated 
error exists when the direction of error in one variable is related 
to another variable being used by the researcher. Suppose, for 
example, that the problem of under-reporting of victimization is 
related to another variable being used by the researcher. Suppose, 
for example, that the problem of under-reporting of victimization 
is related to age in such a way that older pers9ns tend to forget 
incidents. more than younger victims do. The result would be that 
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the true relationsh~p between age anq £requency of victimization is 
confounded with the relationship between age and memory decay. 

IDENTIFICATION OF VICTIMS IN GENERAL POPULATION SURVEYS 

Of all the methodological problems confronted by the field of 
victimology, none is more critical than a proper determination of 
who has been (and who has not been) a victim of crime. 

Even assuming that the investigator can settle such issues as 
which kinds of behaviors or events constitute "victimization," there 
still are major problems to be overcome in developing adequate 
measures. The problems of "forgetting" and "telescoping" have been 
recognized for years as major contributors to the misspecification 
of victims as nonvictims (and vice versa), but the enormous diffi
culties in studying these problems have generally thwarted efforts 
to develop estimates of validity for the categorization of persons 
as victims or nonvictims. 4 If it were possible to obtain a "true" 
measure of victimization, then the data from surveys (and from 
police records) could be compared directly to the "true" measure 
and the extent of error could be determined. Figure 1 displays 
different kinds of misspecification problems that occur in survey 
data (and, for comparison purposes, in police data). 

In the first 2x2 table, the cases falling on the main diagonal 
(cells a and c) have been correctly classified, and those on the 
off-diagonal are incorrect. The sources of error for the incorrect 
categorization are shown in Figur~ 1. In the lower part of the 
figure, the 2x2 table shows the sources or error in police estimates. 
Again, cases falling in the main diagonal are correctly categorized, 
whereas those in the off-diagonal are incorrect. 

In addition to the 
some victims who do not 
or to the interviewer. 
incorrectly in both the 

types of error shown in Figure 1, there are 
repor~ the victimization either to the police 
These individuals would be categorized 
police and survey data. 

Table 1 contains information from four reverse records checks, 
one forward records check, and other methodological studies that 
can be used to make very rough judgments about the magnitude of 
error in the victimization surveys and in the police data. It 
should be emphasized that the amount of error in survey data depends, 
in part, on the survey methodology--the quality of interviewing, 
questioning procedures, length of reference period, sampling frame, 
and so on. Thus, the four reverse records checks are not directly 
comparable to one another, and the forward records check is not 
comparable to any of the reverse records checks. 5 Nevertheless, 
the figures provide rough "ballpark" ideas of the amount of error 
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TRUE CATEGORIZATION 
. 

Victim in Not a Victim in 
Reference Period Reference Period 

Survey Estimate 
1. external forward 

victim in telescoping 
reference period (a) 

2. exaggeration 
or lying 

not a victim in 3. forgetting, lying 
reference period underestimate of 

situation 

4. external backward (c) 
telescoping 

TRUE CATEGORIZATION 

Victim in Not a Victim in 
Reference Period Reference Period· 

Police Estimate 

victim in 5. exaggeration of reference period (a) 
situation, lying 

not a victim in 6. non-reporting by 
reference period victim 

7. non-recording by (c) 
police 

FIGURE 1 

TYPES OF ERRORS IN SURVEY AND POLICE DATA 
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TABLE 1 

ESTIMATES OF THE PERCENT OF ERROR IN SURVEY AND POLICE VICTIMIZATION DATA 

Portland FRC London RRC San Jose RRC Washington RRC Baltimore 

Type of Error 6 mo. 12 mo. 6 mo. 12 mo. 6 mo. 12 mo. 6 mo. 12 mo. 6 mo. 

SurveX 

A. Non-victim identified 
as victim 

1. External forward 18% 11% (>4%) 13% - - (>4%) -
telescoping 

2. Exaggeration or (32%) 
lying (3) 

B. Victim identified 
as non-victim 

3. Forgetting. under- - - 4% 8% 32% 33% 18% 30% 33% 
statement, lying 
to interviewer 

4. External backward 6% 3% 3% 5% 
telescoping 

Police 

A. Non-victim identified 
as victim 

5. Exaggeration - -
or lying 

B. Victim identified 
as non-victim 

6. Non-reporting 51% 

6a. Victim claimed to (32%) 
have reported, ("3 ) 
but did not 

7. Non-recording (32%) 
("3 ) 

. 

, 

" 

RRC NCS Experiment 

6 mo. 

24% 

\ 

60-70% 
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we deal with in studies using victimization as an independent or 
dependent variable. 

External Forward Telescoping 

External forward telescoping occurs when respondents pull an 
event forward in time placing it in the reference period when, in 
fact, it occurred prior to the reference period. Estimates of the 
magnitude of external forward telescoping (measured as the propor
tion of persons categorized as victims who actuallly were victimized 
prior to the reference period in unbounded surveys) range upward to 
25 percent (see Table 1) for short reference periods, such as six 
months, and up to 11 percent for a l2-month reference period. 6 

Forgetting 

The reverse records checks show that the proportion who fail to 
recall a known crime incident to the interviewer has ranged from a 
low of four percent (in Sparks' London study for the six-month time 

.. period) to a high of 33 percent (in the Baltimore study), Sparks 
reports that only eight percent of his respondents failed to recall 
the incident during the l2-month reference period. This remarkably 
better recall rate--in comparison with u.s. efforts--probably is due 
to the improved questioning procedures used in the London study and 
in the extensive efforts undertaken to assist respondents in remem
bering key dates during the previous year. 

External Backward Telescoping 

A third source of error in victim survey estimates is produced 
by external backward telescoping--a situation in which the respondent 
telescopes the incident backward out of the reference period. Using 
the procedures currently followed by almost all victimization survey 
work, these incidents would not be counted and, in some surveys, 
would not even be entered with the computerized data. Although these 
persons are victims, the usual assumption is that the im7estigator 
wishes to identify the persons who have been victims withln a partic
ular time frame. 

The Portland Forward Records Check and the London Reverse 
Records Check both showed that three percent of the incidents which 
actually occurred during the l2-month reference period were tele
scoped backward out of it. The Portland estimate for external back
ward telescoping in a six-month reference period was six percent, 
and the San Jose data show a five percent external backward telescoping 
effect for a six month-recall period. 
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Non-Reporting to the Police 

Information in the lower portion of Table 1 shows that the major 
source of error -tn police data involves an undercounting of true vic
tims attributable to non-reporting of incidents by the victim. The 
extent of non-reporting is 60-70 percent--according to the National 
Crime Survey. 

The Survey--Police "Gap" 

Estimates are given in Table 1 for three other sources of error-
all of which are related to the commonly found "gap" between survey 
and police estimates of crime. 7 The major contributor to the differ
ence between survey and police estimates is non-reporting, as mentioned 
above, but even when one examines only the incidents that survey res
pondents said were reported to the police, the survey data often show 
a higher'victimization rate than police records. 

In the Portland Fonvard Records Check, 212 out of the original 
972 incidents (22 percent) were found in the police records. Of the 
760 which could not be found, 65 percent were not found due to non
reporting of the incident by the respondent. Of those which the 
respondent said were reported to the police, and for which a search 
was undertaken, 53 percent were located. And, it was estimated,that 
an additional 15 percent had not been located due to methodolog~cal 
prob,lems or due to the importance of protecting victim name 
confidentiality. 

Thus approximately 68 percent of the victims identified in the 
survey were accounted for, leaving 32 percent who apparently were 
miscategorized either by the survey (which said they were victims) or 
by the police data (which said they were not). There are three 
sources or error that could account for the estimated 32 percent 
that are missing: (1) respondent exaggeration of a si~uation--or 
definition of it--so that it qualifies as a "crime" when legally it 
would not qualify; or outright fabrication of incidents; (2) respon
dent error in telling the interviewer that the incident was reported 
when, in fact, it was not; (3) non-recording of the incident by the 
police because it did not meet qualifications of an offense or for 
other reasons. There is no way to blOW how much of the roughly esti
matedl .error ('32 percent} d:s attl:',ibutable to. each lof tnese :so.urces. 

Estimating the Error 

Unfortunately, there is no straightforward way to proceed from 
the data shown in Table 1 to develop estimates of the amount of error 
one should expect to be contained in survey-generated identification 
of victims and non-victims. One can, however, construct hypothetical 
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populations with known distribution of victims and non-victims. By 
applying various combinations of the error estimates to this distri
bution, and by choosing among the various assumptions, one can 
generate estimates of the validity of the data. Corresponding 
estimates of the maximum strength of association one would expect 
when using the victimization variable can be generated. 

For example, consider a survey (unbounded, l2-month recall 
period, utilizing questioning procedures similar to San Jose and 
NCS) which identifies 30 percent of the sample as victims and 70 
percent as non-victims. 8 Disregarding all other sources of error for 
now, what proportion in each category have been misspecified due to 
the problems shown in Table I? Of the 30 percent identified as 
victims, one might presume that 11 percent of the v.ictims forward 
telescoped the incident into the recall period, and a similar propor
tion exaggerated or lied to the interviewer (see Table 2). Thus, 
22 percent of the 30 percent (7 percent) are incorrectly identified 
as victims and should be shifted to the non-victim category. The 
estimate of "true victims" could be obtained by assuming a 33 percent 
forgetting rate (as shown in the San Jose study), and by assuming 
external backward telescoping for three percent of the "true" victims 
(as estimated in the Portland and London studies). The survey 
estimate of victims (minus those mis-identified and shifted to the 
non-victim category) should be increased to account for these that 
were "missed." The results of these calculations--shown in Tabel 2-
indicate that the survey underestimated victimization (30 percent 
versus 36 percent) but, overall, 80 percent of the respondents were 
placed ia the correct categories (the main diagonal), and only 20 
percent are in the incorrect categories (the off-diagonal). The 
Index of Inconsistency is .34, the correlation coefficient (which 
also is phi) is .55, and the maximim correlation coefficient that 
one could expect to obtain when using this hy..pothetical variable 
would be .74 (assuming that the variable contains no other error and 
that the variables with which it is correlated contain all "true" 
variance and no "error" variance).9 

Table 3 contains similar types of estimates for a variety of 
other conditions and assumptions. It should be emphasized that the 
calculations in Table 3 are based on estimates of the major types 
of known measurement error in victimization surveys, but the accuracy 
of the estimates used to generate the figures in Table 3 are not 
known. Furthermore, one could choose to make other assumptions, 
thereby changing the estimates. Thus, the coeffiCients in the 
table should be used as very rough indications of the amount of 
error variance in the data. Before summarizing the implications 
of these figures, the critical assumptions underlying the particular 
calculations in Table 3 should ~e reviewed: 
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TABLE 2 

VALIDITY ESTIMATES FOR HYPOTHETICAL SURVEY DATA 

I TRUE CATEGORIZATION 

Victim Non-Victim TOTALS 

Surve:l Results 

Victim (a) 23 (b) 07 (a+b) 30 

-
Non-Victim (d) 13 (c) 57 (d+c) 70 

, 

TotalS (a+d) 36 (b+c) 64 100 

Error Estimates: 

Cell b--Externa1 forward telescoping = 11% of a+b} = 
--Exaggeration or lying = 11% of a+b eb 

Cell d--Forgetting = 33% of a+d } _ 
--External backward telescoping' = 3% of a+d - ed 

True Score Estimates: 

Cell b = (a+b) (~) = 30 *.22 = .07 

Cell a = (a+b) - [(a+b) (~)] = .30 - [(.30) (.22)] = .23 

Cell a+d = al (1. O-ed) = 23/64 = .36 

Degree of Fit: 

Percentage Agreement = a+c = 80% 

Correlation (r) (and phi) ... ac-bdl j (a+b) (a+d) (d+c) (b+c) = .55 

(N-(a+c» 
Index of Inconsistency = N 2 2 2 34 

N - [(a~) = (b+c) ]) = • 

r Max = .74 
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TABLE 3 

COMPARISON OF VALIDITY ESTIMATES UNDER DIFFERENT ASSUMPTIONS AND CONDITIONS 1 

Relationship to "True" Data 
I 

I -
I 

I 
Maximum V 

Percent Index of Obtainable 
Condition Agreement Inconsistency phi(4) I 

I 
in Analysis 

Survey Data (12-month) 
I 

I 

A. EFT = 11% I 

Exaggeration = 11% 80% .34 .55 I 
.74 -Forgetting = 33% I 

EBT = 3% I 

B. Same, e}.t:cept I 

ForgetUng = 8% 90% .26 .76 I .87 
.' 

I 

Survey Data (6-month) I 

C. EFT = 24% I 

Exaggeration = 11% I 

Forgetting = 33% 59% .82 .20 I .44 

EBT = 6% I 

I 

D. Same, except 88% .38 
I 

Forgetting = 4% .71 
I 

.84 

Bounded Survey (6-month) 
I 

I 

E. Exaggeration = 11% 84% .33 
I 

Forgetting = 33% .67 
I 

.82 

F. Exaggeration = 11% 
I 

Forgetting = 4% 96% .10 .90 I .95 
I 

Police Data I 

A. Non-reporting 70% 
I 

= 
Non-recording 10% 60% .80 ,31 I .55 = 

I 

B. Non-reporting = 60% I 
77% .52 .47 .69 Non-recording = 10% I 

C. Non-reporting = 50% 
I 

Non-recording = 10% 85% .40 .57 I .76 
I 

1 The coefficients shown in the table are very rough indications of the estimated 
error in categorization of respondents as victims or non-victims. EFT refers 
to external forward telescoping; EBT refers to external backward telescoping. 
For each situation described in the rows of the table, the initial set of esti
mates uses the highest error figures from Table 1 and the last situation uses 
the lowest set of error figures from Table 1. The estimates for surveys are 
based on a 30-70 distribution of victims and non-victims. Police estimates are 
based on the assumption that 10 percent of the population has reported an 
offense. 
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1. It is assumed that the amount of "forgetting" in a l2-month 
time period is the same as that in a six-month time period for sur
vey procedures such as those used in the U.S. pre-tests and the NeS. 
(See Table 2, Baltimore and San Jose studies.) 

2. It is assumed that the amount of forgetting could be reduced 
substantially if questioning procedures were improved (the factor 
which probably accounts for Sparks' much-improved recall rate), but 
it is assumed that telescoping will not be altered by improved 
questioning. 

3. It is assumed that bounding of interviews with a prior 
interview completely eliminates external telescoping (forward and 
backward). 

4. It is assumed that the forgetting and telescoping error for 
reported and unreported offenses are the same. (There are studies, 
reviewed below, which show that memory bias is more accentuated for 
incidents that were not reported to the police but the differences 
are not particularly great and no adjustment has been made in 
Table 3.) 

5. For comparison purposes, it has been asslooed that the survey 
data showed a 30-70 split of victims and non-victims and that the 
police d.ata showed a 10-90 split. 

Readers, of course, are free to make other assumptions, and by 
utilizing the data in Table 1 would be able to generate other esti
mates of error in the surveyor police data. With these caveats, 
the implications of the calculations shown in Table 3 include: 

1. For unbounded surveys, a l2-month recall period is superior 
to a six-month recall period in terms of the validity of the data. 
This is due to the apparent fact that telescoping is more strongly 
relat~~ to the length of the recall period than is forgetting. lO 

2. Surveys using six-month recall periods that are not bounded 
by a prior interview contain substantially more error than any Df 
the other options, and the maximum correlation coefficient obtainable 
for these surveys might be as low as .44. 

3. Police data in a community that only reports 30 percent of 
its crimes (and in which there is a 10 percent non-recording rate) 
is less valid than most of the survey data, but probably is more 
Valid than the s'ix-month unbounded interview which utilizes no . 11 
special recall devices to minimize forgetting. 
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4. With the possible exception of surveys using short recall 
periods and no special memory-recall aides, data produced by surveys 
using sj~ or l2-month recall periods appear to be within the range 
of acceptable validity: the correlation coefficients tend to be 
at .70 or higher, the index of inconsistency is' in the • 30s, and 
the maximum obtainable correlation coefficient is .75 or better. 

5. Surveys using the procedures adopted by the Nes (bounded, 
six-month reference period) can be expected to have a high degree 
of validity. 

Amount of Error by Offense 

If the error in victimization data were random and uncorrelated 
with all other variables of interest to the researcher, then its 
prj.mary impact is an attenuation in the estimates of the strength 
of association between variables and in the tests of significance. 
In other words, conclusions are biased toward non-findings. 

The errors discussed thus far in the paper, however, are 
correlated with the type(~>"~ offense under consideration and, for 
that T.eason~ introduce several additional problems. In particular, 
offenses that contain substantial amounts of error (such as assaults) 
will be more susceptible to unnecessarily conservative conclusions 
than will offenses which contain less error (such as burglary). 
Theories of victimization that seem to work for one type of crime 
may not work for another simply because of differences in the error 
between the types of offenses. 

Table 4 contains estimates of the amount of external forward 
telescop:iJng, forgetting, and external backward telescoping for 
burglary, larceny, robbery, assault, and rape. These errors all 
influence the accuracy of a survey's categorization of persons as 
victims for these kinds of offenses. In addition, the proportion 
of these offenses not reported to the police (based on NeS data) 
is shown in Table 4. 

The data show that survey identification of persons whose homes 
have been burglarized probably is more accurate than identification 
of any other kinds of offenses. The forgetting rate for burglaries 
appears to be less than 15 percent; the amount of external forward 
telescoping is estimated at less than 10 percent (except for the 
NeS est:l'.mate), and the amount of external backward telescoping is 
five percent or less. Assaults appear to suffer from the greatest 
amount of error.: the forgetting rate is exceptionally high, and the 
rate of external forward and back~1al'd telescoping both are substantial. 
Data are far less complete on incidences of rape, but it appears that 
the recall rate for rape is as poor as for assaults, although the 
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TABLE 4 

OFFENSE-SPECIFIC ERROR IN VICTIM IDENTIFICATION 

External Forward 
Telescoping 

NCS (6 months) 

San Jose (6-months) 

Portland (6-months) 

Portland (12-months) 

Forgetting 

Washington (12-months) 

Baltimore (6-months) 

San Jose (6 months) 

San Jose (12-months) 

London (12-months) 

External Backward 
Telescoping 

San Jose (6-months) 

Portland (6-months) 

Portland (12-months) 

Non-reporting by 
victim to police (NCS) 

Larceny/ 
Burglary Theft Robbery 

17% 

6% 

9% 

6% 

12% 

14% 

5% 

10% 

28% 

17% 

17% 

21% 

23% 

25% 

22% 

9% 

47% 

22% 

9% 

24% 

24% 

24% 

Assault 

30% 

16% 

35% 

64% 

49% 

52% 

Rape 

o 

53% 

33% 

4% 11% ---------11%-------

5% 4% 10% 6% o 

4% 7% 

3% 6% 

52% 73% 47% 53% 47% 
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telescoping may not be as severe. This could indicate that 
"forgetting" for the rape incidents is not actual lack of recall 
but unwillin~Aess to report the incident to the interviewer. 
Larcenies and theft seem to have about the same amount of error 
as robberies, and both of these have more error than burglaries 
but le$s than assault and rape. 

The proportion of incidents reported to the police (according 
to survey respondents) varies substantially among the different 
kinds of offenses, with larcenies/thefts being especially under
reported. As indicated by the last row of Table 4, police data 
should be expected to omit about half the incidents of burglary 
(52 percent), robbery and rape (47 percent), and assault (53 per
cent), but to omit 73 percent of the larcenies/thefts. Because 
larcenies are particularly subject to external forward telescoping 
combined with relatively good recall in the surveys, and because 
they are not likely to be reported to the police, one can expect 
survey data to suggest that a much greater proportion of all 
incidents are larcenies than would be shown in the police data. 

The major implications of the information in Table 4 can be 
summarized as follows: 

1. Because of different kinds of errors in the data, sU1:'vey 
information will not show the same patterns of offenses as police 
data. In particular, police data will indicate that a smaller 
proportion of all incidents are larcenies, whereas survey data 
will show that a large~: proportion are larcenies. 

2. The strength of relationships between burglary and other 
vari.ables should be closer to the true magnitude of the relation
ship, although still underestimated. The strength of relationships 
between the other types of crime and other variables of interest 
would be more seriously underestimated than for burglary. 

Other Correlates of Memory Recall Biases 

If certain types of victims tend to forward telescope more so 
than others, then survey data will overestimate the victimization 
rates of these persons. LikeWise, if certain types of victims tele
scope incidents backward, out of the reference period, to a greater 
extent than others, then these persons would be underrepresented 
in the survey data. 

In the Portland Forward Records Check, several characteristics 
of victims were examined in order to determine whether some are more 
inclined to telescope than others. As shown in Table 5, the age, 
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TABLE 5 

CORRELATES OF FORWARD TELESCOPING 
BY CRIME TYPE FOR MATCHED CASESI 

Characteristic 

Time between incident 
and interview 

Positive attitude 
toward police 

Age 

Race (O=black; 

Sex (O=female; 

Education 

Seriousness 

*p <.05 
**p <.001 

l=white) 

l=male) 

(Pearson Correlations) 

All Crimes Property Crimes 
(N=203) (N=181) 

.68** .70** 

.00 • 02 

-.06 -.06 

-.08 .11 

-.10 -.13* 

-.01 .04 

-.11 -.08 

ff On.ly one black respondent 

Personal Crimes 
(N=16) 

.03 

-.31 

.33 

ff 
-.21 

-.08 

.03 

1 
Positive correlations mean that higher scores on the character

istic are related to forward telescoping; negative correlations 
mean that lower scores on the characteristic are related to forward 
telescoping. For example, for all crimes longer time between the 
incident and the interview is strongly related to forward tele
scoping. 
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race, sex, and educational level of the victims were not correlated 
significantly with the extent of forward telescoping. There were 
some general tendencies, however, that did not reach statistical 
significance: more serious crimes tended to be telescoped forward 
less than trivial incidents, and there is a slight indication that 
men telescope forward less than women. 

The abosolute amount of telescoping (either forward or back
ward) appears to have weak, but statistically significant, relation
ships with some characteristics of victims and offenses (see Table 6). 
More errors (either forward or backward) appear to be made by younger 
respondents than by older ones, and by women rather than men. And, 
the information suggests that errors are more likely to be made in 
reference to trivial incidents than to serious ones • 

It should be noted that even though these relationships reach 
statistical significance, they are not very substantial (e.g., 
correlations of less than .15 which explain less than three percent 
of the variance in telescoping). The time lag between the true data 
of the incident and the interview correlate at .64 with the absolute 
amount of error. Of considerable interest is the fact that Sparks 
found only a .14 correlation between the interview/incident time 
lag and the absolute amount of error in placement of the data. The 
additional emphasis on accuracy of recall used in his questioning 
procedures might account for this suhstantial difference in results 
of the two studies. (It also is of interest that Sparks did not 
find correlations between the absolute amount of error in recall of 
the data and age, race, sex, or other similar variables. This, too, 
could be produced by differences in questioning procedures if such 
procedures are most effective on persons who, otherwise, would be 
most likely to make errors. Thus, the improved surveying technique 
could not only reduce err~r, but might result in the error being more 
evenly distributed across different kinds of respondents.) 

Perhaps the most widely-known type of error in the victimization 
surveys is the relationship between failure to recall incidents of 
assaultive violence and the relationship of the victim to the offender. 
The San Jose study showed that incidents in which the victim knew 
the offender were far less likely to be reported during the interview. 
It is interesting that the Portland Forward Records Check showed the 
same pattern of bias for official data: Interview victimizations 
which involved family members, persons who knew each other, or 
juveniles were not as likely to be found in the records or, if 
found, were more likely to have been classified into a reduced crime 
type (e.g., malicious mischief rather than assault). 

Sparks' study is the only one of the reverse records checks 
that reports whether the tendency not to recall the incident to the 
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TABLE 6 

CORRELATES OF ERROR IN RECALL OF INCIDENT DATE (TELESCOPING) 
FOR MATCHED CASES1 

Characteristic 

Time between incident 
and interview 

Positive attitude 
toward police 

Age 

Race (0=b1ack; 

Sex (0=fema1e; 

Education 

Seriousness 

*p <.05 
**p <.001 

l=white) 

1=ma1e) 

(Pearson Correlations) 

All Crimes Property Crimes 
(N=203) (N=181) 

.64** .65** 

.07 .08 

-.12* -.11 

-.04 -.03 

-.14* -.16* 

-.04 -.04 

-.12* -.08 

f.f. Only one black respondent 

Personal Crimes 
(N=16) 

-.02 

.10 

.22 

f.f. 

-.30 

-.03 

-.02 

~ositive correlations mean that higher scores on the characteristic 
are related to greater error in recalling the incident date; nega
tive correlations mean that lower' scores on the characteristic are 
related to greater error. For example, for all crimes lower serious
ness is related to greater error in recalling the incident date. 
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interviewer (forgetting) was related to characteristics of the victim. 
His conclusion was that forgetting was not related to sex, age, race, 
migration patterns, employment, attitudes', perceptions about crime 
seriousness, or social class of the victim. 

Another technique that has been used to seek out· correlates of 
memory decay (either telescoping or forgetting) is to examine the 
pattern of recall during the months covered in the reference period. 
The ususa1 procedure is to assume that if there were no memory decay, 
each month in the recall period would contain an equal share of the 
total incidents recalled in the stuc~T In some studies, the official 
data have. been used to correct for actual trend, but in most instances 
these corrections have not been needed. 

Two studies have examined the relationship between victim 12 
characteristics (age, race, sex, and education) and memory decay. 
Both concluded that there were no significant relationships. A 
National Crime Survey methodological study found two statistically 
significant relationships: incidents with weapons were less subject 
to memory bias than incidents without weapons; and incidents in which 
the suspect was a stranger were less subject to memory biases. These 
findings indicate that less salient incidents show a sharper memory 
fall-off pattern due either to more forward telescoping and/or to 
more "forgetting" in the distant months. 

Several investigations have been undertaken to determine whether 
incidents that respondents said were not reported to the police are 
more likely to be forward telescoped and/or forgotten than are 
incidents which were reported. 13 Although the evidence is not sub
stantial at this time, it appears as if the nonreported incide-llts are 
subject to a more extreme pattern of memory bias than are the reported 
incidents. This means that the unreported incidents either are forward 
telescoped more than the reported ones, or that they are forgotten 
easier, or both. If forward telescoping is the primary problem, then 
(in unbounded surveys) estimates of the proportion of incidents not 
reponted will be inflated. If forgetting is the primary problem, then 
survey estimates of incidents not reported will be too low. A further 
implication of different error patterns for reported and nonreported 
incidents is that error estimates which rely on police data as the 
"standard" cannot be used without adjustments to estimate the err:o'r 
in sur.vey data. 
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VICTIM RECOLLECTIONS OF THE VICTIMIZATION EXPERIENCE 
", 

The purpose of the previous section was to describe the absolute 
amount of error, direction of error, ,and correlates of error in 
survey~generated data with particular emphasis on the accuracy of 
determining whether the respondent had been a victim or not. Although 
correct categorization of persons as victims or non-victims is funda
mental to the study of victimology, it also is important to have 
adequate measures of the details of the victimization. 

Thus, the purpose of this section is to present information 
about the accuracy of victim recall concerning the details of the 
crime. The amount of error, direction of error, and correlates of 
error will be examined. 

Methodology 

A substantial portion of the information in this section was 
produced by the Portland forward records check of crime victims. A 
victimization survey of 3,912 respondents in the Portland, Oregon, 
metropolitan area had been undertaken in the summer of 1974 as part 
of t.he evaluation of the LEAA Impact program. In a subsequent LEAA
funded grant, each victimization that had occurred within the juris
diction of the Portland police department and which the respondent 
said had been reported to the police was selected from the original 
survey data and 212 of these 399 victimization incidents were matched 
with the police record of the same victimization. When a survey and 
police information differ, it is not possible to know which is 
"correct" but when police and survey information about a crime are 
the same, a high degree of convergent validity is indicated for both 
sets of information. 

It should be emphasized that the forward records check was a 
highly exploratory study and was designed to provide preliminary 
information about some of the methodological problems in victim 
surveying. The study is based on a small samp,le, :iJs ,confined to a 
single city, and utilizes information from only one victimization 
surveying effort. Despite these limitations, it is the only study 
that has been conducted--at this time--in which intensive and detailed 
comparisons were made between police and survey reports of the same 
crime incidents. 

Characteristics of the Events 

Table 7 contains a breakdown IDf police and survey information on 
. several details of the events commonly used in classifying crimes or 
in calculating crime seriousness. Data in the first two columns show 
the number and proportion of the 212 incidents which, according to 
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TABLE 7 

INFORMATION DIFFERENCES ON DETAILS OF EVENT
1 

Offender hit or 
attacked victim 

Victim was threat
ened with harm 

Offender had a 
a weapon 

Physical injury 

Medical attention 
negded 

Property taken 
or damaged 

Offender had right 
to be there 

Offender actually 
got in 

Evidence of 
forcible entry 

Survey 
N % 

(10) 

(12) 

(18) 

(10) 

(4) 

(183) 

(10) 

(99) 

(82) 

5 

6 

8 

5 

2 

86 

5 

47 

39 

Police 
N % 

(11) 

(15) 

(9) 

(12) 

(2) 

(187) 

(13) 

(108) 

(69) 

5 

7 

4 

6 

1 

88 

6 

51 

33 

Number 
Different 

1 

7 

11 

8 

2 

8 

11 

27 

25 

Percentage 
Agreement 

99.5% 

96.7% 

94.8% 

96.2% 

99.0% 

96.2% 

94.8% 

87.3% 

88.2% 

Index of 
Inconsis
tency 

.05 

.25 

.64 

.35 

.34 

.18 

.45 

.25 

.27 

Phi 
(r) 

.95 

.73 

.61 

.62 

.70 

.83 

.50 

.75 

.75 

Maximum 
Correlation 

.97 

.85 

.78 

.79 

.84 

.91 

.71 

.87 

.87 

1Data in the first four columns show the frequency (and percent) of events characterized by the informational 
d'f':tai1 on the left. The percent agreement represents the proportion of all 212 cases which both the survey and 
,.h~ police agreed on whether the characteristic was present or absent (Le., the proportion in the main diagonal.) 
rjL~', index of inconsistency is a one-way measure of association: I = N (N - (a+c)) 

(N2 _ [(a+d)2 + (b+c)2] 

where a and c are the main diagonal and b d are the off-diagonal. 
(correlation coefficient). 

" 

Phi,(for 2x2 tables, is the same as r 

, 

" 
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the survey, were characterized by the attribute listed on the left. 
Similar data for the police report of the incidents is shown in the 
next two columns. Even if 'the police and survey data appear to be 
quite similar in the aggregate, they may not be in ag~,e'emen:t :as, to. 
which specific incidents were or were not characterized by the attri
bute. Thus, the data in the fifth column ("number different") shows 
the number of incidents on which the survey and police data differed. 
(This is the number of cases off the main diagonal in a 221:2 table in 
which the main diagonal contains the frequency of cases for which the 
survey and police reports were in perfect agreement.) 

The summary statistics are those used previously in Table 3. 
Percent agreement refers to the proportion of cases which the police 
and survey information were in agreement concerning the attribute 
listed on the left. The Index of Inconsistency is an asymmetrical 
measure of association (calculated here as if the police data are 
the standard). Phi, which is the same as the correlation coefficient 
~ in 2x2 tables, is shown along with the square root of ~ which 
represents the maximum correlation one would expect to obtain with 
the variable, given the amount of error in it. Technically, phi 
(and probably the index of inconsistency) are not good estimators 
when anyone of the cells contains less than five cases--which happens 
frequently in these data. 

On the whole, the police and survey are in marked agreement con
cerning these characteristics except for whether the offender had a 
weapon and whether the offender "had a right to be there." The 
survey overestimated weapons and underestimated the number of times 
the offender had a right to be at the location of the incident. 

Crime Seriousness 

Two different types of seriousness measures are used to determine 
whether there is any systematic over or underestimation of seriousness 
in the survey data, compared with police records of the same events. 

The first seriousness scale uses the weighting factors developed 
by Sellin and WQlfgang (see Appendix A). The second is simply the 
amount of monetary loss from the cr:lme. As shown in Table 8 the sur
vey data produced slightly higher estimates of crime seriousness than 
did the police information. The pr:oduct-momemt correlation between 
the survey and police seriousness scores is .63 indicating moderately 
good validity although there are considerable case-by-case differences 
in the seriousness estimates. 

Comparisons of survey and police information on amount of loss 
are shown in' Table 9. In every type of comparison, the survey esti
mates are higher than those provided by the police even though the 
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TABLE 8 

SERIOUSNESS OF OFFENSES1 

FREQUENCY IN CATEGORY 

Seriousness Survey Police 
Score N % N 

0 7 3 7 
1 18 8 33 
2 79 37 95 
3 51 24 39 
4 35 17 26 
5 4 2 3 
6 10 5 4 
7 5 2 2 
8 or above 3 1 3 
x 2.9 2.5 
s.e .13 .10 

r = .63 

Index of Inconsistency = .37 

Number of cases with same seriousneas score 119 
Percentage of cases scored the same 56 

1 
An explanation of scoring for the seriousness scale is in 
Appendix A. 
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Type of 
Offense 

Burglary 

Larceny 

Auto Theft 

All Incidents 

TABLE 9 

SURVEY AND POLICE ESTIMATES OF LOSS FROM CRIME 

% of Cases Average Loss 
with No Average Excluding "No 

Loss Indicated Dollar Loss Loss" Category Median Loss 

Survey Police Survey Police Survey Police Survey Police 

19 

12 

10 

16 

21 $548 $412 

14 $126 $96 

56 $622 $186 

21 $412 $319 

1 Burglary: r = 
1 Larceny: r = 

Auto Theft: l r = 
All Cases: l r = 

$680 

$143 

$736 

$488 

.81 

.77 

.60 

.82 

$;>22 

$112 

$419 

$357 

$300 

$100 

$500 

$120 

$155 

$75 

$260 

$75 

lCorrelation coefficients derived from dollar values after the natural log of 
each value was taken. 
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correlation coefficients between estimates of loss are quit,e high. * 
The implication is that either the survey respondents systematically 
overestimated the amount of loss or the police underestimated it. 
In the auto theft category, there were many police reports which 
contained no value at all for the stolen car, and this greatly 
inflated the difference between survey and police estimates of loss. 

Characteristics of Suspects 

Respondents to the survey were asked whether they knew how many 
persons were involved in the crime, age of the suspects, race, sex, 
and whether the person(s) was a stranger or was known to the victim. 
Similar information was obtained from the original police reports 
for each of the matched incidents. The extent of agreement between 
the two sources is shown in Tables 10 through 12. 

The police and survey data were in agreement on the race of 28 
suspects and in agreement on 129 cases in which the race of the sus
pect was unknown. Although the two sources agreed on 74 percent of 
the inCidents, this figure is inflated by the fact that much of the 
apparent agreement is in the "unknown" category. If the police 
information is used as the standard, then the survey is accurate in 
50 percent of the cases. And, the p~oportion agreement is even 
lower (34 percent) if one calculates the amount of agreement on 
incidents in which one or the other source claimed to know the race 
of the victim (that is, the 129 agreed-upon "unknowns" are eliminated). 

Additional analysis of the data shown that both black and white 
victims identify suspects as black when police data contain no infor
mation on racial characteristics of the suspects. For white victims, 
there were twenty cases in which the police did not record any infor
mation on race of the suspect. The white victims told the interviewer 
that twelve of these (60 percent) were white and eight (40 percent) 
were black. Black and other nonwhite victims provided information 
on seven cases that the police said involved an unknown suspect and 
the victims indicated that five of the seven were black rather than white. 

Substantial differences between police and survey data also 
exist for the information on whether the suspected offender is known 
to the victim or is a stranger (see Table 11). The proportion of 
cases attributed the same way is 74%. And, if only the cases are 

*Because of several very large losses, the data were badly skewed. 
To correct this problem, the natural log of each value was taken 
and the transformed values were used in the correlation analysis. 
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TABLE 10 

RACE OF SUSPECT 

POLICE 

White Black Other Unknown 

SURVEY 

White 15 3 2 8 
Black 1 13 0 17 
Other 1 1 0 2 
Unknown 11 8 1 129 

TOTALS 28 25 3 156 

Percent Agreement: 157/212 - 74% 
Index of Inconsistency = .64 

TABLE 11 

OFFENDER KNOWN OR STRANGER 

POLICE 

Stranger Known No Data 

SURVEY 

Stranger 25 6 16 
Known 2 13 9 
No Data 16 6 119 

TOTAL 43 25 144 

Percent Agreement: 157/212 = 74% 
Agreement Excluding No Data Category: 38/93 = 41% 
Index of Inconsistency = .54 

TABLE 12 

OTHER CHARACTERISTICS OF SUSPECTS 

1 -Age of Suspect (x)_ 
Number of Suspects (x) 
Percent of all incidents wi.th male 

identified as suspect 

Survey 

18.2 
1.8 
30% 

Totals 

28 
31 

4 
149 

212 

Total 

47 
24 

141 

212 

Police 

18.7 
1.6 
30% 

lThis includes estimated age of youngest and oldest suspects. 
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used in which one or the other source claimed to know whether the 
offender was a stranger or not, the agreement drops to 41 percent. 

It is widely known that victimization surveys underestimate the 
propOrtIon of incidents committed by persons known to the victim. 14 
This phenomenon could be produced by the greater saliency of stranger
perpetrated incidents and a corresponding inability by victims to 
remember offenses committed by persons they know. It could be due 
to victims being reluctant to tell the interviewer about incidents 
committed by friends, acquaintances, or household members. Another 
possibility, and the only one which can be examined with the matched 
incident set, is that victims report the crime to the interviewer but 
do not provide accurate information concerning the fact that they 
knew who the offender was. The data in Table 11 do not support this 
possibility, however. If the police records are correct with regard 
to whether the suspect is known to the victim or not known, then the 
survey elicited the correct response in 52 percent of the cases that 
the police said involved persons known to the victim. The survey 
elicited the correct response in 58 percent of the cases that police 
data shown involved a stranger. The differences in survey inaccura
cies are not sufficiently great to conclude that victims intentionally 
fail to tell the interviewer that they were acquainted with the sus
pect. Again, it should be emphasized that the general lack of 
agreement between the two sets of data casts doubt on the validity 
of this information. 

The victimization data did not differ much from police records 
in terms of the average age of suspects, the number of offenders, or 
the sex of offenders (Table 12). The average age, from both sources 
of data, was between 18 and 19 years and both indicated that 30 per
cent of the suspects were known to be male, all but two of the 
others were unknown. Neither of the females identified in the 
survey was identified as a male by the police and none of the 
males were identified as' females. 

The major conclusion to be drawn is that the survey and police 
data generally provide very similar aggregate portrayals of the 
characteristics of offenders even though there is substantial case
by--case disagreement between the two sources, espeCially on the race 
of the suspect and the relationship between the suspect and the 
victim. 

Activities of Victims and Police 

The victimization survey included questions on whether the 
victim tried to prevent the crime, whether there were other persons 
who saw or heard what was happening, how long it took the police to 
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arrive (if they were notified), and what the police did after they 
arrived. 

V~ry little is known about the accuracy of ' victim responses to 
questions of this type. One could speculate that victims will over
report the amount of effort exerted to prevent the crime in order to 
provide the interviewer with a more socially accepted response. There 
are no particular reasons to believe that survey respondents would 
misstate or misperceive the presence of other persons, but is pos
sible that laymen use somewhat more lenient "rules" in determining 
who is a witness than the police would. It is quite reasonable to 

'expect victims to overestimate the amount of time required for 
poltde officers to arrive at the scene of a crime due to the generally 
accepted idea that time (subjectively) seems longer in crisis or 
emergency situations than is actually the case. It also is reason
able to expect that survey data would provide underestimates-
compared with police accounts--of the number of activities under
taken by the officers after they arrive. Victims may not be very 
astute observers of what the police do; they may forget to mention 
certain types of activities, since the question is open-ended and 
not designed to jog their memories. On the other hand, the police 
could overstate their own activities, or they could define certain 
types of things such as "investigation" differently than the victim. 
Comparisons of police and survey data on these topics are shown in 
Tables 13 through 16. 

A considerable proportion of the incidents (85 percent) were 
characterized in the same way by police and survey records concerning 
whether the victim attempted self-protection, but there was a slight 
tendency for the survey respondents to overrepo~t ,their activities 
(or the police to underreport them). Although the percentage agree
ment between the two sources of information is high~ the index of 
inconsistency is .63. 

A similar pattern of agreement was found concerning the 
presence or absence of witnesses (Table 14). Most cases did not 
involve any known witnesses and both sources of data provided 
similar estimates of the proportion of cases which had and did not 
have ~dtnesses. There is some disagreement, however, concerning 
exactly which cases involved witnesses. Of the 41 incidents that 
police records show involved witnesses, 24 (59 percent) were 
attributed in a similar way by the survey data. Of the 44 case 
that the survey respondents said involved witnesses, there were 20 
which the police records showed involved rio witnesses. 

Survey respondents consistently overestimated the amount of time 
before the police arrived (Table 15), or the police underestimated it. 
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TABLE 13 

VICTIM SELF-PROTECTIVE ACTIVITIES 

SURVEY 

No 

Yes 

TOTALS 

No 

71 

12 

83 

Percent Agreeme:nt 82/97 = 85% 
Index of Inconsistency = .63 
Phi (4) = .51 
r max = .71 

POLICE 

TABLE ·14 

Yes 

3 

11 

14 

PRESENCE OF WITNESSES 

SURVEY 

None 

Some 

None 

151 

20 
TOTALS 171 

Percent Agreement = 83% 
Index of Inconsistency = 
Phi (r) = .50 
rmax = .71 

POLICE 

Yes 

17 

24 

41 

.56 

187 

Totals 

74 
23 

97 

Totals 

168 

44 

212 
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TABLE 15 

POLICE RESPONSE TIME 

SURVEY ESTIMATE N 

Shorter than police record 2 
Same as police (within 15 minutes) '15 
Survey 15 minutes longer 45 
Survey 45 minutes longer 15 
Survey 90 minutes longer 1 
Survey 2 to 5 hours longer 12 
Survey 6 to 15 hours longer 5 

No Data (57) 155 

Percent Agreement = 48% 
Percent w.i.thin 45 minutes = 87% 

TABLE 16 

POLICE ACTIVITIES 

Police Data: Number of Police 

Survey Data: 
Activities 

Number of Police Activities: 0 1 2 3 4 Total 

0: 3 24 2 0 1 30 
1: 1 86 45 8 2 142 
2: 0 15 16 2 1 34 
3: 0 1 4 1 0 6 
4: 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Totals: 4 126 67 11 4 212 

%. o. 2% 59% 32% 5% 2% 

Survey x = 1.08 

Police x = 1.46 

Percent Agreement = 50% 
Percent Agreement(within one activity = 95%) 
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% 

1 
48 
29 
10 
1 
8 
3 

% 

14% 
67% 
16% 

3% 
0% 

There were only two survey respondents who ~stimated the time to 
be shorter than what police records showed. Almost half the respon
dents estimated the time within 15 minutes of the estimate given on 
the police report, and the other half of the respondents said that 
the time was at least 15 minutes longer than indicated by the police 
report. 

The data in Table 16 indicate that the survey respondents 
recalled a smaller number of police activities than shown in police 
records. It should be noted that th~ survey responses were to an 
open-ended question concerning what the police did after they arrived. 
Virtually all of the other survey data analyzed in this research were 
obtained from direct rather than open-ended questions. It is possible 
that the underestimation of police activities is partly due to the 
open-ended question, and that direct inquiries concerning whether 
the police "warned the offender," "restored order," "arrested the 
offender" and so on would have resulted in a greater volume of 
activities being reported in the survey. 

Correlates of the Error 

Error in the information about victimization details can confound 
research studies if the amount or direction of error is correlated 
with other variables of interest to the investigator. Of particular 
concern is whether the characteristics of the victim (including 
behavior, attributes, attitudes, and so on) are related to the amount 
or direction of error in information about the victimization event. 

The data in Table 17 show that characteristics of the victim 
(age, race, sex, education, and attitude toward the police) are not 
related in any consistent manner with the absolute amount of error 
in the characteristics of the offense, the offender, victim activj.ties, 
or police activities. Although a few of the correlations in Table 17 
are statistically significant at the .05 level, the number that 
achieve this is about what one would expect, given the number of 
correlations tested in the table. 

The direction of error in survey data (see Table 18) also does 
not appear to be related systematically to characteristics of the 
victims, with a few possible exceptions. Police activities te~d to 
be underestimated by men, in comparison with women, and underesti
mated by persons who have negative attitudes toward the police. 
Persons with negative attitudes also tend to overestimate the degree 
of their o,vu self-protective activities (r = .14, p = .12); over
estimate the number of witnesses--in comparison with police data-
and overestimate the length of time it took the police to respond 
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TABLE 17 

VICTIM CHARACTERISTICS AND ABSOLUTE AMOUNT OF ERROR 

Characteristics of the Victim 

Absolute Error Attitude 
in Attributes of Edu- Toward 
the Victimization Age Race Sex cation Police 

The Offense 

Seriousness (N = 212) .03 .01 .05 .03 -.01 
Dollar Loss (N = 212) .04 -.01 .00 .00 -.04 

The Offender 

Race (N = 36) .00 .15 .35* .21 --
K~own or Stranger (N = 46) .19 -.06 -.19 -.06 .09 
Number of Offenders (N = 43) -.02 -.06 -.09 .10 .02 
Age of Youngest (N = 35) .26 .11 .13 -.08 -.16 

Victim/Police Activity 

Victim Protection (N = 95) .03 .03 .18* -.07 .00 
Presence of Witnesses (N = 136) .11 -.19* .05 .13 -.10 
Police Response Time (N = 152) -.04 .09 -.05 .03 -.02 
Police Activities (N = 175) .03 -:-.04 .09 .02 -.06 
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TABLE 18 

VICTIM CHARACTERISTJCS AND DIRECTION OF ERROR 

Characteristics of the Victim 

Attitude 
Edu- Toward 

Age Race Sex cation Police 
The Offense 

Over-estimates of Seriousness -.02 .00 .00 .01 .00 Over-estimates of Loss .07 -.01 -.05 -.10 .00 
The Offender 

Race as White -.06 .06 .06 .04 Offender as Stranger --.07 -.12 -.19 .01 -.09 Number of Offenders -.13 -.14 .04 -.15 -.13 Age of Youngest .06 -.02 -.18 -.06 .07 
Over-Estimates of 
Victim/Police Activity 

Victim Protection -.05 -.02 .08 -.06 -.14 Presence of Witnesses 
Police Response Time 

-.15* -.02 .04 .08 -.15* 
-.07 .06 .00 -.05 -.10 Police Activities -.09 -.09 -.18** .03 .15* 
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(r = -.10; p = .15). The only other correlation that reached 
statistical significance suggests that older persons underestimate 
the number of witnesses. 

Two major implications should be mentioned: The first is that 
these characteristics of the suspect, victim activitie~, and police 
activities are not as error-free as characteristics of the event 
and, therefore, the strength of relationship one would expect to 
find when using these variables in attenuated--seriously in some 
instances. Secondly, however, the error tends to be randomly dis
tributed among types of victims. Thus, one would not expect to 
find any systematic bias in terms of the direction of relationships 
observed when using these variables. 

Distortion of Information as a Function of Time 

It has been suggested previously in this paper--as well as in 
other research--that a 12 month recall for unbounded surveys may be 
preferable to a six-month period. This contention is based on 
research results that indicate telescoping (external forward and 
backward) affects six-month data more than l2-month data. In 
addition, the studies tend to suggest that forgetting does not 
worsen much between the third and twelfth month. 

The question remains, however, of whether a longer time lag 
between when the incident occurred and the interview takes place 
introduces any other kinds of disto~tion or error into the victimi
zation data. The matched incident set from the Portland forward 
records check was used to examine the correlates of the crime! 
interview time lag (see Table 19). The independent variable in 
this analysis is the number of months between when the crime occurred 
(as determined in police data) and the date of the interview. 

A longer time lag is strongly related to error in recollection 
of the date of the crime: both the absolute amount of error (r = 
.64) and the direction of the error (forward) are affected by the 
time lag. In addition, longer time lags are related to less error 
in the estimates of dollar loss and to underestimates of the number 
of witnesses. As mentioned previously, however, one would expect to 
find 5 percent of the relationships statistically significant (at 
the .05 level). Thus, one should be wary of attributing substan
tive significance to the latter two correlations. 

In general, it seems fair to say that for incidents which 
respondents report to the interviewer, the amount of error and 
distortion in their recollection does not increase as a function of 
the amount of time which elapsed between the crime and the interview-
with the exception that there is greater error in remembering exactly 
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TABLE 19 

EFFECT OF TIME LAG BETWEEN CRIME AND INTERVIEW ON RESPONDENT RECALL 

1. Seriousness of Offense (N = 212) 

Correlation of 
Time Lag with 
Absolute Amount 

Of Error 

2. Dollar Loss from Offense (N = 212) 
.01 

-.14* 
3. Race of Offender (white = 1) 

(N = 36) 

4. Stranger or Known (stranger = 1) 
(N = 46) 

5. Number of Offenders (N = 43) 

6. Age of Offender (N = 35) 

7. Victim Activities (N = 95) 

8. Presence of Witnesses (N = 136) 

9. Police Response Time (N = 152) 

10. Police Activities (N = 175) 

11. "Don't Know" Responses in Survey 
(N = 203) 

12. Tele~coping (N = 212) 
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-.12 

-.21 

-.02 

.13 

.08 

-.04 

-.02 

-.03 

.02 

.64** 

Correlation of 
Time Lag with 
Higher Estimates 

In Survey 

-.01 

-.09 

-.11 

-.08 

-.07 

.10 

-.04 

-.18* 

-.03 

.06 

N/A 

.68** 
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when the crime occurred. Furthermore, there is no increase in the 
extent of "don't know" responses. 

Survey OVerestimates and Forward Telescoping 

Another potentially confounding factor in survey analysis 
involves correlated errors. If persons who forward telescope also 
overestimate (or underestimate) crime seriousness, overreport (or 
underreport) victim activity, overestimate (or underestimate) police 
response time and so on, then unbounded surveys will contain aggregate
level error about characteristics of the events. To test for this, 
the amount of forward telescoping was correlated with the direction 
of differences between police and survey details about the crime. 
(The dependent variable in Table 20 is the same difference score 
used previously. It is calculated by subtracting the police score 
on the variable from the survey score.) 

The results (Table 20) show that forward telescopers made more 
errors in recall of victim activities and that most of these were 
overreporting the extent of victim self protection. Otherwise, there 
are no significant correlations. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 

As was pointed out in the opening section, the implications of 
measurement error depend on both the amount and the nature of the 
error. The key consequence of random error is an attenuation in the 
strength of relationship and tests of significance which, in turn, 
produce non-findings even when true relationships exist. Probably 
the most improtant consequence of directional error (error that is 
not correlated with other variables but which has, a non-zero mean) 
is distortion and inaccuracy in descriptive studies of the phenomenon 
being measured. And, if the error is correlated with other variables 
llsed in the study, then it is possible for the results to contain 
serious distortions (or even reversals) in the direction of the 
relationship among the variables. 

The major conclusions of the paper can be summarized as follows: 

1. Data identifying respondents either as victims or as non
victims obtained from most of the commonly used victimization 
surveying procedures should be quite. accurate. Researchers ehould 
be aware, however, that surveys using short recall periods (such as 
six months), no bounrlit\g to eliminate telescoping, and no special 
memory-aids other than the usual "screening" questions may contain 
considerable misspecification as to which respondents have been 
victims during the reference period. Sampling from files of known 
victims--such as police records or victim "programs"-and subsequent 
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TA,BLE 20 

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FORWARD TELESCOPING AND 
SURVEY AND POLICE INFORMATION DIFFERENCES 

Differences in 
Information 

Seriousness 

Seriousness Scale 
Dollar Loss 

Characteristics of Suspects 

Race (white) 
Stranger 

Number of Offenders 
Age of Offenders 

Activities of Victims 
and Police 

Victim Self-protection 
Witness P.resent 
Police Response Time 
Police Activities 

*p <.05 

Forward Telescopin& 

Hieher Estimate Absolute Amount 
in Survey of Difference 

r r 

.00 
-.07 

-.16 
-.20 

-.17 
.16 

.20* 
-.01 
-.12 
-.02 
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.06 
-.09 

-.05 
.12 

.10 
.~. 08 

.25* 

.00 
-.08 
-.11 

N 

212 
212 

36 
46 

43 
35 

95 
136 
152 
175 
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use of the information in conjunction with general population sur
veys (to identify non-victims) can be expected to produce data with 
accuracy levels approaching those of the surveys only if their 
coverage of all victims (reported and unreported) is considerably 
higher than indicated by the non-reporting rates shown in the NeS. 
How high is open to specua1tion, but it appears that a survey which 
is unbounded and uses a 12-month recall period should produce data 
that are as valid as a police/program which captures 40 to 50 
percent of all the valid incidents in the survey. (The actual choice 
of a data set is not the subject of this paper and, of course, 
should be guided by several additional considerations--such as size 
of the sample that can be generated, as this is a major contributor 
to error, the cost of the data, and so on.) 

2. The accuracy of survey data in categorizing respondents as 
victims or non-victims varies by type of offense: burglary victims 
are better-identified than any other type of personal (rather than 
commercial) victimization and victims of personal assaultive violence-
especially if the offender is known to the victim--are identified with 
the least amount of accuracy. The implication here should be quite 
clear: theories of assaultive violence may be more difficult to 
support from the data than are theories of property offenses such 
as burglaries. Although surveys seem not to be a particularly 
efficient way of recovering incidents of personal violence (especially 
between persons who are known to one another), the same may be true 
for police data. The Portland forward records check study indicated 
that these same types of offenses--even though reported to the inter
viewer--were more likely not to be found in police files than were 
property offenses such as burglaries. 

3. Information about the details of the victimization--such as 
those used in classifying the offense or in calculating its serious
ness--tend to be rather accurate. The errors in these are not 
correlated with other variab1es--inc1uding the amount of time that 
had elapsed between the offense and the ,interview. The amount of 
loss either was overestimated in the survey data or underestimated 
in the police records, but the correlation (of logged values) was, 
above .80. Seriousness sca1es--using the Sellin-Wolfgang weights--· 
were not as accurate (r = .63) primarily because of discrepancies 
in the amount of loss. 

4. The evidence suggests that characteristics of victims 
generally are not correlated with other variables in such a way 
as to introduce bias into the survey data. However, the amount of 
evidence relating racial and social class vairab1es to te1escoping~ 
"forgetting," and other kinds of memory distortion or error is not 
very extensive. 
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5. Evidence is accumulating that less serious offenses tend 
to be subject to more extreme patterns of memory decay. 

6. The Portland forward records check suggests that information 
about offenders--especia11y the race and relationship to the victim-
may contain considerable error, thereby making it difficult to obtain 
statistically significant results when using these variables unless 
the sample size is quite large. 

7. The amount of time that elapsed between the incident and the 
interview generally is not related to the amount or direction of 
error in the data--with the exception of the respondent's ability 
to place the event accurately in time. Otherwise, it appears that 
~f victims remember the incident at all, they tend to remember the 
aetai1s of it with the same degree of accuracy when it occurred in 
more distant months (up to 14 or 15) as when it occurred more 
recently. 
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FOOTNOTES 

IThe lack of representatives of the sample (when one begins with 
victims known to authorities or kno~1Il to victim-oriented programs) 
depends on the proportion of all victims known to these authorities, 
the response rate of persons contacted for the purpose of inter
viewing, and the extent to which persons actually interviewed 
differ from both the non-respondent and non-reported groups. The 
rever$~ records checks--especially San Jose and London--contain 
information on characteristics of victims who could not be located 
for interviews. See Sparks (1977), Turner (1972). 

2See Mawluson (1970) for a discussion of this. 

3The principle can be extended to multivariate models and, in 
general, variables with greater error will show lower regression 
coefficients than variables with less error. The si~lificance of 
this is of particular importance in studies where the researcher 
is attempting to compare the relative impact of variables with 
different error variances. For example, measures of att.itudes, 
opinions, and perceptions contain more error than do factual 
attributes of victims (such as rac~, sex, employment, etc.) and 
more error than factual charact~ristics of offenses. 

4 . 
The early pilot studies (Biderman, 1967; Ennis, 1967, and Reiss, 1967) 
identified most of the methodological problems in victim surveys. At 
this time, there have been four reverse record checks and one for
ward records check of crime victims. (In a reverse records check, 
one begins with a sample of known victims and measures the effiCiency 
of the survey technique in "capturing" the events and information 
about them. In a forward records check, the sampling begins with 
the general population. Persons who say they were victims are 
track'~d through the official records.) The reverse records checks 
were done by Sparks (1977) in three areas of London; Turner (1972) 

" 

for LEAf~ in San Jose. Two additional reverse records checks were 
done by LEAA--one in Washington, D.C., and one in Baltimore. Very 
little information is available about the latter two. The forward 
records check was conducted by Schneider, et al., in Portland, 
Oregon, from victimization survey data that had been collected 
earlier for different purposes. 

~The reverse record checks are not comparable to one another because 
the length of recall period differs; the questioning procedure was 
different; the length of the interview varied; the interviewing 
contact procedures differed, and so on. Most importantly, perhaps, 
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the surveys differed in terms of the types of crimes covered. The 
San Jose results were weighted so that each type of offense contributed 
to the overall scores for the survey in relation to the offense contri
bution to the initial sample, but in none of the other studies was the 
sample weighted so that it reflected the original sample (correcting 
for non-response) or so that it reflected offenses as represented 
in official data. Since the amount and type of error differ by type 
of offense, this lack of equivalency is especially important but 
virtually impossible to correct in secondary analysis. The Baltimore 
and Washington studies were the first two and were not done as well 
as the San Jose or London studies. For information on the NCS study 
comparing bounded and unbounded surveys, s'ee Woltman (1975). The 
technique used to estimate external forward telescoping in this study 
was to compare the victimization rates of the bounded part of the 
sample with the unbounded portion. The difference, presumably, would 
represent the extent of external forward telescoping into the refer
ence period. It is possible, of course, that there are other factors 
operative in this kind of comparison--such as population mobility 
rates of the bounded and unbounded portions with the corresponding 
likelihood of different rates of victimization. It is not clear from 
the census bureau report how these other possible contaminating 
factors were dealt·.wi'th~ (S:ee Lehhen,'.and 'Rei:s.s (19'h8).) 

6The l2-month external'.forward telscoping estimates for the London/and 
Washington, D.C. studies are not at all comparable to the other esti
mates because, in each case, the external forward telescoping was 
estimated by drawing a sample of known victims who had been victimized 
13-15 months prior to the interview date. The four percent estimate 
is the proportion of the IS-month sample base which were pulled into 
the l2-month part of the tir/ie period. Forward telescoping, however, 
can be more extreme than this and if the sample had included inci
dents as far back as 16-20 months in the past, some of these 
incidents also would have been pulled in. Thus, the London and DC 
information on l2-month external forward telescoping is an under
estimate if one is interested in determining the proportion of 
incidents actually recalled in a time period that do not belong in 
that time period. 

7The "gap" in victimization and official records is not found in all 
cities nor for all types of crime. In Portland, Oregon, for example, 
the forward records check found one in five of the offenses and 
accounted for about two-thirds of all the incidents that respondents 
claimed to have reported. Sparks estimates that only one in 14 of the 
incidents uncovered in the London survey made it into police records • 
For other cities, it sometimes appears as if the survey contains far 
too many "reported" incidents whereas in some cities there is 
actually a negative gap--probably produced by the serious problems 
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in calculation of "rates" for the official data with denominators 
that do not reflect the same population as counted in the numerator. 
See Skogan (1974, 1975, and 1978) for discussions of these ~.inds of 
problems. 

8A bounded interview, as that term is used here, refers to an inter
view that is bounded by a prior interview (conducted at the beginning 
of the reference period), such as the procedure used in the NCS. 

9The Index of Inconsistency is used in the San Jose study. Hindelang 
(1978) incidates that .20 or below is considered very good; .21 to 
.50 indicates some problems with the data; and above .50 is an 
indication of serious problems. It is a measure of association 
similar to phi and r (but reversed in its direction) and it :ls 
asymmetrical rather than symmetrical. Thus, it shows the degree of 
association between the "standard" and the measure to be validated. 
The Index can vary between zero and +1 with higher scores indicating 
more inconsistency. All of these statistics--except the simple 
percentage agreement--are influenced by the Tharginal distributions 
and, unless the marginals are equal, the stati.stics cannot achieve 
their maximum. 

10The l2-month recall period would still be superior to the six-month 
(in unbounded surveys) even if the rate of forgetting dropped to 18 
percent--the estimate obtained from the Washington, D.C. study--and 
the 12-month data stayed the same as in Example "A" of Table 3. A 
six-month, unbounded survey, with external forwa.rd telescoping of 
24 percent; exaggeration of 11 percent, forger~ing of 18 percent and 
external backward telescoping of six percent~ould show a percentage 
agreement of 83.5; phi = .59; and the i.ndex of inr.!onsistency would be 
.43. In addition, of course, a l2-month recall period is more pro
ductive than a six month survey in terms of the sample size of 
victims--especially the less common ones. 

llThis paper does ll':.lt focus on the utility of official data for 
victimology research, .but the interested reader might notice that 
if the sample of known victims (such as police records or program 
files) covers 60 percent of the "true" victims and if this sample 
is combined with a sample from the general populations (with corres
ponding re-weighting if needed in later phases of the study) than 
the validity of the victim-nonvictim variable might approach that 
of a l2-month unbounded survey--provided that there were no expected 
differences between reporting and non-reporting victims as well as 
victims who participate and those who do not. It is, however, 
difficult to obtain 60 percent coverage from official files and, 
for incidents in which one might obtain coverage, it is ·possible 
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that the 10/90 split used in Table 3 is too low. If so, then the 
validity estimates would change and would worsen if the proportion 
who are victims increases. For rare offenses with high coverage in 
official data, the costs of general population surveys may not be 
worth the marginal improvment in accuracy-~especially since error 
also is a function of sample size and this factor is not taken into 
account in the tables. To illustrate, consider an offense with a 
true victimization rate of two percent and a reporting rate of 50 
percent. This would have a percentage agreement of 98 percent; phi 
of .70 and an index of inconsistency of .51. 

l2See Hindelang (1976) and 1979; Schneider, 1977. 

l3These studies include Hindelang and Gottfredson (1975); Schneider 
and Sumi (1976); Woltman, 1977. 

l4This was clearly demonstrated in the San Jose study (Turner, 1972) 
but not fully incorporated into the LEAA/census bureau reports from 
the victimization surveys in the early publications. 
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APPENDIX A 

The seriousness scale used in the analysis is a replication of 
Sellin and Wolfgang's 1964 index (Thorsten Sellin and Marvin E. 
Wolfgang, The Measurement of De1inguency, New York: Wiley, 1964). 

a. Injury Component 

b. 

Question (INC069): (If victim was injured): Did you receive 
treatment at a hospital, at a doctor's 
office, or what type of treatment did you 
receive? 

Scoring: Score 

Blank (indicates no injury) 
1. No treatment 
2. Treated in doctor's office 
3. Treated in emergency room 
4. Overnight at hospital, or more 

Sex Offense 

o 
1 
4 
4 
7 

(Crime codes of 120000 through 129999 are rape) 

Rape 8 

c. Weapon Intimidation 

Question (INC030): Did the person(s) have a weapon such as a 
gun or knife, or something he used as a 
weapon, such as a bottle or wrench? 

Scoring: 

1. No 
2. Yes, gun 
3. Kn':'£e 
4. Gun and knife 
5. Other dangerous weapon 
9. Don't know 
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o 
4 
4 
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APPENDIX A (Continued) 

d. Physical or Verbal Intimidation 

e. 

f. 

r I 

Question (INC03l): Did the person(s} threaten you with harm in 
any way? 

Scoring: 

1. No 
2. Yes 
9. Don't know 
Blank 

Forcible Entry 

Score 

o 
2 
o 
o 

Question (INC02l): Was there any evidence that the offender(s} 
forced his way in or tried to force his way 
into the building, such as a broken lock, 
broken windown, forced door, forced window, 
or slashed screen? 

Scoring: Score 

1. Blank or No 
2. through 8. (other evidence) 
9. Don't know 

Costs and Losses 

o 
1 
o 

Questions concerning losses are called COST1, COST2, COST3 ••• 
COSTS, and represent~ in order, money lost; dollar value of 
items lost and dollar value of damages, none of which was 
recovered; insurance paid; value paid.by offender; yalue paid 
by anyone else. The sum of these represents the total value 
of the loss. 

Scoring: 

Under $10 
$10-250 
$251-2000 
$2001-9000 
$9001-30,000 
$30,001-80,000 
$80,001-highest 
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2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
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Records, Data and Normative Indicators 

Data as I will use the term are records of a systematic sort 
about phenomena. I am concerned only with data from which statistics 
can be generated; hence records must exist for a reasonably large 
number of phenomena of the same. class. Data depend upon highly 
selective abstracting, symbolizing and recording of activities by 
those who make the records. Few records used in victimology are 
records from direct observation by the recorder of all the phenomena 
of interest. This is because victimology is concerned generally with 
phenomena, or sequelae of phenomena, that are imperfectly predictable 
with regard to place or time of occurrence and recorders usually 
cannot readily position themselves to observe many instances of the 
same class. (There are extremely important exceptions, as I shall 
note, and as are discussed by McCall (1979) in his work on field 
methods in criminology.) The phenomena of interest to victimo10gy 
are events (and their sequelae) in which persons, as individuals, 
or as groups or collectivities (victims) have been affected by acts 
(offenses) of other persons or groups (offenders)which some judger 
defines as wrongful (offenses), in terms of institutionalized 
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criteria (law or less formal social norms). To qualify, the effect of 
the offense on the victim must be harm, attempt or threat of harm, or 
being placed in special danger of harm. 

WIli1e it is possible to define purely objective indicators for 
the normative components of this definition, such as victim, offense, 
and harm, these concepts remain nonetheless normative. Hence, there 
are extrascientific, evaluative components intrinsic to any data for 
victimo10gy. The source of these evaluative judgements, however, need 
not necess~ri1y be the data recorder--the recorder's data may reflect 
evaluative judgments of others. The same holds true of the compiler 
or user of data from the records, where they, in turn are not the 
original recorders. Recorders, compilers and users of records used 
for victimo10gy data are members of organizations who apply organi
zational procedures and norms to observations. They are policemen, 
physicians, social workers~ research clerks, etc. They are usually 
not direct observers of victimizing events, but are rather dependent, 
directly or indirectly, upon the reports of others--victims, offenders, 
and witnesses, particu1arly--for informEltion. This makes them usually 
dependent, as well, upon applications of normative judgements by 
others. This dependence extends to the very eligibility of a phenome
non for inclusion in the set of victimizations recorded, as well for 
the identification of the key components: victim, offender, offense, 
harm~ Subsequent creators and processors of records and data may 
impose additional judgment to select or reorder the products of 
previous processes of judgment, but they are nonetheless constrained 
by them. The chains of persons between original observations of 
victimizing events and ultimate data for analytic use may be long 
or short--the longer they are, the more complex and potentially 
consequenti,a1 are the processes of intermediate judgment in their 
effects upon the accord of the data with the normative concepts for 
which the ultimate user wishes them to serve as indicators. 

Temporal Conside'rations 

Many of the properties and problems of data sources for victim
ology can be highlighted by considering the importance of the time 
dimension for the data and its users. I have selected several such 
topics for treatment here. 

Closeness to the Events:--The remoteness of the recorder is one 
of time as well as place. With the principal exception of those 
unusual classes of vict.:tmo10gy data which we will discuss in which 
the recorder is also contemporaneous observer and recorder, the 
creation of the original record is dependent in whole or in part 
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upon retrospective recounting by persons who were observers or parti
cipants in the victimizing event, or of some observable traces left 
by the eve~t. The elapsed time between observation and recording may 
be very br~ef, as in the particular case of "on view" reports by 
police of robberies they come upon while still in progress$ and some
what less brief, but nonethe1,ess briefer than in most victimo10gy 
records, when police are dispatched and interview victims and witnes
s:s ~mmediate1y following the event. By contrast, some data used in 
v~ct~mo10gy.are ~a~ed upon verbal accounts by victims given years 
after the v~ctim~zJ_ng event, as in some studies of rape victims. 

It w~s ~he fact that reports by police were the records "closest 
to the cr~me that led to Sellin's (1964) well known advocacy for the 
use of police offense data for crime statistics, in preference to 
those from later stages of the processing of events by the justice 
system. The closeness in the temporal sense of the police report has 
advantages of lessening the interval during which simple memory decay 
as well as the influence of potentially contaminating intervening , 
events, may affect the ability or inclination of participants and 
observers of the victimizing event to recount phenomena completely 
and accurately. Methodological work on the victimization survey has 
demonstrated the high rate of apparent "memory decay" for victimizing 
events and the need for relatively brief recall periods in questioning 
pe~p1e regarding whether they have been victimized in the past 
(B~derman, 1968). We still do not know how pronounced the effect is. 

Recounting for the purposes of a record, however is more than a 
matt:r of re:a11. It is also a complex intellectual ~ask involving 
the ~nteract~ons.of recall with verbalization. It usually also is 
~ product of an ~nterrogatory and is subject to social and psychic 
~nf1uences of that interactive process. 

PhY~ica1 and psychological trauma in some victimizing events may 
tot~lly ~ncapacitate some participants--victims or offenders--and have 
s:r~~us adverse consequences on the motivations or abilities of others-
v:ct~ms, offenders or witnesses. There is a tendency to overgenera1ize 
w~th regard to virtues of the more contemporaneous record, particularly 
wi~h re~ard to traumatic or stressful victimizing events, a tendency 
w?~ch d~storts some interpretations in "reverse record check" va1ida
t~ona1.work. I was struck in doing follow-up interviewing of injury 
cases ~dent~fied from ambulance service records of the apparent 
frequency w~th which these records were incomplete and incorrect 
even with regard to victim identity. This is understandable when 
one realizes how often the records are made by crews dealing with 
urgent action problems and with persons who are injured drunk 
agitated, or unconscious. ' , 
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The normative considerations that are important to definitional 
aspects of victimization, as these enter into direct observer accounts, 
also may differ close in time to the event and at a more remote time. 
The more proximate judgments also are not necessarily superior for any 
and all data purposes. It is true, as Bartlett (1932) and other stu
dents of event recall have noted, that there is radical distortion of 
factual recall of elements of an event, and selective retention of 
elements, to shape a coherent version of it. For victimizing events, 
the normative coherence of the story is particularly important for 
the participants, and affects the recall of facts. But the normative 
elements are of interest in themselves to victimo10gy. One of the 
strongest psychological needs of victims and other participants in 
stressful events is to test by psychological rehearsal and by conver
sations with others their immediate reactions and to arrive at a 
psychologically and socially satisfactory moral definition of the 
event--particu1ar1y, of their own behavior in it. For many purposes 
of victimo10gy, either the end result of this process, or the entire 
process itself, may be more important to have reflected in data than 
the more contemporaneous reaction alone. 

After a long period of relative inactivity, interest is reviving 
in psychology for the study of the memory of episodic phenomena which 
may help with the problems of victimo10gy in eliciting an.d evaluating 
the retrospective data on which the field so heavily relies. (Linton, 
1975; Loftus, 1975.) 

Contrived Experiments:--There are several important exceptions to 
the general reliance in victimology on secondary, noncontemporaneous 
sources. An important exception is the contrived experiment. Mi1grim's 
controversial experiments are the best known, but many others also were 
apparently conducted for, and do indeed i11ustrat.e, the ease with which 
people can be brought to assume the offender role, or to accept abusive 
treatment (Zimbardo, 19.63). Getting subjects to do (apparent) grievous 
harm or to submit to it is a long-standing feature of experimental 
research in hypnosis. Orne (1961) reports research which tested 
whether the hypnotic element was truly crucial to the "antisocial" 
or pain-enduring behavior observed in many earlier hypnosis experi
ments, or whether other mechanisms were operative, such as reliance by 
subjects on the responsibility of the investigator. 

What might be termed the post-Kitty-Genovese experimental tradi
tion is another strand of psychological work important for victim
ology; a line of endeavor which fortunately has gone beyond efforts 
at demonstra.ting how self-centered, callous, stupid and beastly 
people can be, in that this recent research goes on to explore the 
conditions under which "good Samaritan" behavior is more, rather than 
less likely to be displayed toward victims. (Bloomfield, 1978). 
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Durable Physical Traces :--Although we· generally do not have con
temporaneous records of contemporaneous observers as a basis for all 
data on the victimizing event, we have some remedy for information on 
those actions that leave physical traces of some dur~tion. Some of 
these traces may be extremely ephemeral; others may.remain observable 
for many years. To illustrate an ephemeral case: the police officer 
unambiguously may identify an event as a robbery with a victim and 
offender, rather than as a fight in which victim and offender are not 
differentiable when Participant A points out that Participant B is in 
possession of Participant A's wallet, which B has not yet had oppor
tunity to ditch. At the lengthy extreme, we have archeological counts 
of the proportion of skeletons in prehistoric graveyards showing 
evidence of violent deaths. Of victimizing events eligible for 
representation in a theoretical universe of all such events, events 
tend to be represented in record systems and hence data as a func-

. f ' , 
t~on 0 the durable visibility of physical traces they leave. There 
are many reasons for this proposition's applicability. The illustra
tions already given show: 

1. The greater credibility recorders are wont to attach to 
physical evidence as opposed to potentially untrustworthy human 
testimony. 

2. The greater durability of some physical traces than of any 
human memory. 

3. The availability of traces for observation, even absent the 
availability of identifiable contemporaneous observers. 

Much of the criminological victimo10gy has been devoted to 
homicide because, among various other reasons, of the difficulty of 
disposing of a corpse and the signs of violence it bears. This helps 
make homicide an offense relatively frequently enumerated, together 
with relatively universally recorded information on some character
istics of identified victims. As a source of victimo10gica1'data 
the availability of such mute testimony for homicide seemingly mo;e 
than offsets the fact that for this class of victimization we so 
often lack victim verbal testimony. Although the actual homicide 
event usually is not observed by a recorder, its traces are. 
Similarly, direct periodic counts are made of broken panes in 
school windows as indicators of the incidence of vandalism against 
schools. In a new class of victimization, computer crime, the 
offender frequently cannot disable all devices which may retain 
electronic traces of his offense, sometimes traces that will identify 
the offender. Precisely because this is so variably the case, however, 
record systems with regard to computer crime are highly selective 
representations of ,the universe of such victimization. 
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Computer crime also illustTates a more general class of important 
sources of data on victimization. Since many of the most important 
transactions of modern society take place largely or exclusively by 
recorded symbols, so, too, do many victimizing transactions. Records 
of transactions thereupon become the basis for creating a record sys
tem of victind.zation. The systematic audit of the sytematic trans
actional records is a particularly important source of data in the 
field of white collar crime. Since Reiss and I have during the past 
week completed the production of several hundred pages of manuscript 
on Sources of Data on White Collar Violations of Law, I am a bit too 
full of the subject to summarize it economically in the present paper. 

Durable traces are valuable noe only, or even largely, in their 
own right but as complementary to the process of creating records from 
human testimony. Durable traces help those who would create records 
overcome the uneagerness or the difficuJ..ty that observers of victim
izing events may experience when asked for the desired information. 
We will discuss subsequently strategies exploiting durable traces in 
this way. 

However important are durable physical traces, the one class of 
durable traces of victimization on which we are most dependent for 
data are the traces left by events in the nervous systems of people 
as these are accessible to record systems through some verbal inter
rogatory process. 

Victimizing States:--Our discussion thus far has rested upon the 
rather sterotypical conception of victimizing events as of brief 
duration, so brief, indeed, that they are treated conceptually as 
instantaneous events at a point-in-time, with no attention whatsoever 
to their extension On the temporal dimension. This stereotype follows 
from the conception inherent in police offense data and from the 
general preoccupation with the "ordinary crimes" of the "Part 1" 
classes which has been characteristic of criminology. 

The point-in-time incident sterotype is applicable to some 
sudden crimes involving "accidental" encounters of offender and 
victim, but it is not applicable (a) to most of the victimization 
that is most serious in its victim consequences, nor (b) to most 
victimization that is most susceptible to effective social inter
vention nor (c) to eliciting the most useful information even about 
the "sudden accidental" victimization that fits the point-in-time 
stereotype most closely. Most of the offenses that are convention
ally called "serious," that is, the most numerous Part 1 classes, 
we have learned are actually trivial in consequence--so much so that 
we have to work hard to get people to remember them even six months 
later when we do a victimization survey. On the other hand, I am 
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convinced that most of the victimization that is truly serious in its 
victim impact is not in the Part 1 set nor visible at all in the 
vignettes from which scales of "seriousness" are created. I refer 
to crimes that have extensive duration in time; ones to which the 
prevalence of people in a victimizing state would be a more appro
priate statistic than the incidence of offenses ov~r time. Among 
the kinds of victimization that may be conceived and measured in 
prevalence rather than in incidence terms are various forms of 
continuing persecution, terrorization and extortion (for example, 
the worker who is kept in line by union or company "goons," school 
children who must regularly yield their lunch money to fellow toughs 
the merchant subject to a shakedown racket, the prostitute terror- ' 
ized by her pimp, or the spouse or sexual partner kept from separ
ating from a hated relationship by fear of violence). The number of 
people who must unlist their telephones because of a series of 
threatening or obscene calls would be another useful statistic. 
(Penick and Owens, 1978.) 

To some degree, victimization surveys yield information about 
these kinds of situations through tabulations of what are called 
"series victimizations." In the National Crime Survey (NCS). these 
are defined as three or more similar incidents of victimization 
mentioned by a respondent, but which, because of frequency and/or 
similarity, the respondent cannot individually date in time or 
di.fferentiate descriptively from one another. Thus, the terrorized 
spouse may be identifiable in a victimization survey through repeated 
incidents of spouse beating, and the terrorized school child by 
repeated incidents of robbery. But the instruments used by most 
victimization surveys are not addressed to elucidating this class of 
victimization. 

It is not necessary for a durable condition of victimization to 
exist for there to be many incidents, each qualifying under the defi
nition of a criminal victimization used by the survey. To make a 
threat credible to the victim and to continue a state of terroriza
tion, the terrorist must neither continually repeat his threat nor 
demonstrate his willingness to carry it out by actually inflicting 
violence. 

Reiss also illustrates a somewhat different type of continuing 
victimization by the case of the tenant inhabiting a dwelling affected 
by a building code violation. The "crime" of the landlord in this 
instance is similarly a state, rather than incident form of crime 
that continues in duration through time, so long as the condition' 
of the structure remains uncorrected. Bigamy has the same continuing 
character and involves a victimization where the bigamist keeps a 
partner ignorant of the other. Such victimization states are subject 
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to incidence measurement with regard to points of entering or leaving 
the state, but prevalence measures are applicable to the observation' 
of such victimization in a population. (Bidennan, in press.) 

The series form of incident may also be an indicator of a condi
tion of victim proneness, that is, a person vulnerable to offenses of 
a similar character by different offenders on frequent occasions. 
Among such conditions mentioned in victimization survey results are 
the shopkeeper in a high-crime area or the resident of a highly 
burglary-prone dwelling unit or the person who is forced to park his 
automobile where it is regularly subject to vandalization. 

While the NCS utilized the panel technique primarily to insti
tute a control on "telescoping," the value of the panel feature 
probably will reside: mere in the elucidation of those forms of victim
ization best charact~rized in terms of prevalence than of incidence 
measures. As indicated earlier, because inquiry can be made of cur
rent conditions of victimization, recall problems are avoided. 
Conditions are more accessible to survey detection than past events. 
In addition, their very duration or frequency in the individual life 
space makes them more important in their consequences for individuals 
than many of the incidents of highly ephemeral consequence for indi
viduals with which victimization surveys have been preoccupied. 
Finally, as Reiss has pointed out, such victimizations usually pre
sent a much higher potential for effective system intervention than 
is the case with point-in-time crime incidents. 

Event Histories:--Even in the case of crimes of very brief dura
tion, such as the casual street-mugging, etiological interest may 
reside in factors other than the chance intersection of the geo
temporal paths of offender and victim. Of the ordinary Part 1 classes-
even the "stranger offenses" of this class--many have histories of 
appreciable duration, histories of hours, days, weeks or years. We 
can derive little sense of the significance of these histories from 
most of the data we use for studying such events. These histories 
may involve nothing more than the period during which joints are 
cased or marks spotted and sized-up, but there are also many more 
facets of histories of offenses that go toward establishing the 
definitions of situations by offenders, and by victims, which deter
mine the occurence of victimizing events. Uniform Crime Reports and 
National Crime Survey dat.a tapes have the incident logic and are 
devoid of information on the histories of victimizing events. Some
what more information may be available in the records of detective 
divisions, prosecutors and court trials. Much of the history of 
victimizing incidents that may be of etiological importance is 
inadmissable as legal evidence, however--in considerable part, 
because of the point-in-time, incident logic implicit in the legal 
definitions of many offenses. The inadmissibility of etiologically 
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pertinent history was illustrated recently in the Ford Pinto case were 
evidence relating to the development of the organizational set in the 
c~mpany toward gas tank safety in years prior to those involving work 
d1rectly upon the 1971 Pinto was ruled inadmissable. 

Ideally, for understanding event histories, our data would be 
based on information on the relevant behavior of all of the actors 
mentioned in the definition of a victimizing event at the beginning 
of this paper, including their perceptions and definitions of the 
event. Victimology rarely has available information from more than 
one direct source, and seldom from all of the actors. 

Some attempts at gaining information directly from all of these 
types of actors have been made. The Kansas City Preventive Patrol 
Experiment is one such case (Kelling, et al., 1976). Another is 
Olweus's research (1978) on school bullies and their whipping boys 
in which he interviewed not only the offenders and their victims, 
but also peers, parents, teachers and other school authorities 
regarding each of his cases. 

Harmful Consequences:--Victimology, by redirecting attention 
from preoccupation with offense and offender, toward the victim and 
toward a broader conception embracing the relations of the victim 
within the victimizing event, its causal history, and its harmful 
consequences, is playing an immeasurably constructive role for 
criminology if only because this orientation demands attention to 
the much-neglected temporal dimension of criminological data. The 
etiological perspectives of victimology, as introduced (or at least 
reinforced) by von IIentig, Mendelsohn, Schafer and Wolfgang, directed 
greater attention back in time from where the narrow focus on "the 
o~fense" had previously been fixed. The concerns of victimology 
w1th the harms caused victims directs attention toward data forward 
in time, although research, and statistics, useful for illuminating 
harmful consequences of victimization remain in their infancy. 

For many victimizations, the harm caused can only be ascertained 
with the unfolding of time. For some classes such as homicide, the 
harm is indeterminate in the individual case, for one can never know 
what the value of a life would have been, nor even its duration had 
it not been prematurely terminated. This provides good reason for 
the use of statistical expectations (although perhaps scant excuse 
for the economics-minded approach of using expected lifetime earnings). 
The tables used for such evaluations are just one among many instances 
in which the data for victimology are data on nonvictims. Using 
external data also, we assign values to stolen cars by knowing what 
the market value is for a similar car sold rather than stolen. 
However, logical difficulties of asking questions of the sort: 
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f " that are not always that "what would have been if not or ••• , . f h rm 
endemic to the estimat~on 0 a • readily solvable are 

f 1 quences of victimizing events is 
The duration of harm u. cons~f the seriousness of victimization. 

itself one import~nt determ~nan:rms __ for example, homicide, permanent 
Irreversible· and ~rr~medi~b1e e1 heirlooms or irretrievable repute-
injury, the loss of ~rrep acea e 
are the extreme cases. 

d 1 of data on the harms suffered 
The NCS collects a great ea d edica1 attention received. 

by victims, particularly proPderty loss ~nc 1mosses and the resulting 
. . place on econom. , 

Particular emphas~s ~s big "economics of crime" field. 
data have been a boon to the oom n 

·--The strategy of the conventional 
Current Consequences Surveys. d t about a past event and 
.. . t ask the respon en 

victim~zat~on survey ~s 0 ast or still existing. We explored 
then explore the consequences, P d ts in a random population . h ' f asking respon en 
an a1ternat~ve tec n~que ~ of h sica1 injury and thereupon 
survey about present cond~tions ~ y h' h ;f any of these current 

h ti s to dete~ne w ~c , • , 
proceeding wit ques on h individual defined as a crime. 
conditions were due to an event t e 
(Biderman, 1975c.) 

h current objective consequences Relative to past event-recall, suc 
screening will reduce data losses from: 

(1) respondent's failures of recall 

(2) the application of overly restrictive ideas of "crime" in 
the recall task 

(3) the interview to a brief reference the need to restrict 
period 

, . from the interview and the analysis 
The approach also e1~~nates to victims since the respondent 
events that are of trivial cons~quencethresho1d of "current attention." 
only reports ma.tters that ar

1
e a,ove a

1ue 
these gains must offset 

For the approach to be of.re a~~~e va. ' 
the following sources of ~neff~c~ency. 

(1) hat do not still have noticeable 
the loss of data on even~~t:rview, including all data on 
consequences at time of however grave these may have 
attempted crimes and threats, f i 
once been from a legal, moral or psychic point 0 v ew, 

(2) encumbering the interview 
information exchange, 

itself with much nonre1evant 
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(3) the need for complex analysis to estimate the incidence of 
victimizing events given the variable duration ("mortality") 
of injury effects. 

The current consequences approach directly yields indicators of 
the prevalence of harmful effects of crime among a population at a 
particular time. The survey we conducted of a Washington metropolitan 
area sample, for example, found about 15 percent of the respondents 
were currently suffering from handicaps or pain due to an injury. 
Acts regarded as criminal by the injured person were responsible for 
18 percent of these conditions, i.e., .2.7 percent of the sample of 
adults were current victims of crime-caused physical injury. Many 
(29 percent) of those with injuries reported they were suffering 
effects of more than one injury. Very few of the injuries attributed 
to crime were of recent origin--over one thirq of the conditions 
dated back five or more years. 

Such indicators of the prevalence of adverse conditions 
resulting from crime are of great importance and neglected usefulness. 
Nonetheless, there has always been much greater interest and attention 
given indicators of the incidence of crime events than the prevalence 
of their effects. The current consequences approach could provide 
incidence estimates only given a large number of observations at many 
time points, if the estimate was to take account of the decay of 
effects of injuries with short-lived consequence for the victim. 

Economies would be realized by pursuing information regarding 
crime as a cause of injury within surveys. directed more broadly toward 
the topic of injury, or even toward health in general (Biderman, 
1975a). From the standpoint of the meanings and uses data may have~ 
there is also great value to examining crime as source of harm to 
physical well-being within the context of inquiries into the topic of 
physical well-being. The ordinary perspective of crime statistics 
asks: "What number or proportion of crimes involve injuries to 
victims?" The current consequences methodology can also ask "What 
proportion of injuries involve crimes?" The latter type of question 
provides a metric for many problems of social evaluation and social 
policy within the criminal justice field that are not given by the 
former~ It, furthermore, affords a source of information regarding 
the ways in which criminal justice matters are bound up with those 
in the realm of health and safety. 

The results of this pilot survey show the importance for the 
etiology of injury of human agency and of failures of legal and other 
social controls. Almost half of the injured respondents attributed 
the harm from which they were suffering to actions of others. One 
fourth of injuries from all causes were blamed upon "negligent," 
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"reckless," or "hostile" behavior by other parties; in most of these 
instances, acts the victim regarded as "criminaL" These resu1ts 
indicate that norm violations as a cause of injury merit greater 
attention than they currently receive in data collection in the 
health field. l 

The use of objective and current consequences approaches may 
also prove valuable for investigating the impact of crime on life 
domains other than physiological health. Something close to this 
orientation has already figured in a number of victimization surveys 
in the form of questioning about residence and neighborhood; for 
example, questions about actual, intended, or desired changes of 
residence with follow-up questioning to determine whether these 
were provoked by direct victimization. Other domains that could be 
explored in this fashion are social relations, personal property, 
working life, and psychological and sexual adjustments. One 
strategic multipurpose vehicle might be general screening surveys 
of the impacts of various kinds of severe disruptions of the normal 
course of life of individuals and families, with follow-up inter
viewing carried out of those cases pertinent to interests of specific 
agencies charged with preventing, offsetting, or compensating for 
social misfortune. 

The prevalence-of-harm orientation is important to victimology's 
role of not taking criminal law as fixed and immutable, but also in 
searching for avenues of fruitful reform of law. One broad strategy 
is to identify persons, or groups of persons, who are suffering 
serious harms as a result of acts which are not now criminal, but. 
which should be so defined given the magnitude of the harm and moral 
judgments with regard to its cause. My first incarnation as an 
employed social scientist was in a project of this type. This was 
a project sponsored by the American Bankers Association which wished 
to demonstrate that small loan customers (of small loan companies, 
not banks) were being misled to their impoverishment by quite legal 
(indeed, then quite recently legalized) practices of the industry. 
That study was done almost 40 years ago and "truth in lending" studies 
remain an active genre. In a later incarnation, I worked on research 

1 Dilemmas exist as to the degree to which medical data systems should 
or should not be influenced by criminal justice system criteria. 
Although some investigators prefer to use homicide data from vital 
statistics sources than those from police sources, for example, the 
two sets would be more useful were the vital statistics more inde
pendent from police sounces. The International Classification of 
Diseases includes classes of injuries by human agency that depend on 
application of criminal legal criteria that are presumably not within 
the special competence of medical recorders. (Biderman, 1975a.) 
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~n ustry. 

This body of research usuall d 
informants who voluntarily or thY epends upon information from 
agenc~es of social interventio~ erwise are available through 
~~e~c~es. Such populations are'i~~~~ ~; ~~eatment and counseling 

no~'~d~:~ ~~et:!e;~!;~s~fi~h:~:~terist~cs o~ ~~~~S~l~!n~:~::r~~tiS 
ot erwise to treat a populati er to extend that clientele or 
by the agency. McIntyre and ~~r!~ss selective than that reached 
~ stud~ of rape victims in whic s ~1979) have recently completed 
~ntens~ve multimedia advert .. h subJects were recruited by an 
financial compensation for ~~~~g ~ampaign, and the use of modest 
sources. While these d. J ec s, as llTell as through the 
sub. ev~ces were effecti . agency 

. Jects who would not have been id . ve ~n procuring many 
l~sts, such a procedure does have enlt~fia~le through any agency 

se ectiv~ty of unknown ch aracter 
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that hampers the generalized statistical interpretation of the data 
it yields. 

Impacts of Crime:--In general population surveys, however, 
we generally find little to support the idea tha: the consequence~ ~f 
"ordinary crime". (as distinct from organized, whl.te collar. or poll.tl.
cal crime) have any marked impact on the lives and well-bel.ng of the 
American people. There are several possible expla~ations of t~is. 
One explanation is that criminal victimization is l.ndeed relatl.vely 
rare and that highly consequential victimization is extremely rare. 
This'may be even true of the cumulative victimization experiences of 
persons over a span of years--another aspect of the temporal dimension 
of victimization about which current data sources leave us almost 
totally in the dark. The victimology literature has muc~ theory.and 
anecdote about victimization proneness, but only the Natl.onal Crl.me 
Survey is a source of useful data on the matter. But those data are 
for only a brief "in-panel" period (32 months), ~nly ~ select~ve 
fraction of the sample actually is sufficiently l.mIDobl.le to Yl.eld 

h f II • s data covering even that long a period, t e treatmen: 0 serl.: 
cases" hides much of the important data for cumulatl.ve reckonl.ng, 
and longitudinal analyses of the complex data file.structu:es.of 
that survey's design are so difficult that we are Just begl.nnl.ng 
to get pertinent cumulative information from the NCS. 

Another possible reason for the scant evidence in major surveys 
of there being any major impact of criminal victimization on the 
life of the nation, is that the surveys are misleading; that they 
are not posing the right questions in the right way. The Annual 
Housing Survey (AHS) , for example, has a number of it:ms in it 
pertinent to the effects of criminal victimization (Bl.derman, 1979). 
We can consider for example, the reasons people give for having 
moved from where they live~ and having picked the spot w~ere they 
live now. The AHS questionnaire affords reasons galore l.n its pre
codes, but effects of crime or fear of crime don't even make the 
list. In the NCS cities surveys, crime fear was rarely given as a 
reason for changing residential location (Garofalo, 1977:21). Yet 
are there many doubts that crime and fear of crime have changed the 
urban landscape of America and continue to do so? Is it truly onl~ 
secondary effects of victimization--that is, not what happens to m: 
but what happens to people around me--that is the sou:ce of t~e maJor 
consequence of crime for contemporary society? And, l.f that l.S the 
case is it direct knowledge or mass media information about victim
ization that enters into decisions people as individuals make and 
that in aggregate change the landscape? In either event~ does victim
ology's notion of the victim misdirect attention as to where and to 
when the most important consequences of victimization take place? 
(Cf. Dubow, McCabe and Kaplan, 1979.) 
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There are other possible interpretations, and I think also cor
rect interpretations, of why our statistical data fail to reflect 
accurately and sufficiently the longer-term impacts of victimization 
on behavior such as residential choice. Our questionnaires tend to 
isolate crime consequences from the round of life--the domains in 
which they have their impact. There are two adverse results of this: 
victimization is undercounted and the data are less usefully related 
to the contexts that explain victimization and in which useful appli
cation of results would have to take pIece. 

The first defect is one we are attempting to remedy in current 
work being undertaken to improve the questioning in the National 
Crime Survey. The questions posed to determine whether a person has 
been victimized are so abstract and removed from one's present experi
ences around which one organizes one's thoughts and memory with regard 
to victimization one has experienced. I may suggest this effect by 
pointing to the victimization data yielded by the NIE~sponsored survey 
on crime in high schools (N~tional Insti~ute of Education. 1978). Even 
though NIE data are restricted to in-school victimization, only, the 
monthly rates for victimization in the NIE data are about the same 
order-of-magnitude as annual rates for l2-l9-year-olds in the NCS. 
(The NIE rates cited here are for bounded data from bounded inter
views. Group-administered questionnaires in the NIE survey, which 
were unbounded, yielded much higher victimization rates.) To be sure, 
that the NIE used a one-month as opposed to the NCS six-month recall 
period certainly has much to do with the much higher victimization 
rates reported in the former survey by high-school-age boys and girls, 
but there is another factor apparently at work also. I would expect 
that questioning of students in schools about school is at least 
somewhat less likely to fail to evoke recall about school victimiza
tion that will questioning at home. A student may be completing the 
questionnaire at the very desk from which her purse was stolen. The 
person she suspects did it may be sitting across the aisel~. Out the 
window is the playground ~n which she had been roughed up by the kids 
who resented blacks coming into the school. The teacher in that home 
room may be the one to whom she complained but who wouldn't do any~ 
thing about it. 

Similarly, questioning people at work about victimization at 
work will almost certainly yield a more complete enumeration of 
victimization at work than will questioning at home about victimiza
tion in general. 

When we first experimented with victim survey methods, my 
original interpretation of the difficulty with which crime incidents 
were recalled by many (most?) respondents was that most crimes are 
not terribly important in their consequences relative to a host of 
other misfortunes which crowd our lives--illnesses, bereavements, 
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jiltings, burnt-out auto transmissions are at least no less rare and 
far more consequential than most crimes that fall into the Part 1 
list (Biderman, et al., 1968). But I have since concluded that this 
interpretation is-only part of the story. The other part as my school 
illustration begins to suggest is the consequences of much of crime 
victimization have meaning for the victims only within and as a part 
of the particular life domains they affect. 

Social Consequences:--There is a theoretical bias inherent in the 
strategy of directing interviewing to the consequences of crime. It 
accentuates a bias already present in victimization surveys as contrasted 
with more traditional measures of crime. The victimization survey 
orients attention to impacts on victims as the measure of the signi
ficance of crimes, whereas in more traditional and legally oriented 
systems such as the UCR, a much more important criterion was the 
offense against the rule of law as contrasted with the offense to 
the individual victim. 

The difference we have in mind may be illustrated readily by 
traffic law. With a victimization orientation, violations of traffic 
rule would be counted only when they resulted in an accident wh~ch 
inflicted injury on some individual or his property. If such an 
orientation was adopted by the criminal justice system, it would 
ignore most such offenses as driving through red lights or crossing 
the solid dividing line of a highway on a hill or curve. Only when 
the violation resulted in an "accident" .would the "seriousness" of 
the act be measured by the injury suffered by the victim. If this 
appears far-fetched, consider the serious advocacy, for example, by 
Becker and Landes (1974), that punishment for crime should involve 
compensation of the victim by the offender through fines in proportion 
to the harm done. Note also that under such a rationale, even intent 
to harm becomes of little, if any, pertinence. It matters not 
whether an "accident" involved someone trying to ram someone deliber
ately, or because of a game of "chicken," or because of a desire to 
deliver mother to the hospital on time. Misses don't count, no matter 
how near misses they are. 

To a degree, victimization surveys already reflect a bias from 
direct consequences to the victim in that, at least presumably, the 
seriousness and duration of the harm that a victim suffers have much 
to do with the ability of the survey respondent to remember and 
report an event in the interview. In ordinary victimization inter
viewing, however, the moral seriousness or the outrageousness of the 
act mayor may not confer memorability on the crime event, so long 
as interviewing directs itself to matters of material harm, rather 
than psychic outrage. 
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. Further, the value of a legal rule is not measurable by the 
soc:al cost ~f the deviations that occur from it, but rather by the 
soc1al.benef1ts that derive from its existence. The harm that occurs 
from v10lations of rules are not only those to the immediate victims 
of the violation but the threat that such violations in aggregate 
would pose to the viability of the rule and the ability of people to 
conduct :heir OT~\ affairs on the basis of reasonable confidence that 
others w1ll respect their persons and property in the manner and cir
cumstances prescribed by the rule. 

. The s~cial effect of violations on the strength of a rule is 
h1ghly vis1ble in the traffic situations mentioned above and was 
quantified by F.R. Allport (1933) many years ago in his famous J-c r 
hypothesis of conforming behavior. People tend to observe (obey) ~u~:s 
they observe (view) being observed (recognized and obeyed) and to 
violate rules they see others violating. 

,One of the respondents who contributed multiple incidents of 
vict1mizatio~ to our 1966 Washington victimization study also reminded 
me of ~he eX1st~nce of a long-standing principle of crime-victim com
pensat10n that 1S operative in much of society. When asked if his 
losses were compensated in any way, this man responded that he took 
care of that by himself. Thus, when his coat was stolen in a bar he 
t~ok someone else's, auto parts similarly, etc. In military grou;s 
w1th which I served, not only was the principle upheld by the informal 
normative structure that losses to theft legitimate theft to replace 
the loss, it approached ~ moral imperative that one do so, so long as 
the se~ondary victimizat10n was not within the primary group. Within 
the pr1mary group, the principle, "Don't get mad, get even" ~equired 
identifying and retaliating against the original offender. Only in 
speci~l and extreme cases was mobilization of the official system 
s~nctJtl')Ued by peers, or indeed, the immediate representatives of 
m1litary authority. 

We also know with regard to assaultive violence that subjects of 
aggression frequently react with aggression against some other party-
violent peck orders exist among young men as well as among chicks 
(W.F. Whyte, 1955). Thus far, however, our data systems are not 
designed well to identify such "secondary victimization" as an effect 
of crime. To the degree such a principle operates for classes of 
victimization within normative subcultures, the formal, chain-like 
properties of the phenomena suggest the possibilities for very high 
crime incidence generation from this kind of effect. 

, A source of significance of attempted but unsuccessful or other
W1se uncompleted crimes and those involving trivial material conse
quences is the destruction of public confidence in one's ability to 
count on the operation of law. So far, research has focused largely 
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~ the impact, direct or indirect, 
on the negative side of th~S ~~~~~ation and costs, including behav-
of victimization on fear 0 v c

h 
f Such data can be put into 

it costs of suc ears. f Ii ioral opportun y , h i osite the value of ee ngs 
perspective by illumination of t e rdo~~opert;. But, it is both an 
of security with regard to Pberlson a~ to study social disorganization easier and more easily funda etas 
than social organization. 

Formal System Hobilization as Event Consequence 

. criminology has until recently vlith relatively few exceptJ..ons, t. cular type of consequence 
been largely dependent fO~ da~~l~~~~n: ~:~m1the intervention of some 
of a victimizing event, t at These interventions meet needs for 
formal agency of social aCitio~. unlike most individuals, are i that formal organ zat1ons, . 
data n f ds of their transact10ns. generators of systems 0 recor 

is the police--it is, as The most frequently mobilized ~ge~c~iction in criminally victim-
it were, the usual agency of first Jur1~erant way in which police 
izing events (Reiss, 1971) •. The pre~onvictims, although other 
become mobilized is by notif1ca~~on fY ictims offenders, or other 
citizen reports--by friends ~~ ot~e~i:e lear~ about the event are 
private persons who witness first mobilization of police response. 
also common sources of the . exist with regard to who is 
There are events in w~ich ambi~u1~ii::y may be mobilized by a party 
offender and who is v1ctim, an p - b t which party may come to be 
that has self-definition as victim, .u th event In a small portion 

b tly as an offender 1n e. d 
treated su sequen f .t before any other concerne 
of events, the police may learn 0 t~ es are mobilized earlier than 
party. Other formal agencies ~ome : ther medical intervention 
are the police--ambulance serv ce a~ 0 ent mobilization of the 
may be mobilized with or without su ~eq~inds of injuries, police 
criminal justice system. (For certa n a dated in administrative 
notification may be legally maudatori orr:o~ cases fire departments 
procedures of the medi~al age~~i:) d nw~th extremeiy complex varia
are ordinarily those f1rstbmothe1::t~re of the incident determining 
tion among localities and y b mobilized subsequently. 
whether and how police agencieSimaY

l 
einstitutionaJ settings leads 

. i rring in part cu ar . i t 
Vict1mizat on occu h thority systems appropr ate 0 
to the initial mobilization of t e :~ther than police, almost always 
those settings. School aU~horitY'onl authority, to deal with ~rimi
are the initial, and usual,,-y, t~~ il Y ly in large industrial ana 
nal victimizations in school. m i ar m lexes parks and other 
business establishments, . large ~~u~n~~i~~tions, in the milita:y, an 
large recreation~l faci11tiesii. d with subsequent mobilizat1on of 
internal system 1S first m~~i ~~' Police and quasi-police organi
police being variously pro ema c. i ation may have exclusive 
zations internal to some large organ z , 
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purview or shared with the police agencies of civil jurisdictions, 
whose jurisdictions, in turn, may in some degree overlap. 

If we extend the SCope of our interests beyond "ordinary crime," 
a host of other potential organizations come into view as those first 
mobilized for various classes of victimizing events; attorneys, 
insurance companies and regulatory agencies, for example, in white 
collar crime cases (Biuerman and Reiss, 1978}. 

The mobilization of one formal organization can lead to mobili~' 
zations of others, either independently, by action of the first 
agency notified, or by coping interactions of vat'ious parties to the 
event. Attention tends to be centered on the chain of the agencies 
of law enforcement and administration of justice, with the steep 
gradient of transition probabilities for subsequent action regarding 
the event as one moves successively toward higher police levels 
("case papering"), prosecution, courts, corrections. The elaboration 
of the so~ial apparatus has proliferated the kinds of agencies that 
may have involvement--legal assistance agencies, victim-witness 
assistance agencies, dispute reolution agencies, private insurance 
and victim compensation programs, as examples. While police records 
may be more exhaustive and less selective with regard to crime events, 
victimological research has made extensive use of records of other 
agencies, either as direct sources of data, or to identify for 
direct research interrogatory, informants with particularly desired 
characteristics. The records at these subsequent levels often serve 
data purposes better in that they often reflect more intensive 
investigation, more careful weighing of evidence, and more systematic 
and standardized processing. 

It would require far more extensive space than is appropriate 
here to discuss the properties, uses and problems of data from any 
one of these classes of formal systems that become recorders of 
victimization information. I will attempt to deal with them in terms 
of a few very general remarks. 

Questions exist regarding when and why particular systems do or 
do not get mobilized to attend to a particular event. Two effects 
of this variable mobilization are 

a. the set of victims or victimization events covered by the 
records of a particular system may be a biased subset of 
all those in which the interest of some statistical user 
may reside, 

b. the user's interest may reside precisely in the reasons why 
a particular system becomes mobilized or not, and the differ
ences it makes for cases subject or not to that agency's 
interventions. 
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In these events, an agency's data become useful only in combination 
with some independent source of information. So, for example, such 
information as we have on when and why police ar~ mobilized comes from 
observations organized specifically for research data collection 
purposes, such as the police observation studies conducted by Reiss 
(1971) and by victimization surveys. 

The less-than-complete character of the records of formal sys
tems may be viewed, in part, as merely reflecting the less-than
perfect organizatibn of society--both the departures from perfection 
that may be remediable and those which inhere in the inevitable dif
ferences between ideal models and attainable realities (Biderman, 
1975). 

Let us consider two functions of an "ideal" society. Formal 
agencies may exist for one of two purposes: 

1. For preventing social actors from harming others "wrong
fully" (control systems). 

2. For remedy~ng or compensating for harms when they do occur 
(remedial systems). 

A fully effective control system would indeed take notice of all 
wrongful harms and act upon them, by deterrence, incapacitation, 
norm-reaffirmation, or whatever other means, toward minimizing 
reoccurence of like acts by the same or other potential offenders. 
Similarly, the system of remedy or compensation would be mobilized 
to right, insofar as possible, all wrongs. We need not elaborate 
here on the fact that such systems do not remotely approach universal
ity in their capacities to either learn about harmful wrongs or to 
act on all those wrongs they come to lulOW about. Their very imper
fections as action agents also lessen the degree to which' those upon 
whom they are dependent for their mobilization turn to them in that 
it is often believed it will be idle to do so. If anything, the 
public has rather exaggerated ideas about what such systems care to 
have brought to their attention and what they have any capacity or 
responsibility to take serious action upon (Reiss, 1971). All agencies 
also have needs and agendas that are not always congruent, and may be 
quite incongruent, with the needs and interests of those upon whom 
they rely for their mobilization; that is, the agencies and their 
actors serve both their own purposes and those of parties with whom 
tlley h~ve regular dealings (as they generally do not with individual 
victims and witnesses). Also, their general public functions may in 
any given instance conflict with the perceived interests of an indi
vidual victim, ~itness, etc. Motivation to mobilize them is not 
always high. 
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As agencies tha.t do act, often for the good or ill of those with 

whom they interact, control and remedial systems also are dealing with 
persons who may have high disposition to give them distorted as well 
as selective information. Many of these formal systems must therefor 
rely on the difficult process of balancing testimony, variously avail
able and often biased, from multiple sources. For many purposes of 
data, this makes for highly complex, very unstandardized systems of 
records reflecting results of elaborate processes of judgment and 
that are therefor extremely burdensome if not impossible for some 
eventual data user to relate to his own purposes and to evaluate in 
terms of his own independent criteria. The criteria and procedures 
for judgment also are subject to change over time, as well as being 
non-uniform by pl~ce. End results of the processing of information by 
such systems usually have to be taken with a considerable degree of 
faith, as well as with acceptance of normative criteria from which 
one would prefer one's data were free. 

Just as the formal agencies are far from perfect as universal 
observers, they are also far from ideal as data recorders. More 
particularly, they usually have scant interest in records as data 
and are interested in them only for the action and evaluation pur
poses of the organization. 

Nonetheless, the closer agencies come to universality as action 
agencies, the better they serve as sources of data. One of our 
problems is the lack of systematic features to the control and 
remedial systems; I have noted many or the different kinds of agen
cies that may be involved without absolutely clear lines distinguish
ing the boundaries and rules for inter-system referrals among them. 

Systems of remediation presumably possess greater potential for 
approaching universality than control systems in that the individual 
victim has high motivation to seek the remedy they offer. One can 
think of a universal system of social compensation--and, indeed, 
some of the more elaborate welfare states, notably Denmark, have 
done more than think about it--in which all harms to individuals that 
exceed a certain threshold of impact on the ongoing well-being of 
the individual or family unit affected would be subject to state 
efforts at setting matters as right as possible by clinical care 
or compensation. 

Medical systems for some time have been moving toward the ideal of 
universal entitlement to "everything possible" for the undoing of 
harm. They therefor are potentially a particularly good source of 
records for victimological investigations of events causing physical 
harm. Most of their potential in this regard, however, is destroyed 
by their not being organized in a coherent and systematic manner. 
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The development of crime victimization systems in the U.S. is a step 
in the direction of extending the compensatory system in the direction 
of universality with respect to encompassing criminal harms in remedial 
social systems. With its development, new systems of records regarding 
victimization have become available as data. But there are grave limits 
to the extension of such systems. 

One of such limits is illustrated by the considerable popularity 
of models of the ideal society that are quite the opposite of those 
which would make all harms subject to organized social action-
particularly state action. We can consider a Randian model (Ayn Rand, 
not the RAND Corp., which tends a bit more toward an intermediate 
position) in which everybody would only look out for oneself (and 
other favored selves)--there would be no offenders and no victims, 
just winners and losers. The social (as distinct from the individual
istic) purpose of encouraging prudence and self-rewarding behavior is 
a limitation on the acceptability of universal victim compensation 
systems and leads them to incorporate in their models rather subtle 
(and nonobjective) principles of what was a harmful wrong not imprudently 
courted. In addition to the desire to avoid disincentives toward pru
dence, there is concern with incentives to false claims, and compensa
tory and remedial systems are concerned with fraudulent claims for 
compensation and with malingering claims upon care systems. In the 
U.S., we also have a wonderous mixture of systems of care and compen
sation. The decentralization, overlaps, and sectoral mixtures of 
such systems make them generally very poor sources of data. The 
private systems, such as the commercial insurance system and private 
medicine, safeguard their privacy and the proprietary character of 
their data. Casualty insurance data is now, for good reason, of scant 
use as research data for victimology. Medical care, with thousands of 
independent providers and hospitals without clearly bounded catchment 
areas or. domains of responsibility make their records extremely complex 
for systematic data purposes. 

The general point of the above discussion is that the problems 
of data are fundamentally problems of the organization of social action. 
The remedies for the problems of data availability, if they exist at 
all, are remedies of social organization. This may take the form of 
(1) reorganizing the character of the action systems, as in the case 
of the victim compensation programs, (2) grafting data record systems 
onto action systems, as in the case of the UCR, or (3) organizing 
completely independent systems of generating records specifically for 
data purposes. The victimization survey and notably, its embodiment 
in a system that aspires toward universal national scope, the National 
Crime Survey, illustrates well the last form. 
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The Victimization Survey 

data 
the 

Elsew~er7' I tre~ted the victimization survey as a source of 
for v1ct1mology 1n terms of its contraposition to the data of 

systems of action intervention. 

The pote~tial vitues of the victimization survey approach for the 
study of vict1mology are not limited to remedying the selective 
re:ording of events in official data (Biderman 1967; Biderman and 
R:1SS 1967): In that the survey is an ad hoc device for the purpose 
o system~t1c ~nowledge, it develops information on Victims, offenders, 
and relat10nsh1ps between them (including those of the critical events) 
of far greate: scope and detail, and in more directly usable form than 
is the case w:th.data from official records. Some advances of su~h 
surveys for v1ct1mology are as follows: 

. 1. Un:ike the official system, whose interest is not ordinarily 
1n the vict1m ~victim, but rather as complainant or witness, the 
surve~ has the victim as its unit and focus. Thus the unit of 
cou~ting :or victimiz~tion survey data is victimiz~d persons or 
sO~1al un1ts~ not as 1n police statistics for property offenses or 
cr1me~ w~ere1n several persons (or many) may be victimized in the 
same 1nc1d~pt and where information on the social unit victimized 
is often lacking. 

2. Surve~s yield victim risk rates directly--rates that are 
extremely diff1cult when not impossible to construct from police data 
for many classes of crimes. Surveys yield directly information on 
victim proneness as given by repeated occurrences of victimizations 
to the s~me indiv~dual, at least within the boundaries of the refer
ence per10d used 1n the questioning, or, as in the case of panel 
surveys such as the NCS, for the duration of the respondent's reten
tion in the panel. 

3. Survey questions now regularly used develop information on 
the economic, physiological, and psychic consequences of the victimi
zation event. for the indiVidual, as well as on the cumulative conse
quences of h1s exposure to hazards of victimization. 

4. Interview schedules have included questions on both known 
and.suspected offenders and the victim's assumptions regarding their 
mot1ves, and 7ve~ ~uestions about the victim's surmises regarding 
the kinds of 1nd1v1duals who might have been responsible where 
ahction systems limit their data on offending parties to lnformation 
t at has greater official standing. 
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5. Surveys investigate directly the relation of precautionary 
behavior (or lack thereof) of persons to their victimization experi
ence. 

6. Some surveys have asked respondents directly about their 
view of the role of their own behavior as contributing to the event. 

7. By asking for their views regarding official actions that 
were taken or should have been taken toward the offender, surveys 
afford some indicators regarding the mobilizations of legal and 
moral sensibilities of the victim toward the offender and the crime, 
as well as regarding the effectiveness of formal agencies. 

8. To the extent that students of victimology are interested 
in making judgments regarding the reasonableness of the official 
system in taking account of the responsibility 6r culpability of 
the victim, the survey method also provides a key type of data; that 
is accounts of incidents in which the victim defined the event as 

, I" a crime, but where this definition was rejected by the po ~ce so 
that the event never appeared in official registers of crimes. 
Victimization surveys have included questions on the disposition 
of complaints by authorities and the reasons therefore, as perceived 
and reported by the victim. 

9. Unlike official statistics which make "yes-no," "black-white" 
discriminations, only, with regard to whether or not an event is tabu
latable as a crime, data from a survey are open to being treated in 
a probabilistic manner that more accurately affects uncertainties of 
inference and judgment that often obtain. There may be ambiguities 
regarding critical objective features of the event (e.g.; were objects 
lost or stolen?); or subjective features, (e.g., was the respondent 
injured accidentally or d,eliberately?); or in the application of 
normative judgements (e.g., was the act a justifiable response to 
provocation?). In the victimization survey conducted by the National 
Opinion Research Center (Ennis 1967), 7 percent of the incidents 
reported by respondents were judged "doubtful" and an additional 9.4 
percent involved doubt in staff judgments of the criminality of the 
act. About 20 percent of the incidents reported by respondents 
involved one element or another of such doubt. For many purposes, 
such as analyzing the effect of experiences with crime on citizens' 
attitudes and behavior, or the cooperation received from authorities 
in resolving through investigation ambiguous events, such data are 
quite useful. 

The victimization survey method, in theory, has such vast poten
tial for meeting so many of all of the data needs of the field of 
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victimology that it has tended to be a target of quite extravagant 
expectations. While it undoubtedly is the single most important 
recent development in criminological methodology, and while it 
already has had profound results in reorienting the conceptual 
structure and problem agendas of the pertinent disciplines, it will 
be a considerable period of time before the revolutionary potential 
of the victim survey is realized. Furthermore, there are inherent 
limitations to the method such that victimology shall always have to 
have recourse to other sources for data on many of the important 
problems on its agendas. 

Again, it will not be possible for me here to cover all of the 
problems inherent in the victimization survey methods in general, 
or even those that inhere in that particular application of the 
method by the federal government for general purpose victimization 
statistics through the mechanism of the National Crime Survey (NCS). 
At various earlier junctures in this paper, I have mentioned some 
of these matters and there is an extremely lengthy listing of issues 
and problems that is the subject of attention in a large program 
currently underway for redesign of the NCS. This program is being 
undertaken by a consortium of private institutions and the Bureau 
of the Census coordinated by the Bureau of Social Science Research, 
Inc. under contract with the Bureau of Justice Statistics of the 
Department of Justice. I will make mention here of matters to which 
I attach particularly great importance. They are matters t~at apply 
with equal force to most of our other sources that depend upon inter
rogatory methods. 

The victimization survey is affected by a host of problems general 
to the sample survey method. The literature on these problems would 
fill many shelves. There is a large class of problems that relate 
to sampling--defining a population, devising a feasible sampling plan 
for it, implementing this plan with all the knitty, knotty problems 
of enumeration and contact such implementation involves, establishing 
the error structure for results both in terms of the random models 
and departures therefrom in the sampling plan, and to take account 
of the variable success achieved in implementing it. Sampling is 
the first among many decision points in the design of a victimization 
survey where tradeoff considerations must be confronted. The presence 
of these tradeoffs serves to illustrate an obvious conclusion regarding 
the survey method: No one surveyor survey system, no matter how 
elaborate, can serve all the data purposes of victimology. 

Respondent Behavior:--The survey method is dependent upon cooper
ation of respondBnts with it, almost always with no compensation 
except that intrinsic to the task and the social encounter. The 
motives of respondent cooperation are not terribly well understood, 
although civility to strangers, civic duty (particularly in the case 
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of government and public issue surveys), and simple curiosity appear 
to rank high among these motives. While respondents do not have 
strong intrinsic reasons to give false information to surveys, neither 
do they have strong extrinsic reasons for giving correct information. 
In what may be an astonishingly high proportion of all cases, respon
dents are sufficiently motivated not to refuse to be interviewed 
altogether. The NCS maintains completion rates in the high nineties 
(I will confess to being not altogether sure of how the Census Bureau 
computes these rates). There is a difference, however, between not 
refusing to be interviewed versus accep~ing all of the burdens of atti
tude and effort in the interview a particular survey wishes the 
respondent to assume. Being a "good respondent" can involve consider
able positive effort at the demands of attention, question comprehen
sion, recall and response verbalization. In surveys, such as a 
victimization survey that may venture into ego-involved and psycho
logically unpleasant areas of experience, as well as areas ordinarily 
within spheres of privacy, the survey interview expects respondents 
to abandon some of the ordinary norms of reticence and engage in full 
and frank revelation. The very motives the survey uses to enlist 
cooperation may affect adversely the quality of that cooperation as 
it relates to accurate and undistorted testimony. For example, the 
respondent who desires to be "nice" to the interviewer may be 
affected by "demand characteristics" of the interview--in the 
victimization survey, which transparently desires to get informa-
tion on victimization, the respondent may invent the information 
desired, or, more likely, to distort recall of ineligible information 
to make it eligible, as in the well-known "telescoping-in" effect. 
(This is not the only possible psychological explanation of tele
scoping, however.) That the interviewer seeks to gain respondent 
cooperation by establishing a social relationship (which, according 
to Weber, involves the persons taking meaningful account of each 
other's behavior) means that the respondent is concerned with the 
effect of answers on the interviewer's regard for him. Where the 
respondent's motives are somewhat akin to the reasons for voting-
that is, to have one's views, experiences and interests taken into 
account by the political process--the respondent may shape his replies 
to serve such ends. For example, a respondent who feels crime is the 
most important problem facing his community may not wish to reveal 
that he or she has suffered no victimization. 

The future of the victimization survey method is bound up with 
the extent to which the survey institution as such can maintain the 
acceptance it has, as well as with the possible specific visibility 
and a.ttitutdes toward a particular survey organization or instru
mentality, such as the Census Bureau and the NCS. (Biderman, 1975b.) 
Considerable anxiety exists regarding the erosion of support for the 
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institution. The survey institution has also had in recent years to 
make accommodation to various conflicting norms and values of an 
individualistic sort, as reflected in laws and regulations to prevent 
"intrusions into privacy," to provide mechanical protections for pri
vacy to replace those of trust, and to enhance various other "rights 
of human subjects." To some degree, although still a minor degree 
according to Singer's (1979) recent research, these provisions can 
convey signals in the interview situation either concordant or dis
cordant with the attitude the survey institution tries to cultivate 
in its respondents; that one unquestioningly will answer all questions 
truthfully and undefensively. 

Cannell and his associates at the University of Michigan Survey 
Rsearch Center have been experimenting with various deliberate devices 
that, in effect, will train the respondent attitudinally and cognitively 
to fulfill the respondent role consistent with the expectations of the 
survey method (Cannell, Converse and Oksenberg,·1979). 

Another avenue of approach is to build in devices in the interview 
so that respondents do not have to rely as much upon trust to insure 
the confidentiality of the information they give and that make it less 
necessary for them to reveal to the interviewer facts about themselves 
that they would rather not reveal. The sealed ballot box technique 
is an old device of surveys for this end, as is the anonymous mail 
back (with or without "innocent" deceptions to permit case linkage-
ruses that no longer are acceptable to ethical survey practice). 
Randomized response methods (RR) are wrinkles of later innovation--
one that has had considerable, although not quite totally consistent, 
success in eliciting data on sensitive subjects. 

We know that RR has worked well for various sensitive items, 
such as having had an abortion. It might also work well with regard 
to gaining information on sexual victimization. But it is important 
to ask questions that have yet to be asked about why it works. 
Depending upon why it works, quite different, more efficient and more 
universally useable alternatives to RR might be possible. It is 
more important to differentiate, to the degree that these effects'are 
psychologically separable, the extent to which respondents reveal in 
RR quest~oning what ':41ey do not in direct questioning because: 

1. RR gives them assurance that the confidentiality of the 
information will not be breached by the survey organization. 

2. RR allows them to answer without experiencing embarassment 
in the face-to-face situation with an interviewer. 

3. Increased task motivation due to interest in the novel 
game of RR. 
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4. RR results are to some degree spurious and reflect greater 
response error, of various types, in this somewhat complex task. 

While research fairly consistently affirms the potential of such 
methods for response bias reduction (the major exception seems to be 
that RR works poorly for controlling false positive reports of 
"socially desirable" behavior-Bradburn and Sudman, 1979:13), my 
feeling is that evidence of the performance of RR on individual items 
may be a suboptimal basis for using RR extensively in surveys. Before 
we do this, I believe, we need to know more about how use of RR affects 
the attitude (and, hence, the behavior) of respondents to the partic
ular survey situation in its entirety, and how widespread use of RR 
may, in the long term, affect public perceptions of the statistical 
survey as an institution. The gains an RR procedure may yield for a 
given item of information have to be weighed against its "externali
ties" for that survey as a whole. As professionals, we should also 
consider the potential externalities for the survey institution. 

RR, however, is of small help with what appears to be the more 
consequential problem of the victimization survey--that is, where the 
memory system of the respondent seems to have insufficient reason to 
bring to recall events of the past that the survey questions seek 
information about and, occasionally, whe.re the memory system has good, 
positive reasons to keep such events from recall. 

We are giving primary attentio.n in our current work on the NCS 
toward redUCing the underrepresentation and the selective representa
tion of pertinent victimizing events in the data it yields. Some 
such effects of response error will inevitably be present in data 
from this or any other survey. While we expend vast effort toward 
improving the data source, perhaps more should be directed toward 
how the inevitable presence of response error should affect data use. 

I have been regularly distressed by published research making 
substantive use of data from the NCS by its almost total disjunction 
from the methodological research on response error. In turn, the 
methodological research fails to consider adequately yielding infor
mation on those aspects of error structure that may be most often 
important in its consequences for research uses. In using data, an 
investigator must attend both to what causes events to occur and 
what causes events to be represented in particular frequencies and 
in particular ways in a data set. Data sources should be SOUl~ces 
of hypotheses for the investigator with regard to the latter 
statistical properties of the data as well as the former. 

To take an example, we know that in a cross sectional vic:timi
zation survey there will be a steep gradient in number of ind.dents 
by their temporal remoteness from the date of the interview, w'ith 
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the curve being perturbated by telescoping effects. The longer the 
recall period, the more pronounced the gradient. In one fairly well 
known victimization survey, a three-year reference period was used, 
such that frequencies of victimizations i.n the earliest months were 
about 10 percent of those in the peak penUltimate periods. Now neither 
the investigator who did this study, nor any other reasonably intelli
gent investigator, is likely to interpret such a distribution as a 
time series of rapidly increasing victimization rates over time. 
(The investigator in question did not report this distribution at 
all, but was kind enough to furnish it at my request.) But obViously, 
not all types of events in the set, nor all respondents, are equally 
affected by the "memory decay" function. Obviously, then, comparisons 
between classes of events and between classes of respondents are going 
to be affected by a severe bias when data from all periods are grouped 
together for analysis, as they were in this study. The investigator 
is in no position to explore validly any hypotheses about differences 
in, say, victimization proneness as between classes of persons, unless 
he also has a basis for answering questions about their differential 
proneness to fail to mention events in an interview with a given 
recall period. 

An article I received this week on "multiple victimization" using 
NCS data displays the same obliviousness to response error--a particu
larly grievous fault in that the very type of binomial modeling which 
its author employs ~as employed in the earliest explorations of the 
victimization survey method to try to account for the very different 
results of different interview treatments in the distributions of 
number of victimizations mentioned by each respondent in an interview 
(Biderman et a1., 1968). The article entertains no hypotheses what
soever regarding response error functions, but interprets the distribu
tions taking the data at face value. Although there is extensive 
speculative discussion in the victim survey methodological literature 
on the role of interviewing effects on these distributions, the topic 
remains undeveloped by empirical or experimental research. 

Until there is greater sensitivity of data users for the error 
structures of the NCS and more information available about error, the 
potential of the great pertinence of these data for victimo1ogy will 
be a potential for misinformation as well as for enlightenment. 

The recent work of R.A. Carr-Hill and N.H. Stern (1979) is an 
excellent example of the application of the approach to criminological 
data I am advocating here. 

This is not a matter unique to the NCS; indeed, the potential 
virtue of the NCS is that there 'is 'greatler awareness and attention 
to such matters where it is concerned than is characteristic for most 
other sources of data used in this field. 
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AGENDA 

Monday, March 10 

8:30 COFFEE 

9:00 

9:10 

9:20 

9:30 

Welcome 
Harry Bratt of Justice 
National Institute 

overview 
Walter Burkhart 

t of Justice National Institu e 

, g Remarks of the Chairman 
Open~n 

Albert Reiss 
Department o~ Sociology 
Yale Univers~ty 

Research Papers , t'cs and Lifestyle 
V'ctim Character~s ~ 1. ~ d 

2. 

3. 

Michael Gottfre son , 
. , 'nal Just~ce 

School of Cr~~ of New York at Albany 
State Univers~ty R'chard sparks 
Specific Discussant: ~ 

t Behavior , and. Risk Managemen EXposure to Risk 
Wesley Skogan , 
Center for Urban Af~~rs 

N t hwestern univers~ty Woodson or . t Robert t 
Specific Discussan : 'Enterprise Institu e 

Amer~can 

, ' Offender Relationship~ 
v~ct~m- \ 
Simon Singer , 'criminology and criminal Law 
Center for Stud~es.~n , 

, f p~nnsylvan~a 
univers~ty,o . Donna Schramm 
Specific D~scussant. Urban Policy Research 

\. 

'" 
12:30 LUNCH 

\. of Crime on the Victim 
The psychological Impact 

Morton Bard 'al Research 
The Center for Soc~ 

, ' f New York city Un~vers~ty 0 
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2:00 Research Papers 
4. Victim-Offender Dynamics in Violent Crime 

Richard Block 

5. 

6. 

Department of Sociology 
Loyola University 
Specific Discussant: Donna Schramm 

Fear of Crime, Its Causes and Consequences 
James Garofalo 
National Council on Crime and Delinquency 
Specific Discussant: Ann Schneider 

Multiple Victimization 
Richard Sparks 
School of Criminal Justice 
Rutgers University 
Specific Discussant: Edward Ziegenhag~n 

Center for Social Analysis 
State., University of New York 
at Binghampton 

Tuesday, March 11 

9:00 COFFEE 

9:30 Research Paper 
7 . MethG~Jological Problems in Victim Surveys and 

Their Implications for the Research in Victimology 
Ann Schneider 
Institute for Policy Analysis 
Specific Discussant: James Garofalo 

8. Data Sources for Victimology 
Albert Biderman. 
Bureau of Social Science Research 
Specific Discussant: Wesley Skogan 

12:00 LUNCH 

Basiq Concepts in Victimological Theory 
Marvin Wolfgang 
Center for Studies of Criminology and Criminal Law 
University of Pennsylvania . 

1:30 Summary and Research Recommendations - All Participants 

3:00 Adjournment 
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